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Abstract 
 
The fundamental chemical processes leading to the formation of braze joints between 

alumina of ≥95 wt.% Al2O3 and Kovar
®

 (Fe–29Ni–17Co wt.%) using Ag–Cu–Ti-based 

active braze alloys (ABAs) have been clarified in this work. In addition, the effects on the 
resultant microstructure of altering the peak brazing temperature (Tp), time at Tp and the 

purity of the alumina with up to ~5 wt.% silica have been determined. 
Two commercially available Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs containing 1.8 and 4.5 wt.% Ti 

commonly used for the brazing of alumina were used in this work. Initially, alumina/Ag–

Cu–Ti/alumina joints were prepared to eliminate metal dissolution from the Kovar
®

 into 
the ABA so that the chemical interaction between the ABA and the alumina was 
undisturbed and could be studied separately. Conditions simulating those of a commercial 
process result in a bi-layered structure at the ABA/Al2O3 interface that is mostly 

comprised of Ti3Cu3O, which is in contact with the ABA, alongside a thin γ-TiO layer on 

the Al2O3. Brazing experiments using single crystal Al2O3 revealed that the titanium in 

the ABA first reacts with the Al2O3 to form a transient Ti2O layer, which then enables the 

ABA to wet the Al2O3. The Ti2O layer breaks down quickly to support the growth of 

Ti3Cu3O particles that nucleate behind it and are in contact with the ABA. Particles of    

γ-TiO are shown to be the last interfacial phase to form in the joint by a reaction between 
Al2O3 and titanium which has diffused through the Ti3Cu3O. 

The addition of Kovar
®

 next to the ABA does not change the intrinsic chemical 
reactions occurring at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. However, the extent to which the 

Ti3Cu3O and γ-TiO layers grow is limited as a consequence of the reactions occurring at 

the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface. Intergranular silica in the alumina is required to establish a 
chemical bond between the alumina and ABA using typical brazing conditions. The 

formation of a Fe2Ti layer on the Kovar
®

 and its growth, along with adjacent Ni3Ti 

particles in the ABA, dominate the microstructural developments at the ABA/Kovar
®

 
interface. Joints with uniform microstructures containing continuous reaction layers 
indicative of good chemical bonding at each interface were only produced by brazing for 
short periods of time using a Tp very close to the ABA liquidus temperature. This was 

also the case for brazing with the high melting temperature ABA Copper ABA
®

 (Cu–
3.0Si–2.3Ti–2.0Al wt.%). 
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Symbols and abbreviations 
 
Symbols: 

aTi activity of titanium 

G Gibbs free energy 
Keq equilibrium constant of a reaction 

PO2 partial pressure of oxygen 

Ra average surface roughness 
Tp peak brazing temperature 

XTi concentration of titanium 

γ surface energy per unit area 
θ final contact angle 

σTi activity coefficient of titanium 

τ the length of time a joint is held at a specific Tp 

 

Abbreviations: 

ABA   active braze alloy 
AMB   active metal brazing 
BSEI   back-scattered electron image 
CTE   coefficient of thermal expansion 
EDS   energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
EELS   electron energy loss spectroscopy 
EMPA   electron microprobe analysis 
FIB   focussed ion beam 
HAADF   high angle annular dark field 
Mo-Mn process  molybdenum–manganese process 
PIPS   precision ion polishing system 
SEM   scanning electron microscopy 
SMPP   sintered metal powder processing 
STEM   scanning transmission electron microscope 
TEM   transmission electron microscopy 
XRD   X-ray diffraction 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 

The majority of practical uses for alumina require a connection to another material, which 

is often a metal. An example of such a connection by means of a mechanical attachment 

can be found in a spark plug, in which a steel casing is shrink-fitted around the alumina 

electrical insulator. Other feedthrough assemblies such as those used in sensors to 

measure pressures in aircraft systems require chemically bonded metal–alumina interfaces 

to produce hermetic bonds. 

Bonding a ceramic to a metal chemically is particularly difficult. This is because 

ceramics typically have a significantly lower coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) than 

metals. A consequence of any CTE mismatch is the development of stresses near a join, 

particularly at the free surfaces of the joined components as the joint is cooled from the 

bonding temperature. In some cases, these stresses can lead to failure of the joint, even 

with apparently good chemical bonding at the metal/ceramic interface. One method used 

to help alleviate the effects of a CTE mismatch between the alumina and the metal is to 

bond the alumina to an intermediate metallic material that has a similar CTE to the 

alumina, but with a lower elastic modulus. For example, an iron-nickel-cobalt alloy with a 

composition of approximately Fe–29Ni–17Co wt.%, also known commercially as 

Kovar
®

, is used in some feedthrough devices for the transition between the alumina and 

metal. The CTE of Kovar
®

 between room temperature and its Curie temperature of 

~435 °C is ~5.5 × 10–6 K–1 (Johnson, 2012); for this range of temperature the CTEs for 

>85 wt.% α−Al2O3-based ceramics vary between ~5.5 and ~9.0 × 10–6 K–1 

(Cawley,  2007). There is a discontinuous change in the CTE of Kovar
®

 to a noticeably 

higher value for temperatures above its Curie temperature. The alumina–Kovar
®

 bond is 

produced by brazing with a ductile alloy to help accommodate the thermally-induced 

stresses in the joint. 
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Currently, there are two commonly used brazing techniques in industry to join alumina 

to metals. These are active metal brazing (AMB) and sintered metal powder processing 

(SMPP); the most commonly known variant of SMPP is the moly–manganese (Mo-Mn) 

process. The Mo–Mn process was originally developed for zirconium silicate, magnesium 

silicate and oxide ceramics such as alumina containing a glassy secondary phase (Nolte, 

1954). It is a multi-step process, which is achieved by modifying the bonding surfaces of 

the ceramic to render them more wettable by a standard non-reactive braze alloy (i.e. 

metals which do not contain a reactive element such as Ti, V, Zr and Hf), such as the Ag–

28Cu wt.% eutectic alloy. Hey (1990) has discussed several practical aspects of this 

process relating to the preparation of the ceramic, the composition and application of the 

primary metallising layer, and subsequent firing, plating and further heat treatment steps. 

The Mo–Mn process is lengthy and considerably more complex than AMB. Joining by 

AMB is achieved in a single step using a braze alloy containing an element that reacts 

with the ceramic while the braze alloy is in a molten state to form chemical compounds 

along the braze alloy/ceramic interface. These interfacial compounds are wet by the braze 

alloy, significantly promoting the spreading of the braze alloy over the ceramic, and so 

their formation can be considered as an in-situ metallisation process. The braze alloy used 

in AMB is commonly called an active braze alloy (ABA). 

ABAs are typically based on Ag, Cu or Au and often have Ti added to enable the ABA 

to bond to the ceramic chemically. By far the majority of studies on the brazing of 

alumina to itself and to Kovar
®

 have used Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs, typically containing 

1 to 5 wt.%  Ti (Ali et al., 2015 and 2017). For joints where alumina has been brazed to 

itself, a bi-layered structure at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interfaces is typically observed. 

This consists of a nanometre-size titanium oxide layer on the alumina and a micrometre-

size Ti3Cu3O layer in contact with the ABA. Various binary compounds such as Cu2O 

(Janickovic et al., 2001), AlTi and CuTi2 (Hongqi et al., 1995) have also been reported. 

Although there is extensive scientific literature available on the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina 

interface, the evolution of the interfacial phases is still not fully understood. This is 

apparent from the clear discrepancies in the reaction mechanisms provided in the 

literature (Stephens et al., 2003 Lin et al., 2014). By comparison with what is known 

about the interfaces in alumina-to-alumina brazed joints, there is a significant lack of 
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knowledge about the phases forming at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface in alumina-to-

Kovar
®

 joints. This is partly because during brazing the chemical elements in the Kovar
®

 

react immediately with the Ti in the ABA. As a consequence, this limits the amount of 

reaction products formed at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface to be analysed. Conclusive 

experimental evidence identifying all of the interfacial phases at both the Ag–Cu–

Ti/alumina interface and the Ag–Cu–Ti/Kovar
®

 interface has not been found. Further 

characterisation work is required to understand the evolution of the phases at these 

interfaces. 

The investigations by Stephens et al. (2000) and Vianco et al. (2003) indicate that it is 

essential to have a continuous reaction layer at both the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface and 

the Ag–Cu–Ti/Kovar
®

 interface to form hermetic alumina-to-Kovar
®

 joints. It appears 

from a small number of studies (Stephens et al., 2000, Vianco et al., 2003, Wang et al., 

2007) that a continuous reaction layer on the alumina forms before breaking down at the 

peak brazing temperature, and so it might be possible to control the structure of this layer 

to some extent by carefully selecting the processing conditions. Therefore, it would also 

be worthwhile to investigate the stability of the interfacial phases at the peak brazing 

temperature and to determine the rate of any significant microstructural changes in a joint, 

particularly at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface. 

This work has been undertaken primarily to clarify the fundamental chemical processes 

leading to the formation of braze joints between alumina and Kovar
®

 using Ag–Cu–Ti-

based ABAs. This is because it is clear from the literature that these chemical processes, 

along with the effects of altering the peak brazing temperature (Tp) and the time a joint is 

held at a specific Tp (τ), are not understood. Particular attention has been given to the 

evolution of the phases at the ABA/alumina interface at the Tp because it appears that 

these interfacial phases can break down at high Tp or by extending τ. A comprehensive 

review of the literature on the brazing of alumina to itself and to Kovar
®

 is given in 

Chapter 2, before the experimental work undertaken and the resultant findings are 

reported and discussed. 

Initially, a comprehensive evaluation of a number of alumina/Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina 

joints, prepared using two commonly used Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs containing 1.8 and 
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4.5 wt.% Ti, was performed to identify conclusively the interfacial products. This joint 

configuration was chosen first to eliminate metal dissolution from the Kovar
®

 into the 

ABA, so that the primary chemical interaction between the ABA and the alumina could 

be investigated. Braze joints were made with 95 and 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 to determine the 

extent to which silica-based secondary phases in the alumina participate in the chemical 

reactions at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. There is no clear evidence in the literature that 

shows if the grain boundary microstructure in the alumina is, or is not, important. A wide 

range of brazing conditions for Tp and τ were used, which also included conditions of Tp 

and τ that simulate those used in a commercial process. The results of this investigation 

are discussed in Chapter 4 and have been published (Ali et al, 2015). 

After establishing the nature of the interfacial phases at the ABA/alumina interface, a 

number of joints were prepared specifically to determine the chemical processes leading 

to their evolution. The approach used combined the use of a short brazing time of about 

1 min with relatively fast heating and cooling rates to join sapphire to itself using the Ag–

Cu–Ti ABAs. Single crystals of Al2O3, rather than polycrystalline Al2O3, were joined 

together by the ABAs to eliminate chemical reactions that might occur between the ABAs 

and any secondary phases in the polycrystalline material. Gradual and subtle changes at 

the ABA/sapphire interfaces were observed by heating the components to temperatures 

slightly below the solidus temperatures of the ABAs through to temperatures equal to or 

exceeding their liquidus temperatures. This led to the elucidation of the reaction 

mechanism responsible for bonding the Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABA to the Al2O3 chemically. 

This work is presented in Chapter 5 and has been published (Ali et al., 2016). 

In the final stage to determine the evolution of the interfacial phases in Al2O3/Ag–Cu–

Ti/Kovar
®

 joints, and to determine the effects of altering Tp and τ on the microstructure, a 

single Ag–Cu–Ti ABA containing 1.8 wt.% Ti was used. This is because it was 

anticipated that a relatively low quantity of Ti would make it less difficult to study the 

reaction process occurring at the interfaces in the early stages of brazing. A 

comprehensive bonding mechanism based on the experimental evidence has been 

proposed in Chapter 6. In addition, various brazing conditions for this specific joint have 
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been recommended based on the microstructural observations made. This work has also 

already been published (Ali. et al., 2017). 

A number of additional brazing experiments were performed to investigate whether the 

high melting temperature ABA Copper ABA
®

, Cu–3.0Si–2.3Ti–2.0Al wt.%, could join 

>95 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 to increase the operating temperature of the joint. The results 

of this investigation are discussed in Chapter 7. The main body of the thesis is 

summarised in Chapter 8, in which suggestions for further work are also included. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Brazing ceramics 
 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins with a brief introduction to the technique of brazing before the ability 

of traditional braze alloys to wet engineering ceramics such as alumina, zirconia, silicon 

nitride and silicon carbide is considered. A number of methods used to develop these 

braze alloys, so that they spread over and form chemical bonds with this class of 

ceramics, are then reviewed, along with other approaches to improve their wettability of 

the ceramic. One relatively simple approach gives rise to the technique of active metal 

brazing. An introduction to this particular brazing process and several families of active 

braze alloys is given, with particular attention to Ag–Cu–Ti-based alloys. This is because 

Ag–Cu–Ti-based alloys are by far the most widely used active braze alloys and because 

they are also used in several parts of this work. A review of the current state of knowledge 

on the brazing of alumina to itself using Ag–Cu–Ti alloys is then given. This includes a 

review of the current opinions on the chemical processes responsible for bonding Ag–Cu–

Ti-based alloys to alumina chemically and the role of these processes in wetting the 

alumina. The factors affecting the strength of alumina braze joints are also considered. 

This is followed by a review of the available literature on the brazing of alumina to 

Kovar
®

. This includes a discussion of the difficulties in joining engineering ceramics to 

metals and approaches used to overcome these difficulties. Fundamental aspects of 

brazing alumina to itself and to Kovar
®

 using Ag–Cu–Ti-based alloys that are not clear in 

the literature are highlighted throughout this chapter and they are also summarised at the 

end of this chapter. 

Although it is more accurate to use the term engineering ceramics to describe alumina, 

zirconia, silicon nitride, silicon carbide, and other well-refined ceramics used mostly for 

their thermo-mechanical properties, they are simply referred to as ceramics from here 

onwards for convenience. There are several ways to join ceramics both to themselves and 

to metals. These joining methods are not reviewed here because the comprehensive 
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review of the literature relevant for the experimental work undertaken given in this 

chapter already forms a significant proportion of this chapter. In addition, there is already 

an article by Fernie et al. (2009) which offers an excellent review of a plethora of joining 

processes, which includes fundamental aspects of several of these processes and their 

commercial applications or prospects. 

 

2.2 Brazing 

Brazing is a technique traditionally used for joining metals. The joining medium used is 

an alloy, typically based on Ag, Au, Cu or Ni (Jacobson and Humpston, 2000), which 

melts at a temperature between 450 °C and the melting temperatures of the metals to be 

joined. The braze alloy is placed between the surfaces to be joined and then heated to 

form a liquid that fills the joint gap. Cooling to room temperature to solidify the braze 

alloy completes the joining process. More recently, this technique has been developed to 

allow the brazing of metal-ceramic and ceramic-ceramic joints. 

Key to the success of the brazing process is the ability of the braze alloy to ‘wet’ and 

react chemically with the faying surfaces. In the molten state, most pure metals such as 

Ag, Au, Cu and Ni display poor wetting characteristics on ceramic surfaces, because they 

have a tendency to ‘ball up’ on the ceramic rather than spread uniformly over it 

(Fernie et al., 2009). In the following section, a classical thermodynamic model of wetting 

is used to discuss the dynamics of wetting ceramics using non-reactive braze alloys 

(i.e. metals which do not contain a reactive element such as Ti, V, Zr and Hf). The most 

common approaches used to improve their wettability of alumina specifically and to bond 

braze alloys chemically to alumina are then introduced. The classical model of wetting is 

used because in this model any chemical reactions between the braze alloy and ceramic 

are deemed to be insufficient to cause the precipitation of a new phase, which may well 

enhance wetting and adhesion. 

	
2.2.1 Wetting 

The wettability of a braze alloy is often studied by placing a liquid drop of the braze alloy 

onto a solid and then measuring the final angle at the liquid front subtended by the liquid 

surface and the solid/liquid interface, as shown schematically in Figure 2.1. This angle is  
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Figure 2.1. Liquid metal drop (L) in equilibrium with a vapour (V) and a chemically 

homogeneous solid (S), with a smooth surface, in the (a) wetting condition defined by 

θ < 90° and the (b) non-wetting condition defined by θ ≥ 90°. 

 

called the final contact angle (θ). A value of θ < 90° is normally defined as a wetting 

condition, whereas θ ≥ 90° is normally considered to be a non-wetting condition. For a 

non-reactive liquid in contact with a smooth and chemically homogeneous solid surface in 

the presence of a vapour phase, θ is related to the three pertinent surface energies (γ) 

according to Young’s equation 

 γSV = γSL + γLV cos θ (2.1) 

where the subscripts S, L and V denote solid, liquid and vapour, respectively. The surface 

energies γSV and γLV depend on the brazing environment, which is typically a vacuum or 

inert gas that may contain metal vapour. For most liquid metal/ceramic interfaces, γLV is 

typically larger than γSV and γSL tends to be larger than γSV (Nicholas, 1998, Fernie et al., 

2009). As a consequence, for most molten non-reactive metals on ceramics 

 cos θ = 
!!"! !!"
!!"

 < 0 (2.2) 

and so wetting does not typically occur. According to equation 2.2, the wetting behaviour 

of a specific metal/ceramic system is determined by the difference γSV	−	γSL, so that any 

reduction in γLV, for example by increasing the temperature, can improve wetting only if 

the original contact angle is less than 90°. 
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There are a number of patents for a range of non-reactive alloys based on binary silicon 

alloys typically containing a transition metal to join SiC or SiC-based materials 

(Gasse et al, 1997, Chaumat and Coing-Boyat, 2001, Gasse, 2008). Some of these alloys 

are reported to have low contact angles on SiC indicative of wetting and can produce 

joints that fracture in the SiC substrates during mechanical testing, rather than failing at 

the joint. No peer-reviewed publications on the adhesion mechanism between these braze 

alloys and the SiC substrates have been found. Some high temperature non-reactive Ni-

based alloys have also been investigated for the brazing of SiC (Moorhead, 1986, 

McDermid et al., 1989). These alloys melt at high temperatures (>1050 °C), and so it is 

less important to have a reactive element added. In this case, rapid dissolution of the 

ceramic into the braze alloy can occur. As a consequence brittle and low melting point 

compounds can form in the joint as reported by McDermid et al., 1989, which can reduce 

the strength and temperature capability of the joint. 

The model of wetting described above does not take into account any chemical 

reactions at the liquid/solid interface or adsorption of a solute in the liquid onto the solid. 

Chemical reactions may occur by dissolution of the solid into the liquid and by the 

formation of a compound at the liquid/solid interface. Both of these processes can cause a 

change to γSL, and therefore alter the wettability of the liquid. In metal/ceramic systems, it 

is more commonly reported that the wetting mechanism occurs by the formation of an 

interfacial compound rather than a dissolution process. There are a number of ways this is 

achieved. One approach is to modify the braze alloy with the addition of an element that 

reacts with the ceramic to produce the interfacial compound. The added element can be 

alloyed with the braze alloy, mixed with the braze alloy along with binding chemicals to 

form a paste or deposited onto the braze alloy (Ormston, 2001). Alloying the Ag–Cu 

eutectic alloy with a small amount of Ti, approximately 3 at.%, has been shown to reduce 

the contact angle made after ~35 min at 900 °C with 99.9 wt.% Al2O3 from above 90° to 

approximately 10° (Voytovych et al., 2004). This particular approach for the brazing of 

alumina is discussed in detail in Section 2.2.3. Alternatively, the bonding surface of the 

ceramic can be modified to make it wettable by a non-reactive braze alloy. This is 

generically termed ‘metallisation’. 
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2.2.2 Metallisation 

There are a variety of ways to metallise the bonding surface of a ceramic to overcome the 

difficulties of wetting it by a non-reactive braze alloy. Some of these methods involve 

coating the ceramic surface with a reactive element, such as Ti, by sputtering (Zhu and 

Włosiński, 2001, Olesińska et al., 2006), mechanical abrasion using a Ti-tool spinning 

against the ceramic (Nascimento et al., 2007) or by a molten salt reaction to achieve 

metallisation in the liquid state (Wei et al, 2002, Jianqiang et al., 2008). Vapour 

deposition of Ti onto non-reactive braze foils has also been performed to improve the 

chemical interaction between the braze alloy and ceramic. Kivilahti and Paulasto (1991) 

found that sputtering Ti onto aluminium braze foils improved the bond continuity between 

the braze alloy and alumina. The addition of Ti in the form of TiH2 to a braze alloy 

powder is a less frequently reported method (Ormston, 2001). 

A common way of metallising alumina components used in electronic devices is 

referred to as the ‘moly-manganese process’ (Nolte, 1954). This process involves a 

complex series of steps that need to be monitored closely to maintain high joint quality. It 

begins with coating the ceramic with a paint consisting of mixed inorganic glass, 

manganese and molybdenum. The paint is chemically bonded to the ceramic by firing at 

approximately 1500 °C in a hydrogen atmosphere. During this stage a manganese-

containing glassy phase bonds to the alumina and an outer layer of molybdenum is 

formed. The surface is then plated with a pure metal before a second sintering stage to 

achieve a surface that can be brazed with a non-reactive braze alloy. This metallisation 

process is only well suited for substrates containing intergranular inorganic glassy phases 

to allow bonding with the primary layer. 

 

2.2.3 Active metal brazing 

In the technique of active metal brazing (AMB), ceramics can be joined to themselves 

or to a metal in a single step using a braze alloy which has an ‘active element’ such as Ti, 

V, Hf or Zr added to it. The active element reacts with the ceramic while the braze alloy is 

in a molten state to form compounds at the braze alloy/ceramic interface. These interfacial 

compounds are wet by the braze alloy promoting the spreading of the braze alloy over the 
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ceramic. As a consequence, modification of the ceramic surface is not required for 

joining. The braze alloy used in AMB is commonly called an active braze alloy (ABA). 

AMB is normally carried out either in a vacuum, which in practice means an air 

pressure of <10–6 atm, or in a controlled inert gas atmosphere furnace to avoid the 

oxidation of the ABA. A typical heating/cooling process for AMB with a thin sheet of 

ABA positioned between the components to be joined begins with heating at a rate of 

around 10–20 °C min–1 to a temperature just below the ABA solidus temperature. This 

temperature is maintained for 10–30 min to reduce the temperature gradient across the 

components. The components are then heated to the peak temperature (Tp), which is often 

30–50 °C above the liquidus temperature of the ABA, and held at Tp for a sufficient 

amount of time to allow the ABA to wet and react with each component. Nicholas (1990) 

suggests that 30 min at Tp is usually sufficient to achieve a good bond. Factors that need 

to be considered to select an appropriate time at Tp (τ) include the fluidity of the ABA at 

Tp, and the size and design of the joint. The joined components are then cooled at rates 

which are often determined by the inherent cooling characteristics of the furnace. A slow 

and controlled cooling rate to approximately 500 °C is typically used before leaving the 

joint to cool in the furnace. 

Commercial ABAs are also available in the form of wires, ribbons, pastes and 

powders. One way to add Ti to ABA powders is by using TiH2. During vacuum brazing, 

the TiH2 dissociates between ~300 °C and ~500 °C so that Ti is left to react with the 

components. In this case, it is necessary to add a short dwell stage into the heating process 

to allow for this dissociation process. 

	
2.2.3.1 Active braze alloys 

ABAs are typically based on Ag, Cu or Au and often have Ti added to enable the ABA to 

bond to a ceramic. Various commercial ABAs arranged by their main element and 

liquidus temperature are shown in Figure 2.2. Alloys with a eutectic or near-eutectic 

composition are generally preferred as braze alloys because they melt either at a specific 

temperature or over a narrow temperature range. In addition, they usually have relatively 

superior fluidity, because the liquid phase either does not coexist with a solid phase or does 
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Figure 2.2. Liquidus temperatures of various commercial ABAs, with compositions in 

wt.%, reproduced from Fernie et al. (2009). 

 

so only over a narrow temperature range. As a consequence, the brazing temperature can 

be defined accurately. 

Whilst most ABAs are activated by Ti, some commercial ABAs have V added as the 

active element and some studies have evaluated the use of Zr and Hf added to Ag, Cu and 

Ag–Cu alloys (Loehman and Tomasia, 1992, Yoo et al., 2000, Loehman et al., 2005, 

Jasim et al., 2010). Nioro
®

-ABA (Au–15.5Ni–0.75Mo–1.75V wt.%) and Gold-ABA-V
®

 

(Au–0.75Ni–1.75V wt.%) are high temperature ABAs activated by V, with liquidus 

temperatures of 960 and 1090 °C, respectively. Such ABAs can be used at higher 

temperatures in service than more commonly used Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs, which are not 

recommended for use above ~600 °C because of creep and oxidation of the ABA 

(Lee et al., 1999). However, the high gold content in these ABAs makes them very 

expensive and more suited to specialist high temperature applications. 

Rijnders and Peteves (1999) reported that alumina-to-alumina joints brazed with 

Nioro
®

-ABA retain measureable 4-point flexural strengths at elevated temperatures and 
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after exposure to high temperature oxidizing environments. An average 4-point flexural 

strength of 280 ± 30 MPa was measured at room temperature, which was comparable to 

the strength of the as-received alumina measured as 275 ± 15 MPa. Average strengths of 

100 and 70 MPa were measured at 900 °C and at room temperature after exposure to air at 

900 °C for 100 h, respectively. 

The most widely used commercial Cu-based ABA is Copper ABA
®

 (Cu–3.0Si–2.3Ti–

2.0Al wt.%) which melts between 958 and 1024 °C. Literature on the brazing of various 

ceramics using Copper ABA
®

 is available, such as Si3Ni4 brazed to itself with and without 

various metallic spacers (Singh et al., 2012 and 2011, Fernandez et al., 2016), Y2O3-

stabilised-ZrO2 brazed to a stainless steel (Singh et al., 2008) and SiC-fibre-bonded-

ceramics (SA-Tyrannohex
™

) brazed to themselves (Asthana et al., 2013). No literature for 

the brazing of alumina using this alloy has been found. There are a number of 

experimental Cu-based ABAs with additions of Ga and Sn, along with Ti, V or Zr as 

active element wetting agents (Durov et al., 2000, Lin et al., 2001, Durov et al., 2005). 

The work of Lin et al. (2001) shows that Cu–Sn–Ti-based alloys have the potential to 

spread on alumina and chemically bond to alumina. In their work, the ability to wet 

alumina using a range of Cu–Sn–Ti-based alloys containing 6–12 wt.% Ti and 

21 wt.% Sn was investigated. An addition of 9 wt.% Ti demonstrated the best wetting 

ability, with contact angles being consistently lower compared to other alloy compositions 

over a period of 30 min at 900 °C and approaching zero after 25 min. 

Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs are widely used to braze a range of ceramics and are by far the 

best understood family of brazes in terms of their reactivity with ceramics. Silver-ABA
®

 

(Ag–5Cu–1Al–1.25Ti wt.%) has the highest liquidus temperature at 912 °C of the 

commercial Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs currently available. There are also examples of 

commercial ABAs with deliberate additions of indium and tin, which act as melting point 

depressants, so that the brazing temperature can be lowered. For example, the ABA Ag–

27.25Cu–12.5In–1.25Ti wt.% (Incusil
®

-ABA
™

) has the lowest liquidus temperature at 

780 °C. Using this approach, the stresses that develop in a ceramic-metal joint as a 

consequence of a large CTE mismatch may be minimised. Other ABA compositions are 

typically based on the Ag–28Cu wt.% eutectic alloy or near eutectic alloys activated with 
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the addition of 1–5 wt.% Ti. Ag–35.25Cu–1.75Ti wt.% (Cusil ABA
®

) and Ag–26.7Cu–

4.5Ti wt.% (Ticusil
®

) are two commonly used ABAs, particularly for the brazing of 

alumina. The approach of alloying the titanium with Ag–Cu, or cladding it with Ag–Cu, 

protects the titanium from oxidising by a reaction between it and any gases in the furnace. 

Both of these approaches are used separately to prepare Cusil ABA
®

 and Ticusil
®

, 

respectively. 

Since the majority of alumina brazing studies have used Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs, 

typically containing 1–5 wt.% Ti, a description of the liquids that form when these ABAs 

melt is given in the following section before their reactivity with alumina is discussed in 

detail. 

 

2.2.3.1.1 The Ag–Cu–Ti system 

The liquidus surface of the Ag–Cu–Ti system shown in Figure 2.3 has a wide miscibility 

gap in the ternary liquid phase, which separates into two liquids: 

 L = L1 + L2 (2.3) 

L1 has a composition near to the Ag–Cu edge with a low quantity of titanium and L2 has a 

composition near to the Cu–Ti edge with a relatively low quantity of silver. The 

composition of a commonly used Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABA known as Ticusil
®

 is marked 

inside the miscibility gap of Figure 2.3. A liquid separation path for this particular ABA 

composition is also given by arrows which point to its particular compositions of L1 and 

L2. From Figure 2.3, the compositions (and volume fractions) of L1 and L2 are estimated 

as 67Ag–31.3Cu–1.7Ti at.% (81%) and 6.7Ag–60.5Cu–32.8Ti at.% (19%), respectively. 

Since the amounts of titanium in L1 and L2 are very different, it has been suggested that 

liquid L2 containing a significantly higher atomic fraction of titanium is responsible for 

the reactive behaviour of Ag–Cu–Ti ABAs and the Ti-poor liquid L1 does not have an 

active role in the brazing process. If the two liquids are in equilibrium with each other, the 

chemical potential of titanium and its activity (aTi) in both liquids should be equal:	
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Figure 2.3. Ag–Cu–Ti liquidus surface from Eremenko et al. (1970). The boundary of the 

miscibility gap is designated by –– ! –– , the composition of Ticusil
®

 is marked by  

and a separation path for this composition is shown by arrows pointing to the liquids L1 

67Ag–31.3Cu–1.7Ti at.% (81%) and L2 6.7Ag–60.5Cu–32.8Ti at.% (19%). 

 

 aTi (L1) = aTi (L2) (2.4) 

 σTi (L1) XTi (L1) = σTi (L2) XTi (L2) (2.5) 

and as a consequence of the considerable difference in the concentration of titanium (XTi) 

in the liquids, the activity coefficient of titanium (σTi) for L1 would be very different to 
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that of L2. In this case, both liquids are expected to react with alumina, but it may be that 

they react to different extents. 

There is a report on the activity coefficients of titanium in a series of Ag–Cu–Ti liquids 

containing 1 wt.% Ti based on the experimental work of Pak et al. (1990). One of the 

conclusions of this work is that a higher silver content increases the activity coefficient of 

titanium and this effect can be rather significant. The activity coefficient of titanium was 

calculated from measurements, using a galvanic cell technique, of the partial pressure of 

oxygen (PO2) in equilibrium with the titanium in the liquid and the titanium oxide forming 

in a reaction between the liquid and Al2O3 at 1000 °C. Ti2O was identified by electron 

microprobe analysis (EMPA) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) as the only reaction product 

on the Al2O3, which is a phase not typically observed in brazed joints. The chemical 

reaction 

 2 Ti + !! O2             Ti2O (2.6) 

was used to relate PO2 to the equilibrium constant (Keq) of this reaction using 

 Keq = 
!

!!"!!" !!!!
!
!
 (2.7) 

where Keq was calculated from an estimation of the Gibbs free energy of formation of 

Ti2O at 1000 °C (~450 kJ mol
−1

) so that σTi could be estimated. It is apparent that the 

values of the activity coefficients of titanium calculated using this approach depend 

heavily on the nature of the oxide forming at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface and the 

accuracy of the value for its Gibbs free energy of formation. The activity coefficient of 

titanium for Ag–1Ti wt.% was estimated as four times larger than that of Ag–10Cu–

1Ti wt.% and twenty times larger than that of Ag–28Cu–1Ti wt.%. This significant 

reduction in the activity coefficient of titanium was attributed to the decrease in the silver 

content of the liquid. This work did not emphasise the effect of increasing the copper 

content, which might also decrease the titanium activity coefficient as titanium has a 

higher affinity for copper than silver. This is reflected in the binary phase diagrams, which 
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exhibit only two compounds for the Ag–Ti system and six compounds for the Cu–Ti 

system (Hirnyj and Indacochea, 2008). The work of Pak et al. (1990) suggests that the aTi 

is greater in Ticusil
®

 than Cusil ABA
®

, not only because of the larger concentration of 

titanium in this alloy, but also because it has a larger silver to copper ratio. 

 

2.2.3.1.2 Phases at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface 

The majority of alumina brazing studies have used ABAs based on the Ag–Cu–Ti system, 

containing ~1 to ~5 wt.% Ti, to join alumina to itself rather than to a metal. This approach 

has been used to eliminate metal dissolution into the ABA so that the primary chemical 

interaction between the ABA and the alumina could be investigated. A large selection of 

reports on the interfacial phases that have formed using various joining conditions in the 

alumina/Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina configuration are summarised in Table 2.1; the studies are 

arranged so that the concentration of Ti in the Ag–Cu–Ti alloy is increasing, and, for the 

same concentration of Ti, the Tp is also increasing. 

A common characteristic in the majority of these studies is the formation of a 

micrometre-size reaction bi-layered structure at the interface, which is typically reported 

as being composed of a TxOy compound in the form of a thin continuous layer on 

alumina, along with a thicker M6O layer, where M is a mixture of Ti and Cu, in contact 

with the ABA. However, there are several points of disagreement on the stoichiometry of 

TixOy and M6O that form. For example, Hahn et al. (1998) suggested TiO1.04 and Ti4Cu2O 

form by heating Ag–33.5Cu–1.5Ti wt.% on 96 wt.% Al2O3 at 830 °C for 10 min, while 

Stephens et al. (2003) found evidence for γ-TiO and Ti3Cu3O when a similar ABA (Ag–

34.1Cu–1.7Ti wt.%) was held at 845 °C for 6 min on sapphire. In a more recent study, 

Lin et al. (2014) found evidence for Ti3O2 (designated Ti2O) and Ti3Cu3O at a 

99.9 wt.%  Al2O3/Ag–26.7Cu–4.5Ti wt.% interface, which was held at 915 °C for 20 min. 

In addition, various binary compounds such as Cu2O (Janickovic et al., 2001), AlTi and 

CuTi2 (Hongqi et al., 1995) have been reported. The majority of these studies used 

electron diffraction or XRD to identify the crystal structure of the oxides, and then X-ray 

spectroscopy techniques, such as energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), to suggest
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Table 2.1. Phases observed at various A
g–C

u–Ti/A
l2 O

3  interfaces. bIsolated Ti2 O
 particles w

ere observed betw
een the γ-TiO

 and 

Ti3 C
u

3 O
 layers. cM

ost frequently observed m
icrostructure. Isolated particles of Ti2 O

 w
ere observed in the γ-TiO

 layer, along w
ith 

isolated areas of Ti3 C
u

3 O
 w

ithout TiO
 and occasionally a C

u-A
l-O

 phase. d30 m
in for 800–1050 °C

 and 0–60 m
in for 850 °C

 w
ere 

used. eThe total reaction layer thickness w
as found to vary significantly w

ith T
p  and τ. 

 

 
Joining 

conditions 
 

 
 

A
l2 O

3 /A
g–C

u–T
i interface (w

t.%
) 

T
p  (°C

) 
τ 

(m
in) 

Phase(s) 
T

hickness 
(µm

) 
R

eference 

>96.0%
 A

l2 O
3 /A

g–33.5C
u–1.5Ti 

830 
10 

TiO
1.04  

Ti4 C
u

2 O
 

– – 
H

ahn et al., 1998 

99.0%
 A

l2 O
3 /A

g–28.1C
u–1.5Ti 

950–1100 
1–10 

δ-TiO
 (only at 950 °C

) 
α-TiO

 
Ti3 C

u
3 O

 

– – – 

B
yun and K

im
, 1994 

A
l2 O

3 /A
g–35.1C

u–1.6Ti 
850 

5 
Tix O

y  
1.5–2.3 

V
ianco et al., 2003 

(0001) Sapphire/A
g–34.1C

u–1.7Ti 
845 

6 
γ-TiO

 
Ti2 O

 b 
Ti3 C

u
3 O

 

0.02–0.2 
– 

~2.2 

Stephens et al., 2003 

99.5%
 A

l2 O
3 /A

g–36.1C
u–1.8Ti 

900 
15 

Ti3 (C
u+A

l)3 O
 

2–3 
V

alette et al., 2005 
A

l2 O
3 /A

g–44.8C
u–1.8Ti 

950 
15 

γ-TiO
 

C
u

2 O
 

Ti2 O
3  

– – – 

Janickovic et al., 2001 
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Sapphire/A
g–35.0C

u–2.0Ti 
825 

10 
(Ti+C

u+A
l)6 O

 
>1 

C
arim

, 1991 
A

l2 O
3 /A

g–36.0C
u–6.0Sn–2.0Ti 

900 
20 

γ-TiO
 

Ti3 (C
u+A

l+Sn)3 O
 

0.1–0.2 
~3.0 

Santella et al., 1990 

99.5%
 A

l2 O
3 /A

g–26.8C
u–2.9Ti 

800–1200 
15 

γ-TiO
 

Ti3 C
u

3 O
 

– – 
K

ar et al, 2007 

A
l2 O

3 /A
g–27.2C

u–3.0Ti 
A

l2 O
3 /A

g–38.8C
u–3.0Ti 

A
l2 O

3 /A
g–48.5C

u–3.0Ti 
A

l2 O
3 /A

g–67.9C
u–3.0Ti 

800–1200 
15 

γ-TiO
 

Ti3 C
u

3 O
 

1.5–2.4 
3.2–5.5 

M
andal et al., 2004 

99.9%
  A

l2 O
3 /A

g–48.1C
u–3.8Ti 

920 
20 

TiO
1±x  (x = 0. 1) 
Ti4 C

u
2 O

 
~1.2 
~2.4 

Lee et al., 1995 

A
l2 O

3 /A
g–17.9C

u–4.2Ti 
900 

30 
Ti3 C

u
3 O

 and Ti4 C
u

2 O
 

3.0–5.0 
V

oytovych et al., 2006 

99.9%
 A

l2 O
3 /A

g–26.7C
u–4.5Ti 

915 
20 

Ti3 O
2  (designated Ti2 O

) 
Ti3 C

u
3 O

 
0.6–1.2 
5.4–6.3 

Lin et al., 2014 

99.9%
 Sapphire/A

g–28.4C
u–4.9Ti 

900 
5 

γ-TiO
 

Ti3 C
u

3 O
 c 

0.01–0.05 
1.0–2.0 

Ichim
ori et al., 1999 

99.9%
 A

l2 O
3 /A

g–38.0C
u–5.0Ti 

800–850 
  

900–1050 

0–60 d 
A

lTi 
Ti4 C

u
2 O

 
TiO

 and Ti2 O
 

C
uTi2  

e 
H

ongqi et al., 1995 

99.8%
 A

l2 O
3 /A

g–27.0C
u–5.0Ti 

980 
5–90 

(Ti+A
l)4 C

u
2 O

 
– 

Jasim
 et al., 2010 
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their compositions. It should be noted that EDS can be used to identify the presence of 

oxygen, but measurements for it must take into account that elements with such a low 

atomic number would have a low X-ray fluorescent yield. This technique is not suitable 

to analyse accurately the quantity of oxygen. This is mainly because some of the X-rays 

emitted from the oxygen after excitation are absorbed by the detectors protective 

instrumentation before these X-rays reach the Si-based detector. Although there is 

extensive scientific literature available on the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface, further work 

is needed to establish conclusively the interfacial phases forming over a wide range of 

conditions for Tp and τ. This is necessary to understand the evolution of these phases. It is 

apparent from the clear discrepancies in the bonding mechanisms provided in the 

literature (Stephens et al., 2003 and Lin et al., 2014), which are reviewed in a later 

section, that the chemical processes responsible for bonding the ABA to the alumina are 

not fully understood. Other aspects that are not clear from the literature include the 

influence of various brazing conditions such as Tp and τ on the microstructure of the 

joints, and the extent to which secondary phases in alumina, such as silica, participate in 

the interfacial reactions (the cost of alumina ceramics is strongly dependent on the purity 

level). There is no clear evidence in the literature that shows if the grain boundary 

microstructure in alumina is, or is not, important. 

 

2.2.3.1.2.1 Effects of the interfacial phases on wetting 

Voytovych et al. (2006) showed that the wetting of alumina by Ag–Cu–Ti alloys is 

improved by the formation of M6O compounds. In a series of sessile drop experiments, 

three different Ag–Cu–Ti alloys with various titanium content, 0.7, 2.9 and 8.0 at.% Ti, 

were used to wet sapphire at 900 °C and the contact angles obtained after 30 min were 

recorded alongside the interfacial reaction products. The TiOx–M6O bi-layered structure 

normally observed at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface only appeared using the alloy 

containing 2.9 at.% Ti. The titanium oxide layer was adjacent to a Ti3Cu3O layer and the 

contact angle recorded with this Ti content was 10°. Higher or lower amounts of Ti in the 

alloy resulted in the formation of a single reaction layer. With the alloy containing 

0.7 at.% Ti, wetting was strongly influenced by the formation of a titanium oxide layer 
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(referred to as Ti1.85O), resulting in a contact angle of 63°. Using the alloy containing 

8.0 at.% Ti, a layer containing both Ti3Cu3O and Ti4Cu2O was observed, resulting in a 

similar contact angle to that obtained with the alloy containing 2.9 at.% Ti. The excellent 

wetting of alumina by the alloys containing ≥2.9 at.% Ti can be attributed to the presence 

of a M6O compound. 

 

2.2.3.1.2.2 Chemical reactions at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface 

There are a number of very different reaction mechanisms reported on the evolution of 

TiO and Ti3Cu3O at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface, which are reviewed here. Lin et 

al. (2014) provided two mechanisms from an investigation of the interfacial phases 

formed between 99.99 wt.% Al2O3 and Cusil ABA
®

 and Ticusil
®

, after heating to 

temperatures that were 15 °C above the liquidus temperatures of the ABAs. The first 

mechanism proposed by Lin et al. (2014) was initially proposed by Suenaga et al. (1997) 

for reactions that occur between a series of Ag–Cu/Ti bilayer thin films which were 

deposited on sapphire. In this mechanism, Ti reacts with the alumina to form TiO, 

liberating some Al to an unspecified location. During the bonding process, Ti also reacts 

with Cu to form Cu4Ti, which subsequently goes on to react with the TiO to form 

Ti3Cu3O and Ti2O on cooling the joints. This first mechanism is described by equations 

2.8 and 2.9. 

 Al2O3 + 3 Ti            3 TiO + 2 Al (2.8) 

 3 Cu4Ti + 2 TiO             Ti3Cu3O + Ti2O + 9 Cu (2.9) 

On the basis of oxidation-reduction reactions alone, the Ti should not react with the 

ceramic. The change in free energy for equation 2.8 at a temperature of 830 °C, which 

was used to join alumina with Cusil ABA®, is positive and ~5.5 kJ mol
–1

. 

The second mechanism proposed by Lin et al. (2014) begins in a similar manner, but 

Ti2O is formed rather than TiO. However, the titanium oxide observed in joints by 

Lin et al. (2014) was misidentified as Ti2O, rather than Ti3O2. All of the electron 

diffraction patterns provided by Lin et al. (2014) which were used to identify the crystal 
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structure of the titanium oxide are consistent with the crystal structure of Ti3O2 

(hexagonal, P6/mmm, space group 191, a = 4.9 Å and c = 2.9 Å) rather than the crystal 

structure of Ti2O (trigonal, P3m1, space group 164, as indexed on the basis of a 

hexagonal unit cell a = 2.96 Å and c = 4.85 Å) or that of α-Ti (hexagonal, P63/mmc, 

space group 194, a = 2.95 Å and c = 4.69 Å) if the oxygen was considered to be arranged 

randomly in α-Ti. It was suggested that the Ti2O on the alumina subsequently reacts with 

copper on cooling to form Ti3Cu3O. This mechanism is represented by the two reactions 

 Al2O3 + 6 Ti            3 Ti2O + 2 Al (2.10) 

 6 Cu + 3 Ti2O             2 Ti3Cu3O + O (2.11) 

where the location of the oxygen liberated in equation 2.11 is not specified. The Ti2O 

formed by equation 2.10 is a solid solution of oxygen in titanium. The formation of such 

a solid solution might make this reaction energetically possible. A mechanism of this 

kind would be consistent with the observation that the titanium oxide layer on the 

alumina is much thinner than the Ti3Cu3O layer. It is worth noting that the Ti3Cu3O layer, 

and the titanium oxide layer on the alumina, forming at a sapphire/Ag–48.1Cu–

3.1Ti wt.% interface grows thicker with time at 900 °C (Voytovych et al., 2004). In a 

series of sessile drop experiments, Voytovych et al. (2014) observed that the total 

thickness of the bi-layered structure at this interface increased with time parabolically, 

between 3 and 600 min. The continuous growth of both layers as a function of time at the 

experimental temperature indicates that both layers form at this temperature rather than 

during the cooling process. 

Stephens et al. (2003) take the formation free energy of Ti3Cu3O into account to 

explain the reaction of titanium with alumina by equation 2.8. It was suggested by these 

workers that the sum of the change in free energy for equation 2.8 and the formation free 

energy of Ti3Cu3O, which was assumed to form at the bonding temperature by equation 

2.12 below, produces an overall negative value. 

 2 Ti + 3 Cu + TiO            Ti3Cu3O (2.12) 
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The driving force was then a reduction in free energy of the system as a result of all the 

interfacial reactions if the titanium oxide and Ti3Cu3O formed at the same time. However, 

it has been shown that a Ag–Cu–Ti alloy with a low Ti content (0.7 at.%) can react with 

sapphire at 900 °C in a sessile drop configuration to form a titanium oxide layer by itself 

on the sapphire (Voytovych et al., 2006). Therefore, this mechanism does not agree with 

all of the experimental observations. 

All of these reaction mechanisms have been proposed on the basis of characterising 

single ABA/Al3O3 interfaces, each of which has been prepared using disparate brazing 

conditions. Thus, only 'snapshots' of the state of the interfacial phases have been reported 

and in each case a continuous interfacial bilayer structure, as described above, was 

observed. This is probably because the interfacial phases, in particular Ti3Cu3O, evolve 

very quickly at the liquidus temperature of the ABA. Using much shorter brazing times 

(tens of seconds rather than several minutes) at the liquidus temperature of the ABA and 

relatively faster heating and cooling rates is one approach better suited to study 

experimentally the evolution of the interfacial phases. 

 

2.2.3.1.2.3 Factors that affect the strength of alumina-to-alumina joints 

The microstructure of an AMB joint will be affected to different degrees by the 

compositions and surface conditions of the materials being joined, the pressure applied to 

the components and the Tp, τ, heating and cooling rates, and furnace atmosphere used. As 

a consequence, each of these variables can affect the joint strength. Other factors that 

have an influence on the joint strength include the design of the joint and the testing 

method used. Joining multiple pieces of alumina together by brazing to create a larger 

structure or a complex overall structure is more practical and commercially viable 

compared to manufacturing the entire structure using conventional ceramic processing 

techniques. Alumina-to-alumina joints or alumina-to-metal joints, which are commonly 

used in high-vacuum feedthroughs, typically contain butt and/or lap joints. 

Hongqi et al. (1994) investigated the effects of altering the joining temperature, time 

and pressure on the total thickness of the interfacial layers and shear strength of an 

alumina-to-alumina lap joint brazed with a 50 µm-thick Ag–38Cu–5Ti wt.% foil. 
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Figure 2.4. Effects of altering the a) brazing temperature on the shear strength of a 

alumina-to-alumina lap joint brazed with a 50 µm-thick Ag–38Cu–5Ti wt.% foil (!) and 

the total reaction layer thickness ("), and changing the (b) applied pressure on the shear 

strength of joints brazed at 850 °C for 30 min; from Hongqi et al. (1994). 

 

For each condition used, only one joint was tested for its room temperature shear strength 

using compressive loading on a cross-sectional bond area of approximately 

1.95 × 10
−5

 m
2
. The shear strength initially improved when the brazing temperature, time 

or pressure was increased, but then it eventually decreased with further changes. For a 

joining time of 30 min with an applied pressure of 0.01 MPa, the maximum joint strength 

of ~175 MPa was obtained at 850 °C, as shown in Figure 2.4a. These conditions resulted 

in a total thickness for the interfacial layers of ~2.0 µm. This total thickness increased 

with temperature from 1.2 µm at 800 °C to 8.6 µm at 1050 °C. The reduction in strength 

above 850 °C was attributed to an increase in the amount of brittle reaction products 

formed at the interface and also to a reduction in the true contact area along the 

interface, because the degree of interfacial cracking, caused by stresses developed as a 

consequence of the CTE mismatch between the ABA and alumina, increased with 

brazing temperature. The total thickness of the interfacial layers also increased with 

brazing time, but to a lesser extent; increasing from 1.0 µm for less than 1 min to 2.2 µm 

for 60 min at 850 °C with an applied pressure of 0.01 MPa. At 850 °C, the optimum 
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joining time and pressure was 30 min and 0.01 MPa, respectively. Below 0.01 MPa the 

joint strength increased rapidly with pressure and above this value the strength gradually 

decreased to a steady value, as shown in Figure 2.4b. The initial increase in strength was 

attributed to an increase in the true contact area between the alumina and ABA. Some of 

the ABA flowed out of the joint when the applied load exceeded 0.01 MPa, which 

resulted in lower strengths of approximately 110 MPa. This was attributed to insufficient 

chemical bonding at the ABA/alumina interfaces. A reduction in the amount of ductile 

material by braze outflow could also have contributed to this reduction in strength. 

In a more recent study, Kassam et al. (2016) investigated the effect of altering the 

thickness of a Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABA on the four-point bend strengths of alumina-to-

alumina joints made using 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 and 96 wt.% Al2O3 containing silica as the 

main secondary phase. Joints were brazed using either 50 µm or 100 µm thick preforms 

of Ticusil
®

 at 850 °C for 10 min. For each condition used, the average strengths at room 

temperature of four butt joints were reported; each joint having a cross-sectional bond 

area of approximately 3.5 × 10
−5

 m
2
 based on the original dimensions of the ABA 

preform used. The average flexural strengths of joints made using both ceramics 

increased as the thickness of the ABA increased, from ~135 MPa to ~240 MPa using 

96 wt.% Al2O3 and from ~165 MPa to ~200 MPa using 99.7 wt.% Al2O3. This effect was 

explained by the following three factors. Firstly, the total thickness of the joint roughly 

doubled, even taking into account the braze outflow reported, so it was suggested that the 

larger quantity of ductile materials such as copper and silver in the ABA could have 

resulted in better accommodation of thermally-induced residual stresses in the joint. 

Secondly, it was proposed that the presence of Cu4Ti3 and Cu3Ti in the joints made using 

the thicker ABA reduced the CTE of the ABA, and therefore reduced the thermally-

induced residual stresses in these joints and, as a consequence, increased their flexural 

strength. The presence of Cu–Ti phases in the thicker ABA were probably a consequence 

of incomplete melting of the ABA during brazing, which was performed at a temperature 

approximately midway between the liquidus and solidus temperatures of the ABA, 

i.e. 780 and 900 °C, respectively. Thirdly, a stronger chemical interaction between the 

ABA and the alumina reflected by an increase in the reaction layer thickness at the 
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ABA/Al2O3 interface was associated with higher joint strengths. The thickness of the 

reaction layer in joints made using both ceramics increased from ~1.7 µm to ~2.3 µm by 

increasing the ABA thickness. 

There have been attempts to increase the strength of brazed joints by incorporating 

reinforcing phases into the ABA such as ceramic particulates or carbon fibres. Using this 

method, the CTE of the ABA can be altered to be more comparable to the CTE of the 

ceramic. This helps to improve the joint strength by reducing the magnitude of the 

residual stresses generated at the bonding region as the joint is cooled from the brazing 

temperature. 

Yang et al. (2005) reported that when brazing alumina to itself using Ag–27.2Cu–

3Ti wt.% an increase of ~40% in the shear strength from 94 MPa to 135 MPa can be 

achieved by incorporating 15 vol.% of 10 µm diameter Al2O3 particulates into the ABA. 

The shear strength was measured at room temperature and no other details of the testing 

process were reported. In this case, the Al2O3 particulates were added by mixing Al2O3 

powder with powders of the chemical constituents of the ABA. Particulates can also be 

introduced as a coating on ABA foils (Ormston, 2001). The composition Ag–27.5Cu–

2Ti wt.% produced joints of lower strength. This is because the additional Ti in Ag–

27.2Cu–3Ti wt.% helped to wet and react with the particulates and avoid aggregation of 

the particulates next to the ABA/alumina interface. The shear strength decreased rapidly 

as the volume fraction of particulates increased up to the maximum amount used of 

30 vol.%, to approximately 65 MPa. This could be a consequence of an insufficient 

amount of Ti in the ABA to allow for the increase in ceramic surface area caused by the 

additional particulates or the increased brittle nature of the ABA, possibly with the 

particulates acting as flaw initiators. 

 

2.3 Difficulties associated with joining ceramics to metals 

Bonding ceramics to themselves and to metals chemically is relatively difficult, because 

of their strong ionic or covalent bonding and the low self-diffusivity of their constituent 

atoms or ions. The most common approaches used to bond alumina to various braze 

alloys chemically have been considered previously. In ceramic-metal braze joints, the 

reactions between the ceramic and braze alloy may be more complex as a consequence of  
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Figure 2.5. a) Contour map of the stresses generated by a CTE mismatch in a silicon 

nitride-to-steel joint calculated using a finite-element method, with arrows showing the 

direction of the maximum tensile stresses in the ceramic (from Suganuma et al., 1985). 

b) A typical fracture resulting from these stresses in a sialon-to-steel brazed joint (from 

Fernie et al., 2009). 

 

metal dissolution into the braze alloy. 

Another issue that is particularly important when joining a ceramic to a metal is the 

development of thermally-induced residual stresses near a join. This arises as a 

consequence of differences in the CTEs of the ceramic and metal. Suganuma et al. (1985) 

used a finite-element method to evaluate the complex stress state developing in a joint 

where silicon nitride is bonded directly to a steel; their CTEs are significantly different at 

3.1 × 10
−5

 K
−1

 and 14 × 10
−5

 K
−1

, respectively. The distribution of the internal stresses 

calculated for a cooling process of 1000 °C to 25 °C is shown in Figure 2.5a. On cooling, 
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relatively high tensile stresses are set up in the metal near the join, along with compressive 

forces in the ceramic at the ceramic/metal interface. Very high tensile stresses were also 

calculated in the ceramic at its free surfaces near the interface, as shown by the arrows in 

Figure 2.5a. These stresses can cause the propagation of cracks at the edges of the 

ceramic, in a direction perpendicular to these stresses, to form characteristic ‘dome-

shaped’ fractures as shown in Figure 2.5b. As a consequence, the joint might fail by 

separation of the ceramic from the metal. 

Using ductile materials such as braze alloys to join a ceramic to a metal with a large 

CTE mismatch can provide some strain relief on cooling the joint. However, the CTEs of 

such ductile materials are typically considerably higher than the ceramic. One approach 

to reduce the residual stresses in brazed joints is to incorporate a relatively thin 

intermediate material (approximately ≤1 mm) with a similar CTE to the ceramic and a 

lower elastic modulus. Two or more intermediate materials can be used, and ultimately a 

continuously graded interlayer can be produced so that it closely matches the CTE of the 

ceramic and the metal at the ceramic surface and metal surface, respectively. The addition 

of each interlayer adds complexity, cost and volume to the joint, and so this approach is 

typically impractical. 

A particular interest of this work is the use of an iron-nickel-cobalt alloy with a 

composition of approximately Fe–29Ni–17Co wt.%, also known commercially as 

Kovar
®

, as an intermediate material in alumina–metal braze joints. Therefore, the state of 

knowledge on the brazing of alumina to Kovar
®

 is reviewed in the following section. As 

already noted in Chapter 1, the CTE of Kovar
®

 between room temperature and its Curie 

temperature of ~435 °C is ~5.5 × 10–6 K–1 (Johnson et al, 2012); for this range of 

temperature the CTEs for >85 wt.% α−Al2O3-based ceramics vary between ~5.5 and 

~9.0 × 10–6 K–1 (Cawley, 2007). There is a discontinuous change in the CTE of Kovar
®

 to 

a noticeably higher value for temperatures above its Curie temperature (Johnson et al, 

2012). Ductile braze alloys can be used to bond the components together and to reduce 

the residual stresses that develop in an alumina–Kovar
®

 joint. 
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2.3.1 Current state of knowledge on the brazing of alumina to Kovar
®
 

Brazing of alumina to Kovar
®

 has typically been reported using Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs. 

The lack of detailed knowledge about the chemical processes at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina 

interface in alumina–Kovar
®

 joints is partly because during the early stages of brazing the 

chemical elements in the Kovar
®

 react immediately with the Ti in the ABA. As a 

consequence, this limits the amount of reaction product(s) formed at the Ag–Cu–

Ti/alumina interface. Either a thin reaction layer, typically ≤1 µm in width, or small 

individual particles are found at this interface. Therefore, it is difficult to analyse the 

interfacial phase(s) for their crystal structure or composition using techniques such XRD 

or EDS in a scanning electron microscope. 

The investigations by Stephens et al. (2000) and Vianco et al. (2003) indicate that it is 

essential to have a continuous reaction layer at both the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface and 

the Ag–Cu–Ti/Kovar
®

 interface to form hermetic alumina–Kovar
®

 joints. In their work, 

the phase that forms at this interface is referred to as TixOy, although no conclusive 

experimental evidence was reported to suggest it is indeed a titanium oxide. Schilm et 

al. (2016) have observed a 0.7–1 µm thick continuous layer on 96 wt.% Al2O3 after 

joining to Kovar
®

 using a 50 µm thick Cusil ABA
®

 foil and a heating process that peaked 

at 830 °C for 10 min. The precise chemical composition of this layer is not given, but it is 

reported to contain Ti and O, along with small quantities of Fe, Ni and Co from the 

Kovar
®

. The composition of a reaction layer that formed on the alumina in a joint which 

was held at 850 °C for 10 min has been reported to be 36.6Ti–25.0Ni–12.6Fe–4.7Co–

4.3Cu–4.1Al–12.5O–1.3Ag wt.% (note there is an error in this composition because the 

total percentage by mass exceeds 100%). Wang et al. (2007) also have measured 

significant quantities of elements from the Kovar
®

, particularly Ni and Fe, in a 

continuous 1–2 µm thick reaction layer. This layer formed on 95 wt.% Al2O3 which was 

joined to Kovar
®

 using a 100 µm thick Cusil ABA
®

 foil and with a heating process that 

peaked at 900 °C for 5 min. The formation of a particularly thick layer can be attributed 

to brazing at a high peak temperature with a thicker ABA. Wang et al. (2007) suggest that 

this reaction layer is TiO based on its chemical composition of 38.8Ti–15.5Ni–8.9Fe–
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2.8Co–5.5Cu–6.9Al–18.0O–2.2Si at.% and XRD data collected from the Ag–Cu–

Ti/Al2O3 interface. It is anticipated that the reaction layer itself contains significant 

quantities of the elements from the Kovar
®

, particularly Ni and Fe, because the quantities 

of these elements in the phases such as Al2O3, Ag and Cu surrounding the reaction layer 

are expected to be low. Furthermore, there is no evidence of another phase containing the 

chemical elements of the Kovar
®

 next to the reaction layer. These observations suggest 

that either a titanium oxide is forming on the alumina that can accommodate considerable 

quantities of Ni and Fe or a more chemically complex phase is produced. 

A reaction layer on the alumina was absent in a braze joint that was prepared at a 

higher temperature of 940 °C by Wang et al. (2007). Instead, large individual Fe2Ti 

particles were observed next to the alumina. This change in the interfacial structure has 

been explained qualitatively by Wang et al. (2007) in terms of the residual amount of Ti 

in the ABA available to react with the alumina after the Ti had first reacted with some of 

the elements in the Kovar
®

 which had dissolved into the liquid ABA, forming various 

intermetallic compounds such as Fe2Ti and Ni3Ti. The same explanation for the absence 

of a continuous reaction layer on the alumina was first introduced by 

Stephens et al. (2000) as a Ti scavenging process, in which the chemical reactions 

between the ABA and the Kovar
®

 in the initial stages of brazing prevent Ti from 

diffusing to, and reacting with, the alumina. The Ti in the ABA should diffuse to both 

interfaces of the joint after the ABA melts. If the rates of the chemical reactions at the 

ABA/Kovar
®

 interface are significantly higher than those occurring at the ABA/Al2O3 

interface, a significant proportion of the Ti could indeed be consumed to form various 

intermetallic compounds at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface before a continuous layer on the 

alumina forms. The studies by Stephens et al (2000) and Wang et al. (2007) suggest a 

continuous reaction layer on the alumina forms before breaking down at the peak brazing 

temperature, and so it might be possible to control the structure of this layer to some 

extent by carefully selecting the processing conditions. It is apparent that thermal 

decomposition of the layer on the alumina has not been considered. Clearly, further work 

is required to identify the phase(s) forming on the alumina. It would also be worthwhile 

to investigate the stability of the phase(s) at the peak temperature of a heating process to 
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determine the rate of any significant microstructural changes in a joint, particularly at the 

Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface. 

Two compounds are usually observed in the ABA of Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joints, in the form 

of a complex chain of small micrometre-sized particles that extends across the joint 

(Klose et al., 1997, Do Nascimento et al., 1999, Vianco et al., 2003, Wang et al., 2007, 

Schilm et al., 2016). EDS, and to a much lesser extent XRD, have been used to identify 

these compounds as Fe2Ti and Ni3Ti. Considerable quantities of Fe and Ni, and also other 

metals such Co or Cu, are typically incorporated in these compounds. This is probably a 

result of substitution of the Fe or Ni in the two compounds. The work of 

Schilm et al. (2016) suggests that these compounds form on the Kovar
®

 before separating 

into the ABA. In their work, a Fe–rich layer was observed directly on Kovar
®

 at a Cusil 

ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 interface in a 96 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint heated to 830 °C for 10 min. 

This layer was approximately 2–3 µm thick and also contained Ni, Co and Ti. A much 

thinner Ni–rich layer containing Co, Fe and Ti was also observed between the Fe–rich 

layer and the ABA. Individual particles containing Ni, Cu and Ti were also identified in 

the ABA, and they were either in contact with the Ni–rich layer or close to it. Conclusive 

experimental evidence identifying all of the phases at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Kovar
®

 interface has 

not been found. Consequently the chemical processes at this interface are not fully 

understood. 

Very low hermetic yields were obtained by Stephens et al. (2000) for joints made with 

a Kovar
®

 spacer that was brazed between two pieces of 94 wt.% Al2O3 using Cusil 

ABA
®

. Brazing was performed at temperatures between 810 and 900 °C for 5–10 min 

and also at 850 °C for up to 30 min. Joints that were identified to have hermetically 

sealed interfaces contained a continuous reaction layer on the alumina. This continuous 

reaction layer formed in a small selection of joints that were either brazed for 10 min or 

less at 850 °C or for 5 min at higher temperatures. The microstructures of these particular 

joints were not reproducible, because a number of joints prepared using these conditions 

were not hermetic. All other conditions used produced a discontinuous layer on the 

alumina. The joints typically failed at a maximum tensile stress between ~35 and 
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~80 MPa, which was considered to be satisfactory for the particular application of the 

joints; details of this application were not disclosed. A correlation between the hermiticity 

and the tensile strengths of the joints was not identified. The investigations by 

Stephens et al. (2000) and Vianco et al. (2003) demonstrate that forming hermetically 

sealed joints using Cusil ABA
®

 is not straightforward. The difficulties experienced by 

Stephens et al. (2006) in fulfilling this very task ultimately motivated them to develop a 

new ABA that utilises Zr as the active element specifically to join alumina to Kovar
®

. It 

is particularly apparent from the work of Stephens et al. (2000) and Wang et al. (2007) 

that the interfacial microstructure between the ABA and alumina can be controlled to 

some extent by altering Tp or τ. It is evident from the available literature that the effects 

of altering these two variables on the overall microstructure of joints, and the extent to 

which they result in significant microstructural developments, have not yet been defined 

clearly. This is particularly important for the phase(s) forming at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 

interface, because it appears that the interfacial phase(s) can break down at high Tp or by 

extending τ at a specific Tp. 

 

2.4. Conclusions 

A review of the literature on the brazing of alumina has shown that Ag–Cu–Ti-based 

alloys are by far the most commonly used braze alloys. Alumina-to-alumina braze joints 

of the highest strength typically have a continuous layer, approximately 2 µm thick, at the 

Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface. A continuous structure of the layer forming at the same 

interface in alumina-to-Kovar
®

 braze joints is also necessary to form a hermetically 

sealed interface. Although there is extensive scientific literature available on the Ag–Cu–

Ti/alumina interface, the fundamental chemical processes leading to the formation of the 

interfacial phases are still not fully understood. By comparison with what is known about 

the identity of the interfacial phases in alumina-to-alumina brazed joints, there is a lack of 

knowledge about the phases forming at the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface in alumina-to-

Kovar
®

 joints. Conclusive experimental evidence identifying all of the interfacial phases 

at both the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface and the Ag–Cu–Ti/Kovar
®

 interface has not been 

found. For both joints, the effects of altering Tp and τ on the resultant microstructure are 
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not clear in the literature. Therefore, the extent to which the microstructures can be 

controlled using these two variables of the brazing process it is not clear. Furthermore, no 

clear evidence has been found that shows if the grain boundary microstructure in the 

alumina is, or is not, important for brazing. 

Other areas that would also be worthwhile exploring include the further development 

of reinforced ABAs to improve the strength of brazed joints and the development of 

relatively inexpensive ABAs that can be used at higher temperatures than the more 

commonly used Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs. Information on the strength of brazed joints at 

elevated temperatures or at simulated service conditions is not commonly reported and 

could also be useful information. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Materials and analytical processes 
 

3.1 Introduction 

The materials used to prepare all of the brazed joints and the methods used to analyse the 

joints are described in this chapter. Variables of the brazing process such as Tp, τ, and the 

heating and cooling rates used were selected based on the melting range of the ABA used 

and the particular aim of each set of brazing experiments. Since each set of these 

experiments is discussed separately in later chapters, specific details of the different 

brazing processes used are given separately at the beginning of the relevant chapter. 

 

3.2 Substrates 

 
3.2.1 Ceramics 

Braze joints were typically made using alumina ceramics, which are polycrystalline       

α–Al2O3-based ceramics. Some experiments were performed using single crystal Al2O3, 

referred to as sapphire. 

Three different grades of alumina were used. Brazed joints made with 

99.7 wt.% Al2O3 were usually compared to at least one grade of 95 wt.% Al2O3 to study 

the effects of intergranular secondary phases of the alumina on the brazing process. Two 

different types of 95 wt.% Al2O3 containing slightly different secondary phases were 

used. The colour of both of these ceramics is white and they were indistinguishable from 

each other based on their appearance alone. One of the 95 wt.% Al2O3 ceramics was 

supplied by Henson Ceramics Ltd (UK) and contained intergranular SiO2 as a secondary 

phase. This ceramic is referred to as A95. It also contained ZrO2, which was randomly 

distributed throughout it as shown in the back-scattered electron image (BSEI) of its 

surface in Figure 3.1. One explanation for the presence of ZrO2 is that it was transferred 

to alumina powder during a milling process that employed ZrO2 grinding media to produce 
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Figure 3.1. BSEI of the alumina A95. The distribution of Al, O, Zr and Si is given in their 
X-ray maps collected using EDS. 

 

fine alumina powder prior to sintering. 

The other 95 wt.% Al2O3 was supplied by Morgan Advanced Materials
®

 plc (UK) and 

contained Si and Ca in the secondary phases. These elements are very likely to be in the 

form of oxides, i.e. SiO2 and CaO, which are amongst the most common additional 

phases found in alumina (Lee and Rainforth, 1994). EDS and electron diffraction data 

collected after brazing this alumina to itself shows intergranular amorphous SiO2 is 

indeed present in the ceramic. This ceramic is referred to as B95. The composition of 

each alumina used determined from EMPA of their bonding surface is shown in 

Table 3.1. This data was acquired after polishing the ceramics and then coating them with 

a thin layer of carbon. A Cameca
®

 SX-100 (France) electron microprobe operated at 

15 kV with a 10 nA electron beam was used in the wavelength-dispersive mode and 

calibration of the elements of interest used several metal and mineral standards. 

The 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 was supplied by Henson Ceramics Ltd (UK). This particular 

alumina could be identified from both of the 95 wt.% Al2O3 ceramics simply by its 

colour, because it had a slightly pale yellow colour rather than a white colour, as shown 

in Figure 3.2. A selection of relevant properties of each alumina is given in Table 3.2. 

Each grade of alumina was supplied in the form of an ASTM F19 ‘tensile button’ 

(ASTM International, 2005) as shown in Figure 3.2. In this figure, a schematic diagram 

of a cross-section of a joint made by placing an ABA foil between two tensile button pieces 
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Table 3.1. Chemical compositions of the 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 and both 95 wt.% Al2O3 

ceramics used in wt.%. Average values from 30 electron microprobe measurements with 

errors of ± one standard deviation are reported. *The quantities of these elements were 

below or approximately equal to the detection limit. 
	

 Al O Si Na Mg Ca Fe Zr 
99.7 wt.% 

Al2O3  
55.4 
±1.3 

44.0 
±1.5 

0.2 
±0.1 

0.0* 
0.3 

±0.1 
0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 

A95 
52.2 
±1.9 

43.5 
±1.6 

2.5 
±0.4 

0.3 
±0.1 

0.4 
±0.2 

0.6 
±0.2 

0.2 
±0.1 

0.3 
±0.1 

B95 
52.3 
±1.5 

43.2 
±1.9 

1.9 
±0.3 

0.1 
±0.05 

0.4 
±0.2 

1.9 
±0.2 

0.2 
±0.1 

0.0* 

 

 

 

Table 3.2. Selected data on various properties of the alumina ceramics used from their 

respective manufacturers. More details on the procedures used to determine the flexural 

strengths are not available. 
 

Property 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 
95 wt.% Al2O3 

A95 Al2O3 B95 Al2O3 
Purity (nominal wt.% 

Al2O3) 
99.7 94.5 95 

Colour Cream White White 
Density (g cm

–3
) >3.9 3.7 3.7 

Grain size (µm) 3–10 3–8 6 (average) 
CTE between the 
temperature range 

specified (10
–6

 K
–1

) 

8.2 (20–800 °C) 7.7 (20–1000 °C) 8.2 (0–800 °C) 

Flexural strength 
(MPa) 

>310 >300 320 (ASTM 
C1161 3-point) 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 350 >312 325 
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Figure 3.2. a) ASTM F19 tensile buttons of alumina ceramics used after making a cavity 

next to the bonding surface to hold a thermocouple. Relevant dimensions of these 

components are given in b) a schematic diagram of a cross-section of a joint made by 

placing an ABA foil between two tensile button pieces. 

 

is marked with relevant dimensions to characterise the shape of the tensile buttons. After 

purchasing the buttons, cavities were drilled into the ceramics within 5 mm from their 

bonding surfaces to hold a thermocouple. These cavities were created using a hand-drill 

holding a small diamond ball or point burr supplied by Eternal Tools, UK. All drilling 

operations were conducted in water so that excessive wear of the drill bit could be 

avoided. This started with a 2.0 mm diameter burr to create a 1 mm deep dimple to act as 

a locating position for subsequent drilling using a 1.8 mm diameter burr, creating a 2 mm 

deep cavity. In some cases it was then necessary to use a 1.5 mm diameter diamond point 

burr to reduce the diameter of the cavity so that it could hold a thin thermocouple 

securely. The brazing temperatures used were monitored and controlled using an Inconel-

sheathed Chromel/Alumel, type K, thermocouple of ~1.6 mm diameter positioned inside 

these cavities. For smaller samples, as described below, where it was not possible to 

create a cavity in the ceramic, a thermocouple was spot welded on a metal weight (copper 

or nickel) placed directly on top of the smaller joints. The temperatures displayed on the 

furnace were typically 50–100 °C lower than the measured peak brazing temperatures, 

and the difference increased within this range as the peak brazing temperature increased. 

The apparent surface area of the bonding surface of one tensile button piece is 

~1.2 × 10
–4

 m
2
. A profilometer (Dektak

®
 6M stylus profiler, Veeco

®
, USA) was used to 
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measure the roughness of the bonding surfaces of the as-received alumina components. 

Average surface roughness (Ra) values from 8 measurements taken normal to the final 

polishing direction of the ceramics were 2.1 ± 0.2 µm, 1.3 ± 0.1 µm and 0.6 ± 0.1 µm 

for 99.7 wt.% Al2O3, A95 and B95, respectively. In some cases, these ceramics were cut 

into smaller pieces using a low-speed diamond circular saw and then polished to 

reproduce the original surface roughness conditions if this was not preserved during the 

cutting process. The apparent surface area of the bonding surface of one of these smaller 

pieces was ~5 × 10
–5

 m
2
. The dimensions of the alumina used for each set of brazing 

experiments are given in later chapters where relevant. 

In some experiments, sapphire in the R-plane orientation, (1102) on the basis of a 

hexagonal unit cell, was brazed to itself. The sapphire substrates were supplied by the 

MTI Corporation (USA) at a purity of >99.99 wt.% Al2O3 and in the form of a 0.5 mm 

thick wafer with a diameter of ~50 mm. The Ra measured using a profilometer of the 

bonding surface was ~250 nm. The as-received wafers were divided into 10 × 5 × 0.5 mm 

substrates for joining using a diamond-tipped engraving tool and carefully applying 

pressure by hand. 

 

3.2.2 Metals: Kovar
®
 

The Kovar
®

 used in this work is a polycrystalline material based on a solid solution of 

mainly nickel and cobalt in iron with a face-centred cubic crystal structure. It was 

supplied as a 50 mm × 50 mm × 0.5 mm plate, from which material was cut out for 

joining. The as-received Kovar
®

 was composed of equiaxed grains of various sizes, 

ranging from ~10 to ~100 µm in width, all of which had a unit cell length measured by 

XRD of 3.6 Å. The microstructure of the as-received Kovar
®

 was revealed by etching its 

bonding surface on a rotary polisher using colloidal silica for 5 min, after which the 

bonding surface was cleaned by polishing for 10 min with water as a lubricant. An 

average composition of the Kovar
®

 using EMPA was measured as Fe–28Ni–17Co–

0.3Si–0.2Cr at.%. The Ra measured using a profilometer of its bonding surface was 

<150 nm. Data on relevant properties of the Kovar
®

 were not available from the supplier, 

and so instead representative data are given in Table 3.3, compiled from various sources. 
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Table 3.3. Representative properties of Kovar
®

 compiled from various sources (Johnson, 

2012, Jiang et al., 2013, Ed Fagan Inc., 2017). *Discontinuous change in the CTE to a 

noticeably higher value as the Curie temperature of ~435 °C is exceeded 

(Johnson et al, 2012) 
 

Property Kovar® 
Density (g cm

–3
) 8.3 

Melting point (°C) 1449 
Curie temperature (°C) 435–450 
CTE (10

–6
 K

–1
) between 

30–400 °C 
30–500 °C 
30–700 °C 
30–900 °C 

 
4.6–5.2 

6.2 
9.3* 
11.5 

Tensile strength (MPa) 500–618 
Elastic modulus (GPa) 207 

 

3.3 Active braze alloys 

 

3.3.1 Ag–Cu–Ti-based alloys 

Two commonly used Ag–Cu–Ti based ABAs with titanium contents ranging from ~1 to 

~5 wt.% to braze alumina were used in this work. They are Cusil ABA
®

 (Ag–35.3Cu–

1.8Ti wt.%) and Ticusil
®

 (Ag–26.7Cu–4.5Ti wt.%). Both ABAs were supplied by VBC 

Group Ltd (UK) as foils, with a thickness of ~50 µm, from which material was punched 

out for joining. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), EDS and XRD investigations of 

the as-received ABAs revealed different microstructures. A cross-section of Cusil ABA
®

 

contained grains of Cu4Ti randomly distributed amongst the Ag–28Cu wt.% eutectic 

alloy, as shown in Figure 3.3. In Ticusil
®

, the titanium was in the form of a thin ribbon 

encased by the Ag–Cu eutectic alloy (Figure 3.3). The thickness of the Ti ribbon was 

not uniform across the cross-sections examined and varied between ~100 nm and 

~10 µm. There was evidence of chemical reactions between titanium and copper in 

isolated regions along the Ti/Ag–Cu interfaces, where Cu4Ti3 was observed, as shown in 

Figure 3.3. A summary of relevant properties of both ABAs is given in Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. BSEIs of cross-sections of a) Cusil ABA® and c) Ticusil® captured after 

mounting the ABAs in an acrylic polymer. 

 

Table 3.3. Selected data on various properties of the ABA used. Specific details on the 

procedures used to determine the tensile strengths are not available. 
 

Property Cusil ABA® Ticusil® Copper ABA® 
Density (Mg m

–3
) 9.8 9.4 8.1 

Solidus temperature 
(°C) 

780 780 958 

Liquidus temperature 
(°C) 

815 900 1024 

CTE between the 
temperature range 

specified (10
–6

 °C
–1

) 

18.5 (20–500 °C) 18.5 (20–500 °C) 19.5 (20–700 °C) 

Tensile strength (MPa) 346 339 520 
Elastic modulus (GPa) 83 85 96 

 

3.3.2 Copper ABA
®
 

A number of brazing experiments were performed using Copper ABA
®

 (Cu–6.3Si–

2.8Ti–4.4Al at.%), which was also supplied by VBC Group Ltd (UK). This ABA was 

used in foil form, with a thickness of ~65 µm. An investigation of the as-received ABA 

using SEM, EDS and XRD showed that it contained CuSiTi, with a composition 

measured by EDS of 33Cu–33Si–34Ti at.%, randomly distributed in a solid solution of Si 

and Al in Cu (92Cu–4Si–4Al at.%), as shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. BSEIs of a cross-section of Copper ABA
®

 aquired after resting the ABA on a 

stainless steel support and mounting in an acrylic polymer. 

 

Si3Ti5 particles, with a composition of 37Si–61Ti–2Cu at.%, were also found within some 

of the CuSiTi particles. A summary of relevant properties of this ABA is given in 

Table 3.3, alongside equivalent properties of the Ag–Cu–Ti based ABAs used. 

 

3.4 Analytical processes 

 
3.4.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

Cross-sections of joints were examined using SEM and EDS first to analyse their 

microstructures before more detailed examinations were undertaken using transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). The homogeneity in the microstructures across the joints 

was assessed by analysing a minimum of three cross-sections of each joint taken from 
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 different areas using a Leo 1530 VP field-emission scanning electron microscope (Leo 

Electron Microscopy - Carl Zeiss
®

, Germany) operated at 20 kV and equipped with an 

INCA-7426 energy dispersive spectrometer (Oxford Instruments
®

, UK). A low speed 

diamond circular saw lubricated with water was used to cut out cross-sections of joints. 

They were then mounted in acrylic resin at room temperature, polished using SiC 

abrasive papers of P600 and P1200 grit size and diamond polishing pastes of 6 and 1 µm 

grain size (all of which were from MetPrep Ltd, UK), and finally coated with a thin layer 

of carbon before SEM observations were made. 

The thicknesses of the interfacial layers were measured from SEM images as a 

function of Tp and τ. The thickness of the Ti3Cu3O layer formed at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 

interfaces varied significantly, particularly using a relatively high Tp or long τ, because of 

the angular nature of the particles comprising it, the presence of columnar particles, and 

the dispersed nature of the particles as the layer breaks down and ceases to be a well 

defined layer. A minimum of twenty measurements were made at regions that had 

approximately uniform reaction layer thicknesses. The thicknesses are represented by a 

mean value and ± one standard deviation. 

Monte-Carlo simulations of an electron beam hitting a flat Ti3Cu3O specimen with a 

density of 6.52 g cm–3 suggested an accelerating voltage of 20 kV would generate an 

interaction volume with a depth of ~1 µm and a maximum width of ~1 µm. As this 

volume was significantly larger than the typical width of a titanium oxide layer found on 

alumina, elemental analysis was also performed on thin films in a transmission electron 

microscope. 

 

3.4.2 Transmission electron microscopy 

EDS analysis of thin films was performed using an EDS system employing four 

windowless Bruker silicon drift detectors (Super-X system, FEI Company
®

, USA), which 

permitted the acquisition of weak and low energy X-rays such as oxygen K X-rays, in a 

scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), Tecnai Osiris
™

, FEI Company
®

, 

USA. This microscope was operated at 200 kV. Different procedures were used to extract 

thin films from the as-received ABAs and the joints as described in Section 3.4.2.1.  
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In addition to bright and dark field imaging, a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) 

detector was used in the STEM for atomic number contrast imaging of the thin films. 

This contrast mechanism helped to identify small volumes of Ag-rich braze adjacent to, 

and inside, the titanium oxide layer on the alumina. It was important to have a good 

knowledge of the distribution of the Ag-rich phase in this layer before collecting electron 

diffraction data from the titanium oxide particles. This is because the Ag-rich phase had 

the same Bravais lattice and a very similar unit cell length as γ-TiO, which is a commonly 

observed titanium oxide. 

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was used to estimate the relative amounts 

of O and Ti in an interfacial phase that formed at an early stage of the bonding process to 

join sapphire to itself using either Cusil ABA
®

 or Ticusil
®

. EELS spectra were collected 

using a Gatan Enfinium ER 977 spectrometer attached to the STEM. The energy 

resolution of the Schottky field-emitter, defined as the full width at half-maximum height 

of the zero-loss peak, was between 1.3 and 1.5 eV. The relative sample thickness t/λ, as 

estimated from the low-loss spectra, was between 0.4 and 0.7. Measurements were 

collected in diffraction mode far away from zone axes to ensure that they were not 

dependent on the orientation of the sample. An illumination semi-angle α of 3.8 mrad, a 

collection semi-angle β of 7.2 mrad and an entrance aperture of 2.5 mm were used. An 

inverse power law background was subtracted and plural scattering contributions were 

removed using the Fourier-ratio deconvolution technique. 

A JEOL
®

 200CX (Japan) transmission electron microscope was used to acquire 

selected-area electron diffraction patterns from various phases, so that their crystal 

structures could be determined. The smallest area of analysis was equivalent to that of a 

circle with a diameter of 500 nm. This area was typically significantly larger than the 

grains studied. Therefore many of the diffraction patterns presented here are shown 

alongside a schematic form to clearly show the relevant reflections. The camera length of 

the microscope was monitored regularly using an Al thin film, which was supplied by 

Agar Scientific, UK. Errors in the measurement of unit cell lengths are ± 0.1 Å, unless 

otherwise stated. 
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3.4.2.1 TEM sample preparation 

 
3.4.2.1.1 Active braze alloys 

Cross-sections of ABA foils were prepared for TEM analysis by mechanical grinding 

before reducing their thickness further using argon-ion milling in a Gatan
®

 precision ion 

polishing system (PIPS). The series of steps used is summarised in the schematic diagram 

of Figure 3.5. This process started with cutting out a 3 mm × 10 mm strip of ABA and 

sticking it between two pieces of 3 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm single crystal Si strips using 

Araldite
®

 epoxy adhesive. This sandwich was clamped together to improve adhesion and 

to reduce the glue line before curing the Araldite
®

 at 100 °C for 10 min. The sandwich 

was then inserted into a brass fork, which was subsequently placed into a brass tube as 

shown in Figure 3.5. All of the components were secured in their positions by applying 

more Araldite
®

 and curing as mentioned above. The brass tube was then sectioned, 

normal to the axis of the tube, into 0.5 mm slices using a low speed diamond circular 

saw. One of these slices was attached to a grinding stub using epoxy adhesive and then 

reduced to a thickness of ~300 µm, as measured using an optical microscope, using SiC 

abrasive paper of P800 grit size. The opposite side of this slice was polished using 

P1200 SiC abrasive paper until a thickness of ~50 µm was achieved. Mechanical 

polishing was completed using a Fischione 2000 dimple grinder (E.A. Fischione 

Instruments, USA) fitted with a steel grinding disc which had a diameter of 15 mm and 

thickness of 1 mm. This process ground an approximately hemispherical-shaped cavity 

centred on the area of interest, referred to as a dimple. The thickness at the centre of the 

dimple was reduced to about 20 µm using a diamond-based polishing chemicals 

containing diamonds with a grain size of 6 µm (from MetPrep Ltd, UK). The sample was 

then placed in a spring-clip molybdenum PIPS cross-sectional holder with the dimple 

facing upwards, so that it could be seen easily after loading the sample into the PIPS. The 

angle of milling used on both sides of the sample was 5°. Double beam modulation was 

used to avoid milling the sample holder. Initially, a beam voltage of about 3 kV was used; 

at this voltage the Ag–Cu–Ti based ABAs used were etched at a rate of ~5 µm h
–1

. When 

a small hole was created in the ABA, the voltage was lowered to 2.5 kV for 10 min. 

This step was performed to remove any amorphous material that may have developed on  
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Figure 3.5. Steps used to prepare cross-sections of ABA foils for TEM analysis. Further 

details are given in Section 3.4.2.1.1. 

 

the sample during milling at higher voltages. 

This process is comprised of several steps, some of which are technically challenging 

to complete, but the cost of preparing one sample using this method is relatively cheap. 

Other limitations of using this approach include that it is difficult to select a micrometre-

sized area of material accurately to process into a TEM sample, the thickness of the 

sample may vary significantly in any direction across the sample and artefacts such as 

dislocations in metallic materials may be introduced as a consequence of the grinding 

stages. 

 

3.4.2.1.2 Brazed joints 

Brazed joints could not be prepared for TEM analysis using the same method used for 

the ABAs because there was a significant difference between the thinning rates for the 

ceramics and ABAs. In a sample, the ABA was completely removed before reducing the 

thicknesses of the phases at the ABA/alumina interface and the alumina to suitable values 

for TEM (~100 µm thick). Thin sections of the joints were extracted and processed for 

TEM analysis using a focussed ion beam, FIB, instrument (Helios Nanolab
™

, FEI 

Company
®

, USA). With this instrument, the area from which a sample is produced could 

be selected more accurately. Milling of material was achieved by gallium-ion etching. 
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Figure 3.6. a-f) FIB lift-out technique used to prepare brazed joints for TEM analysis. 

 

Cross-sections of joints were cut using a low speed diamond circular saw joints, 

approximately 6 mm × 6 mm × 2 mm, and coated with a thin layer of gold before milling. 

A procedure that is commonly referred to as the ‘lift-out’ technique (Tomus and Ng, 

2013) was used to extract micrometre-sized areas of the joints, which were between 1–

2 µm thick, to either a copper or molybdenum TEM grid, or, in some cases, a carbon 

substrate on a molybdenum TEM grid. Molybdenum TEM grids were used if the 

extracted volume of sample contained copper. The stages involved in the lift-out 

technique used are shown in Figure 3.6 and an outline of the process with the specific 

conditions used to prepare samples in approximately 2.5 h are given here. 

In this technique, a thin layer of platinum was deposited across the area of interest 

first, which is a Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina interface in Figure 3.6, to protect it during the 

subsequent milling operations (Figure 3.6a). All milling operations were performed using 

a 30 kV gallium-ion beam. Material from either side of the platinum layer was milled to 

leave a 1–2 µm thick lamella initially using a high ion beam current of 21 nA 

(Figure 3.6b). As a consequence of this milling stage, trenches were formed on either side 

of the lamella. Producing trenches which became deeper in a step-wise manner closer to 

the lamella, to a maximum depth of ~10 µm, reduced the time taken significantly to  
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Table 3.4. Conditions used for the final FIB thinning stage during the preparation of TEM 

samples of brazed joints. 
 

Step 
Ion beam 

current (pA) 
Milling side 

Stage tilt 
(degrees) 

Typical 
thickness after 
milling (nm) 

1 1000 Front 53.2 – 
2 1000 Back 50.8 750 
3 500 Back 50.8 – 
4 500 Front 53.2 350 
5 100 Back 51 – 
6 100 Front 53 100 

 

produce a sample compared to using standard techniques. The ion beam current was 

reduced to 16 nA as the beam approached the protective platinum strip to produce a 1–

2 µm thick lamella with relatively smooth edges. Three cuts were then made into the 

lamella as shown in Figure 3.6c using a beam current of ~3 nA before attaching it to a 

tungsten needle, using platinum. A fourth cut was made to release the lamella from the 

sample as shown in Figure 3.6d. It was then lifted out and transferred typically to one of 

four pins of a TEM grid and attached using platinum (Figure 3.6e). After detaching the 

tungsten needle, by accurately milling using the ion beam of a ~3 nA beam current, the 

lamella was milled on both faces with progressively lower ion currents, ranging from 

~1 nA to ~100 pA, to a final thickness of approximately 100 nm as shown in Figure 3.6f. 

The specific final thinning operations used are given in Table 3.4. The area of the final 

lamella varied depending on the features being studied. The width of a sample was 

typically between 10 µm and 25 µm and the depth between 5 and 10 µm. 

It was necessary to perform cleaning operations on the lamella to remove any 

amorphous material that may have developed on the surfaces of the sample during 

milling at higher voltages. Without this cleaning step, it was not possible to collect high-

quality images using TEM at >100 000× magnification or any EELS spectra. Cleaning of 

the surfaces was performed using a 5 kV gallium-ion and a beam current of ~50 pA. The 

back of the sample was cleaned first using a stage tilt of 45°, and then the front was 

cleaned using a stage tilt of 59°. Typically, each stage of cleaning was performed for up 
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to 60 s with intervals every 10 s so that the sample could be examined to avoid excessive 

damage. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Interfacial phases between alumina and 

Ag–Cu–Ti-based alloys 
 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a report is given on the work undertaken to identify conclusively the 

interfacial phases in a number of alumina/Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina joints, which were prepared 

using either Cusil ABA
®

 or Ticusil
®

, three different alumina ceramics and wide ranges 

for both Tp and τ. The range of conditions used also includes values of Tp and τ used in 

commercial brazing processes. New information on the effects of altering Tp and τ on the 

interfacial microstructure and the extent to which silica-based secondary phases in the 

alumina participate in the chemical reactions at the ABA/Al2O3 interface is introduced. 

The results of this work were used to simplify the joint system and select appropriate 

brazing conditions so that the chemical processes leading to the formation of the 

interfacial phases could be determined; the evolution of these phases are discussed in 

detail in Chapter 5. 

 

4.2 Brazing processes 

Braze joints made with 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 were compared to those made with two different 

grades of 95.0 wt.% Al2O3, A95 and B95. All of these ceramics were in the form of 

ASTM F19 tensile button components as described in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1. Most of 

the joints made with a 95.0 wt.% Al2O3 ceramic were prepared with B95 after it was 

established that the different 95.0 wt.% Al2O3 ceramics produced microstructures that 

were indistinguishable for a given set of brazing conditions, as shown in a later section. 

B95 was chosen for these joints rather than A95 only because a larger quantity of this 

ceramic was available. A key secondary phase of both 95.0 wt.% Al2O3 ceramics was 
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intergranular silica, and so it was possible to determine whether this particular secondary 

phase affected the interfacial chemical reactions during brazing. 

Joints were brazed in either a vacuum or an atmosphere of purified argon. All of the 

joints made using Cusil ABA
®

 and a vacuum furnace were prepared by Dr Phillip 

Mallinson of AWE plc, UK. These joints were prepared in furnaces which were capable 

of maintaining a vacuum of ≤10
–5

 mbar at Tp. Duplicate samples were prepared at a Tp of 

815 °C and τ of 2 min with A95 to monitor the reproducibility of the brazing process 

using these furnaces; this was found to be very good. There were no significant 

differences between the microstructures of these joints. 

A list of the joints prepared using Cusil ABA
®

 and the joining environments used is 

given in Table 4.1. For these joints, Tp was varied from the liquidus temperature of Cusil 

ABA
®

 of 815 °C to a maximum temperature of 875 °C. A number of joints were also 

prepared at an intermediate temperature of 845 °C. All of these joints were held at each 

Tp for 2, 15, 30 or 45 min and for 300 min at 845 °C. In all cases, a 30 min dwell period 

at 750 °C was incorporated into the heating process to help reduce any temperature 

gradients across the components. The heating rates were ~10 °C min−1 and the cooling 

rate was ~10°C min−1 between Tp and ~450 °C, followed by leaving the joints to cool 

unassisted in the furnace to room temperature. A pressure of ~4 kPa was applied to the 

joints via a 50 g weight. 

For joints brazed in an atmosphere of purified argon, a horizontal electric furnace was 

used (STF 15/450, Carbolite
®

, UK). Although nitrogen gas of a higher purity than the 

argon used was less expensive, it was not used because the active element in the ABAs, 

titanium, is highly reactive with nitrogen, particularly at elevated temperatures. Argon 

gas was purified using the BIP
®

 technology by Air Products and Chemicals Inc. (USA), 

after which it was then introduced to the furnace. This purification process reduces the 

concentrations of O2 and H2O to less than 10 and 20 ppb respectively. A purging 

procedure that involved evacuating the furnace to a rough vacuum pressure of 10
–2

 mbar 

before cleaning with purified argon was repeated at least three times to prepare the 

furnace for brazing experiments. The profile of the heating and cooling steps used were 

very similar to those used in the vacuum brazing experiments described above. Here, the  
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Table 4.1. Tp, τ, and the joining environments used to join 99.7 wt.% and B95 Al2O3 to 

themselves using Cusil ABA
®

. *Conditions used to join A95 Al2O3 to itself. 
 

 815°C 845°C 875°C 

2 min 
10−6 to 10−5 mbar 

vacuum* 
10−8 to 10−7 mbar 

vacuum 
10−8 to 10−7 mbar 

vacuum 

15 min 
10−8 to 10−7 mbar 

vacuum 
10−6 to 10−5 mbar 

vacuum* 
10−8 to 10−7 mbar 

vacuum 

30 min Argon Argon 
10−8 to 10−7 mbar 

vacuum 

45 min Argon 
10−6 to 10−5 mbar 

vacuum 
10−8 to 10−7 mbar 

vacuum 

300 min – 
10−6 to 10−5 mbar 

vacuum 
– 

 

heating rate was ~9 °C min–1, and the cooling rates were ~9 °C min–1 between Tp and 

~450 °C, and significantly lower while leaving the joints to cool unassisted in the furnace 

to room temperature. Although the joints would have been held at temperatures close to 

Tp for slightly longer, those made with Cusil ABA
®

 could not be differentiated 

microstructurally from those made with the same ABA, Tp and τ in vacuum. Therefore, it 

was concluded that the difference in the brazing environment was not crucial to the 

development of the interfacial phases in the Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Al2O3 joint. Whilst 

brazing with Ticusil
®

 in an atmosphere of argon, samples were held at the liquidus 

temperature of Ticusil
®

 of 900 °C for 2, 15 and 30 min. A pressure of ~4 kPa was also 

applied to all of the joints prepared in argon. 

To examine the stability of the phases at the Cusil ABA
®

/Al2O3 interface at Tp, heat 

treatments were performed on 6 mm × 3 mm × 5 mm sections of a B95/Cusil ABA
®

/B95 

joint, which was previously prepared in vacuum by holding for 2 min at 815 °C. The 

sections were sealed in clean quartz tubes, which were thoroughly rinsed with detergent 

(a solution of 10% HNO3 by volume in distilled water) and distilled water before being 

fired at 350 °C overnight. Before sealing, the tubes were purged using a similar process to 

that described above, and then filled with argon. Samples were held at 815 °C for 5, 10, 
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20, 50, 75, 100 and 150 h in an electric chamber furnace (UAF 15/5, Lenton Furnaces & 

Ovens, UK). Long heat treatment times were used to understand the development of the 

interfacial phases and enable the formation of coarser grains at the interface, which could 

then be analysed by EDS in the scanning electron microscope. 

 

4.3 Results 

 
4.3.1 Alumina/Cusil ABA

®
/alumina joints 

 
4.3.1.1 Characterisation of 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA

®
 interfacial microstructures 

The interfacial microstructure of the joints prepared with Cusil ABA
®

 showed 

considerable evolution with Tp and τ. A collection of BSEIs of 

99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/99.7 wt.% Al2O3 cross-sections prepared using the 

conditions of 815 °C ≤ Tp ≤ 875 °C and 2 min ≤ τ ≤ 300 min is shown in Figures 4.1–4.3. 

These images reveal significant changes to the interfaces between the alumina and the 

ABA particularly as a function of τ. A continuous bilayer structure formed at the 

interfaces when a short joining time of 2 min was used. At a Tp of 815 °C, a thin layer on 

the alumina, which was <100 nm in thickness and is referred to as layer 1, formed beside 

a 0.9–1.3 µm thick layer, which was in contact with the ABA and is referred to as layer 2. 

Occasionally, small quantities of ABA were found between layers 1 and 2, and amongst 

the particles in layer 1, arising from intergranular flow of ABA through layer 2, but in 

general, layers were physically touching. This particular interfacial morphology was also 

observed in a joint that was held at 900 °C for up to 2 min in a vacuum (10–4 mbar). In 

this case, the thickness of layer 1 was <130 nm and the thickness of layer 2 varied 

between 1.1–2.0 µm. At a τ of 2 min, the maximum thickness of layer 1 increased with Tp 

in the range 845–875 °C from ~100 nm to ~125 nm, whilst the width of layer 2 increased 

from 0.8–1.6 µm to 1.0–1.9 µm. 

The thickness of each layer at a Tp of 845 °C and τ of 2 min compares well with the 

observation of Stephens et al. (2003) of the interfacial structure at a sapphire/Ag–

34.1Cu–1.7Ti wt.% interface, which was held at 845 °C for 6 min. In their work, the joint 

configuration used allowed for reactions to occur at only one interface, as opposed to two  
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Figure 4.1. BSEIs of 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/99.7 wt.% Al2O3 cross-sections which 

were held at 815 °C for 2 to 45 min; interfacial phases labelled here and in Figures 4.2 

and 4.3 are given after performing electron diffraction and EDS measurements. 
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Figure 4.2. BSEIs of 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/99.7 wt.% Al2O3 cross-sections which 

were held at 845 °C for 2 to 300 min. 
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Figure 4.3. BSEIs of 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/99.7 wt.% Al2O3 cross-sections which 

were held at 875 °C for 2 to 45 min. 
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interfaces, and the maximum bond area was about 1.3 × 10−4 m
2
, which is similar to the 

bond area of one Al2O3 tensile button component used in this work (approximately 

1.2 × 10
–4

 m
2
). As a consequence of using a bonding area that is approximately half of the 

total bonding area used in this work, Stephens et al. (2003) observed layers which were 

approximately twice as wide as those observed in this work. The additional time at which 

the joint was held at 845 °C (i.e. 6 min rather than 2 min in this work) also contributes to 

the formation of thicker layers. 

By lengthening τ to 15 min at 815 °C, the quantity of ABA found between layer 1 and 

2 had increased to cause the layers to separate. The thicknesses of layer 1 and 2 had 

increased marginally with this change, up to a maximum value of 110 nm for layer 1 and 

between 0.95–1.3 µm for layer 2. Further growth of layer 1 occurred by increasing Tp at a 

τ of 15 min. In the temperature range of 845–875°C, the maximum thickness of layer 1 

had increased from 140 nm to 185 nm. This also caused the particles in layer 2 to 

separate from each other to leave a broken layer, along with a clear layer of ABA 

between it and layer 1. A similar interfacial structure was produced with a τ of 30 min, 

but growth of the particles in layer 1 was more significant. The thickness of this layer 

varied from ~120 to ~350 nm in the temperature range of 815–875 °C. Further increases 

in τ produced an inhomogeneous interfacial structure across the joint. A structure similar 

to that observed whilst using a τ of 30 min formed along the majority of the interfaces 

when τ was increased to 45 min. However, several regions with no reaction products 

present at the interface were observed. Despite this, voids were not observed between the 

ABA and alumina in these joints. The highest degree of inhomogeneity in the interfacial 

structure was observed with a τ of 300 min and Tp of 845 °C. At this condition, 

significant decomposition of layer 2 had occurred. In such regions along the interface 

where this was particularly observable, layer 1 became thicker (up to ~1 µm) and was 

now the most significant interfacial phase. 

The crystal structure and composition of the particles in each layer were identified by 

a TEM–EDS investigation. A high magnification HAADF image of a 

99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

 interface which was held at 815 °C for 2 min is shown in 
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Figure 4.4. a) HAADF and b) bright-field images of a 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

 

interface which was held at 815 °C for 2 min, along with EDS spectra from c) γ-TiO and 

d) Ti3Cu3O. 

 

Figure 4.4, along with the corresponding bright field image. Layers 1 and 2 are 

polycrystalline.  EDS analysis revealed that titanium and oxygen were major components 

of layer 1, while Al was a minor component. The composition of this layer was measured 

as 49Ti–47O–3Al–1Cu at.%. The crystal structure of the particles in this layer was 

identified by electron diffraction as that of γ-TiO (cubic, Fm3m, space group 225) with a  
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Figure 4.5. Electron diffraction patterns from γ-TiO with the zone axes a) [110], b) [130] 

and c) [100]. 

 

unit cell length of 4.2 ± 0.1 Å; the space group given here, and elsewhere for other 

crystals, were not confirmed in this work and are given for identification purposes. 

A selection of indexed electron diffraction patterns from this phase is shown in 

Figure 4.5.  There were no clear correlations between the composition or the unit cell 

length of γ-TiO and Tp or τ. EDS analyses consistently suggested a very slightly metal-

rich titanium oxide formed with ~1 to ~4 at.% Al as a solute. The unit cell length of 

this phase varied between 4.20 and 4.24 Å. 

Isolated particles of Ti3O2 were also identified in layer 1 at two different 

99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

 interfaces and a B95/Cusil ABA
®

 interface, which were 

held at 845 °C for 45 and 300 min. A single particle of Ti3O2 was observed at each 

interface as shown in Figure 4.6. The composition of this phase, as determined by EDS, 

was 58Ti–41O–1Al at.%. Electron diffraction analysis identified the crystal structure of 

this phase as that of Ti3O2 (hexagonal, P6/mmm, space group 191) with lattice parameters 

of a = 4.9 Å and c = 2.9 Å; a selection of indexed diffraction patterns is also shown in 

Figure 4.6. This particular titanium oxide was misidentified using electron diffraction as 

Ti2O with incorrect unit cell lengths in a recent investigation of a 99.9 wt.% Al2O3/Ag–

26.7Cu–4.5Ti wt.% interface that was held at 915 °C for 20 min (Lin et al., 2014), though 

it was not observed alongside any other titanium oxide. The possibility of further titanium 

oxides forming as very minor components of layer 1, which have been missed by the 

TEM analysis, has not been discounted because only very small areas of interface were 

analysed using this technique, due to the necessity for thin samples to allow electrons to  
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Figure 4.6. a) Single grain of Ti3O2 at a 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

 interface which 

was held at 845 °C for 300 min; cracks in the alumina appeared during the preparation of 

the sample for TEM analysis. Electron diffraction patterns from the Ti3O2 grain with the 

zone axes b) [1210], c) [1213] and d) [1216]. 

 

pass through the interface. 

The chemical composition of layer 2 was consistent with that of Ti3Cu3O with 

~6 at.% Al as a solute (Figure 4.4d). A typical composition for this phase was 43Ti–

39Cu–6Al–12O at.% and it was found to vary in a path perpendicular to the interface in  

about half of the samples. The titanium and copper contents decreased from ~44 to 

~42 at.% and ~39 to ~37 at.% respectively from the ABA/Ti3Cu3O interface to the 

Ti3Cu3O/γ-TiO interface. In addition, the aluminium and oxygen contents increased along 
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Figure 4.7. Electron diffraction patterns from Ti3Cu3O with the zone axes 

a) [100] and b) [110]. 

 

the same path from ~5 to ~8 at.% and ~10 to ~13 at.%, respectively. These concentration 

gradients are probably caused by variations in the thicknesses of the TEM samples 

perpendicular to the interfaces, where the ABA was typically thinner than the ceramic by 

several nanometres, ~20 nm, unless additional very time-consuming ion-milling 

techniques was used. The crystal structure was identified by electron diffraction as that of 

Ti3Cu3O  (cubic, Fd3m, space group 227). The unit cell length varied between 

11.2 ± 0.1 Å and 11.4 ± 0.1 Å for this phase across all of the samples. A selection of 

indexed diffraction patterns from this phase is shown in Figure 4.7. The absence of h00 

reflections, for h = 4n + 2 in the [100] pattern agrees with the diamond-cubic type 

structure of Ti3Cu3O. The 002 reflection in the [110] pattern is unexpected because the 

associated structure factor suggests that it should be absent. A possible explanation for 

this reflection is that it arises from a different phase and the selected-area aperture used, 

which had a 500 nm diameter, did not omit the associated diffracted waves. No 

correlations between the unit cell length of this phase and Tp or τ were identified. 

The residual ABA was composed of two phases. The light grey regions in the ABAs 

shown in Figures 4.1–4.3 are Ag-rich and the darker grey regions are Cu-rich. The 

compositions of these phases did not change significantly with Tp while τ was in the 

range of 2 to 45 min. The Ag-rich phases contained 15–25 at.% Cu and 10–12 at.% Al, 

while the Cu-rich phases contained a significantly lower quantity of aluminium, between 
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1 and 2 at.%, and small amounts of titanium, at a maximum level of ~1.0 at.%, within a 

region of ~8 µm from the ABA/alumina interface. The quantity of aluminium in each 

phase was found to decrease slightly with distance from this interface. It is not possible to 

determine if this change is a consequence of diffusion of aluminium into the ABA or an 

artifact in the EDS measurements because of non-uniform sample thickness. Substantial 

decomposition of Ti3Cu3O caused by extending τ to 300 min at a Tp of 845 °C was 

accompanied by increases in the aluminium content for both of these phases at regions 

close to the ABA/alumina interface. Here, the Ag-rich phase contained ~20 at.% Al and 

~15 at.% Cu, and the Cu-rich phase contained ~3 at.% Al and <1 at.% Ti. At this 

condition, ~1 at.% Si was also found in the Cu-rich phase near the ABA/B95 interface. 

 

4.3.1.2 95 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®
 interfacial microstructures:  

Reducing the purity of the alumina 

Elements such as silicon and calcium both in the form of oxides were introduced to the 

interface with the ABA by using alumina of a lower purity containing up to ~5 wt.% 

intergranular oxide phases. BSEIs of the interfacial structures in three joints that were 

prepared in a vacuum and using the same brazing cycle (Tp of 845 °C and τ of 15 min), 

but with three different grades of alumina, two of which are 95 wt.% Al2O3 and the other 

alumina is 99.7 wt.% Al2O3, are shown in Figure 4.8. In each joint, layer 2 has broken 

and is separated from layer 1, which is continuous across the alumina, by some ABA. 

The thickness of each layer did not vary significantly by altering the purity of the 

alumina. The maximum thickness of layer 1 was 140 nm in these joints and the thickness 

of layer 2 was typically between ~1.0 and ~1.6 µm. Reducing the purity of alumina did 

not significantly affect the interfacial structure. This conclusion agrees with the sessile 

drop experiments by Voytovych et al. (2006), in which no significant differences in 

interfacial chemistry or thickness of the reaction layers were found after wetting different 

alumina ceramics, containing 96.0–99.5 wt.% Al2O3, with a Ag–Cu–Ti alloy containing 

~2.9 at.% Ti . 

This behaviour was a consequence of the formation of various solid solutions at the 

interface, where elements from the secondary phases were incorporated into the reaction 
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Figure 4.8. Interfacial microstructures between Cusil ABA
®

 and the alumina ceramics 

a) 99.7 wt.% Al2O3, b) A95 and c) B95 after heating at 845 °C for 15 min. 

 

layers. The HAADF image shown in Figure 4.9 is an example of a region of interface 

where the ABA had flowed between the Al2O3 grains to react with an amorphous 

oxide particle containing silicon and calcium. The distributions of these elements at the 

interface are shown in the EDS maps of Figures 4.9g and h. Here, silicon was mainly 

identified in the Ti3Cu3O layer at a level of ~5 at.%. The Al content was low at ~2 at.% 

and as a result the unit cell length did not change (a = 11.3 Å). However, in general, 

~1 at.% Si and ~6 at.% Al was identified in layer 2 at the B95/ and A95/Cusil ABA
®

 

interfaces. Calcium was mainly found in γ-TiO grains that were dispersed in the Ti3Cu3O 

layer, with a typical composition of 32Ti–21Ca–46O–2Al at.%. The cubic crystal 

structure of γ-TiO was maintained with this level of calcium substituting titanium and had 

a unit cell length of 4.24 Å. 
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Figure 4.9. a) HAADF image of a region of Cusil ABA
®

/B95 interface where the ABA 

has reacted with an amorphous secondary oxide phase containing silicon and calcium 

after heating at 845 °C for 15 min. The distributions of Ag, Cu, Ti, Al, O, Si and Ca are 

given in their X-ray maps (b-h). 

 

4.3.1.3 Stability at Tp of the phases at the 95 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®
 interface 

A B95/Cusil ABA
®

/B95 joint, which was prepared by holding for 2 min at a Tp of 

815 °C, was heated in an argon gas environment and held at 815 °C for various lengths of 

time, ranging from 5 h to 150 h, to study further the relative thermal stabilities of the 

interfacial phases. The images shown in Figure 4.10 were acquired at high magnifications 

and show the changes that occurred at the ABA/B95 interfaces with time. Between 5 and 

20 h, the Ti3Cu3O particle size and total volume decreased with time, whilst the opposite 

occurred with the titanium oxide on the alumina. Small particles with a diameter up to 

~200 nm containing titanium and oxygen, and therefore likely to be a titanium oxide, 

were also observed on SEM-EDS chemical maps in the ABA amongst the remaining 

Ti3Cu3O particles. No Ti3Cu3O was observed after heating for 50 h. Ti3Cu3O had released 

its aluminium content into the Ag-rich and Cu-rich phases of the ABA. The titanium and 

oxygen content supported the growth of titanium oxide on the alumina. Isolated 
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micrometre-sized particles of Si3Ti5 were also observed on the alumina, alongside the 

titanium oxide particles, after heating for 75 h. The majority of the silicon content in this 

titanium silicide is provided by the secondary phase in the alumina. 

 

4.3.2 Alumina/Ticusil
®
/alumina joints 

BSEIs of three B95/Ticusil
®

/B95 joints, which were held at 900 °C for 2, 15 and 30 min 

are shown in Figure 4.11. Layers 1 and 2 were continuous across the joints that were held 

at Tp for 2 and 15 min. Holding for 2 min produced a very thin layer 1, with a thickness 

of <50 nm, and a 2.2 µm thick layer 2. The thicknesses of layers 1 and 2 increased to 

~70 nm and ~2.4 µm respectively with this change to τ. 

Extending τ to 30 min caused layer 2 to divide and allow the ABA to flow towards the 

alumina. At the same time significant growth of layer 1 occurred to produce a continuous 

layer with a thickness that varied between ~230 and ~600 nm. The identities of layers 1 

and 2 were determined by a TEM–EDS investigation. Layer 2 was identified as Ti3Cu3O, 

with ~6.5 to ~7.5 at.% Al as a solute and a unit cell length of ~11.3 Å. A single phase 

was observed in layer 1 at these interfaces, which was identified as γ-TiO with a typical 

chemical composition of 49Ti–47O–4Al at.% and a unit cell length of ~4.2 Å. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

 
4.4.1 Interfacial reaction products: γ-TiO and Ti3Cu3O 

The results of this work agree with the majority of the literature on the identity of the 

phases at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface, which are summarised in Table 2.1, i.e. a thin 

layer of TiO forms next to the alumina with a thicker layer of M6O between this and the 

body of the ABA. 

The thin layer on alumina was mainly composed of γ-TiO grains. Small quantities of 

Ti3O2 were also observed in this layer, but far less frequently and as single grains. In the 

Ti–O binary system, it is not unusual to have small quantities of another titanium oxide 

nucleate during synthesis of γ-TiO (Valeeva et al., 2001) as this phase is not 

thermodynamically stable at temperatures below ~1250 °C (Murray and Wriedt, 1987). 
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Figure 4.10. a) BSEI of an interface in a B95/Cusil ABA
®

/B95 joint that was held at 

815 °C for 2 min and cross-sections of this joint after heating at 815 °C in Ar gas and 

holding for b) 5 h, c) 10 h, d) 20 h, e) 50 h, f) 75 h, g) 100 h and h) 150 h. 
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Figure 4.11. Interfacial microstructures between Ticusil
®

 and B95 interface after heating 

at 900 °C for a) 2 min, b) 15 min and c) 30 min. 

 

At such temperatures, phase transitions leading to a variety of ordered states can occur. 

The detection of γ-TiO in the joints contradicts the Ti–O phase diagram (Murray and 

Wriedt, 1987), even when a simplified γ-TiO phase region that excludes many of the 

ordered states is considered, as described in other assessments of the Ti–O phase diagram 

(Waldner and Eriksson, 1999, Okamoto, 2011). In such a case, γ-TiO may be expected to 

decompose to α–TiO and Ti2O3 below ~450°C. The chemical processes leading to the 

formation of γ-TiO are discussed in Section 4.4.3. To begin with, if the presence of the 

alumina is ignored for simplicity, the retention of γ-TiO during cooling from Tp might 

occur as a consequence of the cooling rates used, which were high enough to avoid any 

significant atomic rearrangement and ordering of the crystal structure, and further 

transformations. Valeeva et al. (2000) showed by selecting a very slow cooling rate of 

10 °C h–1 α–TiO can be prepared from γ-TiO, which was annealed at ~1060 °C for 3 h. 

Such a low rate of cooling is not used for brazing because it is impractical. In the brazing 

process, the cooling rate is typically between 10 and 20 °C min–1. Therefore, for these 

cooling rates, it is expected that γ-TiO in the Ti–O system is kinetically limited in 

transforming to equilibrium phases, so it might then be observed as a metastable phase. 
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γ-TiO is homogeneous over a wide range from about TiO0.7 to TiO1.25. 

Andersson et al. (1957) observed that the unit cell length of γ-TiO decreased linearly with 

oxygen content in this range, varying from ~4.20 to ~4.17 Å. Near-equiatomic titanium 

monoxide TiO0.995 was found to have a unit cell length of 4.18 Å, which is in agreement 

with more recent reports (Gusev, 1991, Valeeva et al., 2000). On this criterion, the γ-TiO 

grains in the brazed joints would be Ti-rich, since the unit cell length varied between 

4.19 ± 0.1 Å and 4.24 ± 0.1 Å across all of the samples. The formation of non-

stoichiometric and metal-rich γ-TiO would also be consistent with the EDS data. 

However, taking into account the difficulties in determining the relative amounts of 

oxygen and titanium by EDS, it has not been established with absolute confidence that 

oxygen is present in the γ-TiO grains in non-stoichiometric amounts. 

Ti3Cu3O has been identified as the main product of the reactions between the ABAs 

and alumina. A mixture of equiaxed and columnar grains of this phase with up to 

~7.5 at.% Al was observed at each interface. Kelkar and Carim (1995) reported that 

Ti3Cu3O is likely to accommodate aluminium by substituting copper. In the joints 

prepared with 95 wt.% Al2O3, silicon was also identified as a solute, nonetheless a total 

of up to ~7 at.% solute was observed. It is likely that silicon and aluminium form solid 

solutions with Ti3Cu3O (i.e. Ti3(Cu+Al+Si)3O) by the same mechanism because their 

levels fluctuated in a coordinated manner. At regions close to a secondary phase in 

alumina, the silicon content in the Ti3Cu3O was relatively high, at a level of ~5 at.%, and 

the aluminium content was lower, at ~2 at.%. Further away from the impurity, the silicon 

content fell to ~1 at.% and the aluminium content increased to ~6 at.%. The typical 

amount of silicon in the Ti3Cu3O was found to be very low, at ~1 at.%, and since it is 

likely to dissolve into the oxide as aluminium is dissolved, this is not expected to 

significantly affect the mechanical properties of the oxide. 

A consequence of the CTE mismatch between the alumina and ABA may lead to 

stresses in the joints on cooling from Tp. The ABA is expected to help mitigate this effect 

to some extent by permanent plastic deformation. In both the Ag-rich and Cu-rich regions 

of the ABAs, high dislocation densities with a complex distribution of the dislocations 

were observed using TEM. The characteristics of the dislocations were not studied in this 
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work, so images of the dislocations were not recorded. As expected, no dislocations were 

observed in the Ti3Cu3O. The observations of Kelkar and Carim (1993) of various 

mechanical, thermal and electrical properties of bulk Ti3Cu3O suggest that there are 

gradual transitions across the ABA/alumina interface in terms of these properties. The 

values of the CTE and elastic modulus for Ti3Cu3O were found to be between those of 

alumina and metals such as Cu and Ag. However, the structural characteristics of this 

compound from TEM observations in this work suggest that it would be difficult to 

dissipate residual stresses at the interfaces. Carim and Mohr (1997) attributed low 

flexural strengths obtained by four–point bend testing for Al2O3/Ti3Cu3O/Al2O3 joints 

that were held at 1290 °C for 40 min to a lack of ductility in the Ti3Cu3O interlayer. The 

flexural strength values were not given, but it was stated that they were approximately an 

order of magnitude lower than the strength obtained for a joint prepared with a 

commercially available Ag–Cu–Ti alloy. The absence of ductile materials such as Ag and 

Cu in the joints brazed using Ti3Cu3O probably also resulted in such relatively low joint 

strengths. 

No definitive orientation relationships could be identified between the particles in the 

Ti3Cu3O or γ-TiO layer and alumina to support an argument for strain energy 

minimisation across the interface by spatial ordering of the interfacial layers. This is 

consistent with the observations of Ichimori et al. (1999) of the bilayer structure formed 

between various orientations of sapphire and Ag–28.4Cu–4.9Ti wt.% during a brazing 

cycle that peaked at 900 °C for 5 min. 

 

4.4.2 Microstructural developments with Tp and τ 

The shortest brazing time of 2 min was used at the liquidus temperatures of the ABAs to 

determine the state of the reaction layers in an early stage after their evolution. Under 

these conditions, the amounts of active element in the ABAs were almost depleted, 

primarily by a chemical reaction to form a micrometre-size Ti3Cu3O layer. At this stage, 

the width of the γ-TiO layer on the alumina was less than an order of magnitude lower 

than the Ti3Cu3O layer thickness, and the layers were continuous and typically in contact 
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with each other across the joint. At the Cusil ABA
®

/alumina interface, the effects of 

altering Tp on the structure of the layers were not as prominent as those caused by altering 

τ. At a fixed τ, the thickness of the γ-TiO layer and the variation in this measurement 

across the joints increased with Tp. The width of the Ti3Cu3O layer also increased with Tp 

at a τ of 2 min (i.e. whilst this layer remained continuous across the joint). 

 Additional 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/99.7 wt.% Al2O3 joints were prepared in 

argon at a Tp of 815 °C with τ ranging from 2 to 12 min to study further the effect of τ on 

the growth of the interfacial reaction layers. The bilayer structures in these joints were 

very similar and only showed small variations in their thicknesses. The thicknesses of 

both layers are shown as a function of τ in Figure 4.12. Between 2 and 15 min, there 

appears to be a trend of longer joining times resulting in slightly thicker layers. Diffusion-

controlled growth of the layers has been considered for this range of τ, but a relationship 

cannot be established conclusively because of the magnitude of the errors associated with 

the data. The thickness of the γ-TiO layer increases more rapidly with τ beyond 15 min 

for two reasons. Firstly, an extension of the joining time initially causes the Ti3Cu3O 

layer to dissociate from the γ-TiO layer and then divide to leave a broken layer of 

Ti3Cu3O. This degradation process of the Ti3Cu3O enables intergranular flow of ABA 

through the Ti3Cu3O layer, transporting any available active element closer to the reaction 

front to enable further growth of the γ-TiO layer. Such a structure was observed at a Tp of 

815 °C by holding for 30 min; this holding time reduced to 15 min as Tp was increased. 

Secondly, the Ti3Cu3O particles themselves decompose chemically during the longer 

joining times so that most of the titanium and oxygen content is redistributed by growth 

of γ-TiO particles. 

Increasing Tp and τ eventually forms inhomogeneous interfacial structures, with some 

regions of interface lacking evidence for preserving a chemical bond between the ABA 

and alumina. Other regions show significant development of the titanium oxide layer 

along with decomposition of the Ti3Cu3O layer. This was also apparent during the heat 

treatment of a B95/Cusil ABA
®

/B95 joint at 815 °C for lengths of time up to 150 h, 

which indicated that the Ti3Cu3O phase was less stable than the titanium oxide on 

alumina at this temperature. 
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Figure 4.12. Thicknesses of the a) γ-TiO and b) Ti3Cu3O layers at a Tp of 815 °C as a 

function of τ; error bars represent one standard deviation of a mean thickness value 

calculated after a minimum of twenty measurements at regions that had approximately 

uniform reaction layer thicknesses. 

 

The rapid growth of a Ti3Cu3O layer for τ <2 min is a consequence of Ti3Cu3O 

forming from a chemical reaction between the Ti in the ABA and a previously well-

developed Ti2O layer, rather than a direct reaction between the Ti and Al2O3. This new 

information on the evolution of the interfacial phases is elucidated in the work reported in 

Chapter 5. 
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4.4.3 Comments on the formation of the interfacial layers 

The layers at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface evolve very quickly at temperatures above 

the liquidus temperature of the ABA, in particular the Ti3Cu3O layer, and are well 

developed within 2 min. As a consequence, the chemical processes leading to the 

formation of these layers are still not fully understood after this work. However, some of 

the observations made in this work provide useful information on these processes, which 

are discussed here. 

Both Cusil ABA
®

 and Ticusil
®

 have been shown to react with ≥95 wt.% Al2O3 to 

produce Ti3Cu3O and γ-TiO in various quantities, with the former oxide being by far the 

main product of the reaction processes occurring at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interfaces. The 

order in which the layers form is also not clear. If it is assumed that the most prominent 

interfacial layer of Ti3Cu3O forms initially after the rapid diffusion of titanium and 

copper to the alumina on melting the ABA, this may occur by a series of steps or a single 

step as described by the schematic reaction 

 Al2O3 + 9 Ti + 7 Cu              Ti9Cu7Al2O3 (4.1) 

where the maximum solubility of aluminium in Ti3Cu3O is restricted to ~9.5 at.% if this 

element is accommodated in the oxide by only substituting copper, as described by 

Kelkar and Carim (1995). In the brazed joints, only ~7 at.% Al was identified in the 

Ti3Cu3O phase. Aluminium was also found to form solid solutions with the phases in the 

ABA, in particular with Ag, at regions close to the ABA/alumina interface. If the 

formation of these solid solutions is put aside for simplicity, the thermodynamic 

feasibility of Ti3Cu3O formation as described in equation 4.1 can then be assessed using 

the reaction free energy 

 ΔG = !!"!!"!! + !! !!" – !! !!"!!! – 3 !!" – 3 !!" (4.2) 

where G is the Gibbs free energy from the work of Barin (1995). Using the free energy of 

formation of Ti3Cu3O estimated by Kelkar et al. (1994) at 945 °C, which was 

approximately –511 kJ mol–1, G!"!!"!!  is estimated to be about –1 MJ mol–1 at this 
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temperature. This is a very large negative value, because it has been assumed that the 

associated reaction involves only pure solid elements or compounds rather than solutions; 

some of these solutions are not in their solid state. This assumption was also made in the 

estimation of the free energy of formation of Ti3Cu3O, so the value of G!"!!"!! is in fact 

exaggerated. This approach has been used for simplicity, and so the reader should 

consider this when Gibbs free energies are estimated here using pure solid elements or 

compounds, and in later chapters. As no further thermodynamic data on Ti3Cu3O could 

be found, it was assumed as a first approximation that this estimate was sufficiently 

independent of temperature within experimental error for this to be a reasonable estimate 

at 815–875 °C. Consequently, at 1100 K, ΔG is negative and approximately –123 kJ mol–

1. According to this estimation, equation 4.1 could be possible thermodynamically at 

temperatures above the liquidus temperature of the ABA. However, it is important to note 

that there is no experimental evidence to suggest Ti3Cu3O forms directly by a single 

reaction between the ABA and the alumina. Further work is necessary to understand the 

evolution process of this phase. 

In a situation where only a continuous Ti3Cu3O layer has already formed at the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface, intergranular diffusion of titanium through the Ti3Cu3O layer 

might occur, and the titanium could then react with the alumina to form titanium oxide. A 

schematic reaction of this process could be 

 3x Ti(s) + y Al2O3(s)              3 TixOy(s) + 2y Al(s) (4.3) 

where the aluminium released might form a solid solution with the titanium oxide, 

Ti3Cu3O or ABA next to the alumina. Interestingly, an observation of this work is that 

thinner titanium oxide layers form when there are wider Ti3Cu3O layers. For example, 

joining B95 with Cusil ABA
®

 at the liquidus temperature of the alloy (815 °C) for 2 min 

formed 75 ± 15 nm thick γ-TiO and 920 ± 100 nm thick Ti3Cu3O layers. Joining this 

ceramic with Ticusil
®

 for the same length of time at a higher liquidus temperature of 

900 °C formed a Ti3Cu3O layer that was approximately twice as thick with a thinner       

γ-TiO layer, which had a width less than 30 nm. Furthermore, as the Ti3Cu3O layer 
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divided at longer joining times, intergranular diffusion of titanium could then occur more 

easily to cause an increase in the growth rate of the titanium oxide layer. As expected, the 

composition of the ABA affects the thicknesses of both layers, but these effects are not 

straightforward as discussed in Chapter 5 Section 5.4. If the Ti3Cu3O layer does indeed 

form before the γ-TiO layer, an explanation for the formation of a relatively thin titanium 

oxide layer, as usually observed, could be that most of the active element is already 

consumed by a primary reaction process to form the Ti3Cu3O. In addition, τ used in 

practice is normally lower than 30 min, i.e. significant thermal degradation of Ti3Cu3O, 

which supports further growth of the titanium oxide layer, does not occur. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

Two Ag–Cu–Ti based ABAs, Ag–35.3Cu–1.8Ti and Ag–26.7Cu–4.5Ti wt.%, have been 

used to join three different alumina ceramics of >95 wt.% Al2O3 to themselves using 

various conditions to produce a typical interfacial structure of Ag–Cu alloy/Ti3Cu3O/     

γ-TiO/Al2O3. The ternary oxide is the main product of the reactions between the ABAs 

and alumina. Considerable evolution of the interfacial structure in the joints prepared 

with Ag–35.3Cu–1.8Ti wt.% was observed, particularly as a function of joining time. At 

times shorter than 30 min, the Ti3Cu3O layer separated from the γ-TiO layer and then 

divided, but the interfacial structure remained approximately uniform across the joints. 

Extended joining times produced interfacial structures that varied considerably over short 

distances (<10 µm) across the joints. Heat treatments at 815 °C indicated that Ti3Cu3O is 

not stable at this temperature compared to the titanium oxide. 

It has been shown that elements such as silicon and calcium from the secondary phases 

in alumina can form solid solutions with the interfacial phases and as a result they do not 

have a significant effect on the overall interfacial structure. Silicon was mainly identified 

in Ti3Cu3O and calcium in γ-TiO. 

Based on the experimental results, it is hypothesised that Ti3Cu3O forms before γ-TiO 

at the liquidus temperature of the ABA. This work has shown that these oxides form very 

quickly, within 2 min after the ABA melts, in the form of layers at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 
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interface, in particular Ti3Cu3O. It is clear that a much shorter joining time is necessary to 

understand the evolution of these oxides and evaluate the hypothesis that Ti3Cu3O forms 

before γ-TiO by experiment. The approaches used in further brazing experiments with 

these aims are given in Chapter 5. The resultant work reveals the different chemical 

processes responsible for bonding the ABAs to Al2O3. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Chemical reactions between Al2O3 and 

Ag–Cu–Ti-based alloys 
 

5.1 Introduction 

A review of the extensive scientific literature available on the Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina 

interface revealed that the fundamental chemical processes leading to the formation of the 

interfacial phases is still not fully understood, as discussed in Chapter 2 

Section 2.2.3.1.2.2. Therefore, work has been undertaken to clarify the chemical 

processes occurring between Al2O3 and Cusil ABA
®

, and Al2O3 and Ticusil
®

, leading to 

the interfacial microstructures seen in Al2O3/Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 joints. As expected, these 

interfacial structures are consistent with those seen in samples of polycrystalline alumina 

joined to itself with these ABAs made using comparable conditions of joining 

temperature and time. The experimental observations of this work have been used to 

establish a definitive bonding mechanism for the joining of Al2O3 with Ag–Cu alloys 

activated by 1–5 wt.% Ti. 

The approach used to study the evolution of the interfacial phases has combined the 

use of a short brazing time of 1 min with relatively fast heating and cooling rates to join 

sapphire to itself with each ABA. Single crystals of Al2O3, in the R-plane orientation, 

rather than polycrystalline Al2O3 were joined together by the ABAs for two reasons. 

Firstly, the chemical reactions that might occur between the ABAs and any secondary 

phases in the polycrystalline material could be eliminated. Secondly, the progression of 

the bonding process could be assessed initially using the naked eye after each heat 

treatment because the sapphire was optically transparent, and so the presence of 

interfacial phases could be identified easily. Since no definitive relationships between the 

orientation of the sapphire and the particles nucleating on it were identifiable in this work 

and the available literature, other orientations of sapphire were not examined. The 

components were heated to temperatures between 750 and 900 °C. This range was used 
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to study the state of the ABA/sapphire interfaces after heating to temperatures slightly 

below the solidus temperatures of the ABAs through to temperatures equal to or 

exceeding their liquidus temperatures. Therefore, it was expected that this approach 

would result in gradual changes at the ABA/sapphire interfaces. 

After gaining a better understanding of the different chemical processes responsible 

for bonding the ABAs to Al2O3, the effects of the dissolution of iron, nickel and cobalt 

from a Kovar
®

 component into the ABA of a Kovar
®

/Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 joint on these 

chemical processes were studied, as discussed in Chapter 6. In the same chapter, further 

details on the microstructural evolution of the interfacial phases in the Kovar
®

/Ag–Cu–

Ti/Al2O3 joint are given.	
 

5.2 Brazing process 

R-plane oriented sapphire, (1102) on the basis of a hexagonal unit cell, was joined to 

itself using either Cusil ABA
®

 or Ticusil
®

. A description of the microstructures of these 

components is given in Chapter 3. 

Brazing was performed in an atmosphere of purified argon, which was established in a 

horizontal electric furnace (STF 15/450, Carbolite, UK). Argon gas was purified using 

the BIP® technology by Air Products and Chemicals (USA), after which it was then 

introduced to the furnace. This purification process reduces the concentrations of O2 and 

H2O to less than 10 and 20 ppb, respectively. A purging procedure was used to prepare 

the furnace for the brazing experiments. This initially involved evacuating the furnace to 

a rough vacuum of a pressure of 10
–2

 mbar before cleaning with purified argon, which 

was repeated three times, and then allowing the gas to flow through the furnace for 

~20 min before starting a brazing cycle. A heating rate of 35 °C min–1 was used up to the 

peak brazing temperature. This was the maximum heating rate possible for the furnace 

used. The cooling rate was ~30 °C min–1 between the peak temperature used and 

~500 °C, after which it reduced significantly while allowing the components to cool 

unassisted in the furnace to room temperature. The initial cooling rate from the peak 

temperature was achieved by turning off the electrical power to the heating elements and 

increasing the flow rate of the argon gas going into the furnace using one of two methods 
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described here. The preferred method of increasing this flow rate was to open a valve 

positioned just before the furnace that separated a 10 litre BIP® gas cylinder from the 

main gas-line into the furnace. This allowed cooler purified argon gas to flow to the 

sample in the shortest time compared to the second method. If such a gas reservoir was 

not available, all off the valves between a conventional 47-litre BIP® argon gas cylinder 

and the furnace were opened so that a continuous stream of purified gas flowed into the 

furnace. This was monitored using a gas bubbler positioned on the gas-line after the 

furnace. There was a small time lag, of the order of seconds, before achieving the 

maximum cooling rate using this method, because the larger argon gas cylinder was 

separated from the furnace by ~20 m of gas-lines; this distance could not be reduced. This 

was taken into account to determine the appropriate time to turn off the electrical power 

to furnace and begin cooling so that the desired brazing time could be achieved. 

In all cases, a sapphire/ABA/sapphire configuration was used with a pressure of 

~4 kPa applied to the joints using a 20 g weight. Joints made with Cusil ABA
®

 were 

heated to 750, 800, 815 and 845 °C, while those made with Ticusil
®

 were heated to 750, 

800, 815, 845 and 900 °C. The components were all held at the peak temperature for 

1 min. 

Cross-sections of the ABAs and the joints were examined using SEM before more 

detailed examinations were undertaken by TEM, EDS and EELS, as described in 

Chapter 3 Section 3.4. 

 

5.3 Results 

The appearances of the ABAs as-received and after heating to temperatures between 750 

and 900 °C for 1 min can be seen in Figure 5.1. Before heating, the surfaces of Cusil 

ABA
®

 and Ticusil
®

 had a very faint copper-coloured appearance. After heating to 

750 °C, the surfaces of the ABAs did not change in appearance. Cross-sections of the 

ABAs before and after heating to 750 °C are shown in the BSEIs given in Figure 5.2. As 

expected, there is evidence of solid-state diffusion in the ABAs at this temperature. In 

both ABAs, the lamellar eutectic structure of copper and silver was transformed to leave 

agglomerates of copper within a silver matrix. The random distribution of Cu4Ti in Cusil  
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Figure 5.1. Cusil ABA
®

 and Ticusil
®

 after holding for 1 min at temperatures between 

750 and 900 °C between two pieces of sapphire. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. BSEIs of cross-sections of a) Cusil ABA
®

 and c) Ticusil
®

 as-received and b, 

d) different cross-sections of the same ABAs after heating to 750 °C for 1 min. In all 

cases the ABAs are surrounded by acrylic polymer mounting material. 
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ABA
®

 was unaffected. Initially, Ticusil
®

 had isolated particles of Cu4Ti3 along the 

Ti/Ag–Cu interfaces. On heating, a reaction at these interfaces between copper and 

titanium resulted in the formation of a continuous Cu4Ti3 layer alongside the titanium 

layer that extended through the ABA. At 750 °C, the titanium in the ABAs could not 

diffuse to the ABA/sapphire interfaces. Consequently no interfacial phases were observed 

and ultimately no bond was formed between the ABAs and sapphire. 

Joining occurred on melting of the ABAs, which was accompanied by a distinctive 

change in their appearance. On heating to 800 °C, the ABAs had partially melted because 

this temperature is between the solidus temperature of the alloys (i.e. 780 °C) and their 

liquidus temperatures (i.e. 815 °C for Cusil ABA
®

 and 900 °C for Ticusil
®

). At areas 

where melting had occurred, the ABA/sapphire interface, viewed through one of the 

sapphire pieces with the naked eye, was dark grey. The appearance from this view was 

consistently dark grey after heating to a temperature ≥815 °C for both ABAs (Figure 5.1). 

A collection of BSEIs of sapphire/Cusil ABA
®

/sapphire joints heated to a temperature 

between 800 and 845 °C are shown in Figure 5.3. It is evident from the BSEIs in 

Figure 5.3a that Cusil ABA
®

 had only partially melted at 800 °C because small grains of 

Cu4Ti were observed in the ABA. 

Using a temperature of 800 °C resulted in the formation of a polycrystalline layer, 

about 130 nm thick, on the sapphire. A HAADF image of this layer is shown in 

Figure 5.4, alongside the corresponding EDS maps for the elements present. EDS 

analysis indicated that titanium and oxygen were components of this layer, with a typical 

composition of 69Ti–29O–2Cu at.%. A selection of electron diffraction patterns acquired 

from this layer is shown in Figure 5.5; the patterns have been indexed on the basis of a 

hexagonal cell with a = 2.96 Å and c = 4.85 Å. These patterns are consistent with two 

different crystal structures, each being based on a solution of oxygen in titanium. One of 

these structures is that of α-Ti (hexagonal, P63/mmc, space group 194) with a random 

distribution of oxygen atoms in the octahedral interstices of the metal lattice. The other 

structure is formed on ordering of the oxygen atoms to occupy every second layer of 

octahedral interstices extending normally to the c-axis of the metal lattice, as 

described by Holmberg (1962). This displaces the titanium atoms that are adjacent to the 
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Figure 5.3. BSEIs of sapphire/Cusil ABA
®

/sapphire cross-sections which were held for 

1 min at a) 800 °C, b) 815 °C and c) 845 °C. Sapphire regions either side of the ABAs 

appear as either dark grey or black in these BSEIs and also in Figures 5.4 and 5.9. 
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Figure 5.4. Isolated Ti3Cu3O particles on a Ti2O1–x layer formed at a 

Cusil ABA
®

/sapphire interface after holding for 1 min at 800 °C. The distributions of 

titanium, oxygen, aluminium, silver and copper are given by their EDS maps. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.5. Electron diffraction patterns from Ti2O1–x, which formed at a 

Cusil ABA
®

/sapphire interface heated to 800 °C for 1 min, with the zone axes a) [1213], 

b) [1101] and c) [2423]. 
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oxygen atoms in a direction parallel to the c-axis, and therefore away from their ideal 

positions in the hexagonal closed-packed arrangement. The result is a structure that can 

be described by a rhombohedral unit cell of Ti2O (trigonal, P3m1, space group 164). The 

reflections 1121 and 2111 in the [1213] pattern are unexpected, because the associated 

structure factors suggest that they should be absent. A possible explanation for the 

presence of these reflections is that they arise from a different phase and the selected-area 

aperture used did not omit the associated diffracted waves. Since small amounts of 

aluminium were found in the ABA within a region of ~1.5 µm from the ABA/sapphire 

interface using EDS, it can be established that titanium dissolves oxygen from the 

sapphire rather than from low levels of oxygen impurity in the purified argon atmosphere 

of the furnace. Aluminium was found at a level of ~2 at.% in the Ag-rich phase of the 

ABA and at ~0.5 at.% in the Cu-rich phase. In this work, it is not clear whether the 

oxygen in titanium has an ordered or random arrangement. The phase analysis performed 

by X-ray methods on the Ti–O system up to ~33 at.% oxygen by Holmberg (1962) and 

Andersson et al. (1957) revealed the existence of ordered solutions at such high 

proportions of oxygen. Their results suggest that ordering of oxygen is likely in the Ti-

rich layer found on the sapphire. 

EELS was used to estimate the amounts of oxygen and titanium in the reaction layer 

and to confirm that it was a solid solution of oxygen in titanium. The oxygen K and 

titanium L edges were compared to their energy values recorded with ~99.5 wt.% α-Ti 

that contained ~0.4 wt.% oxygen as a solute; the remainder being a combination of 

nitrogen, hydrogen, iron and carbon. Lainé and Knowles (2015) provided the α-Ti 

reference material and they report its full chemical composition from a combination of 

combustion analysis and inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy in 

their work. A thin foil of α-Ti was prepared for EELS analysis using the same procedure 

as that used for preparing thin foils of ABA/sapphire interface, described in Chapter 3 

Section 3.4.2.1.2. In addition, the α-Ti reference was positioned on the same TEM grid 

which held the ABA/sapphire interface that was heated to 800 °C, in order to use the 

same electron beam conditions for the analysis of the reaction layer and the reference 

material. EEL spectra showing the titanium L and oxygen K edges for the reaction layer 

and α-Ti are given in Figure 5.6; the energy positions of these edges given in the caption. 
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Figure 5.6. EELS spectra showing the Ti L and O K edges for a) the reaction layer shown 

in Figure 5.4 designated Ti2O1–x and b) 99.5 wt.% α-Ti which contains oxygen as an 

impurity. For Ti2O1–x, the energy positions are Ti L3: 456.5 eV, Ti L2: 460.5 eV, 

O K: 531.8 eV, and the corresponding energy positions for α-Ti are 456.0 eV, 460.5 eV 

and 532.0 eV, respectively.  

 

Stoyanov et al. (2007) have compared titanium L and oxygen K EEL near-edge 

structure of seven different titanium oxides with valence states for titanium ranging 

between +2 and +4. It was found that the onset of the titanium L edge shifts to lower 

energy with decreasing oxidation state by about 1.7–2.0 eV per oxidation state. No 

decrease in energy of the titanium L edge was observed in this work. The energy 

positions of the titanium L and oxygen K edges for the reaction layer and the α-Ti 

reference material are almost identical. Therefore, it is concluded that this layer is a solid 

solution of a significant quantity of oxygen in titanium. The Ti/O ratio for this layer 

varied between  2.5  and  2.1. The oxygen atoms are probably ordered in titanium at such 
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Figure 5.7. Electron diffraction patterns from Ti3Cu3O, which formed at a 

Cusil ABA
®

/sapphire interface heated to 800 °C for 1 min, with the zone axes a) [122], 

b) [233] and c) [111]. 

 

high concentrations of oxygen, as described above for Ti2O. Since the concentration of 

oxygen is only slightly lower than the limiting solubility of oxygen in α-Ti at 800 °C, 

which is ~33 at.% (Okamoto, 2011) and is independent of temperature, there should be 

oxygen vacancies. Therefore, the reaction layer on the sapphire is designated Ti2O1–x. 

In the same sample, isolated particles of Ti3Cu3O, about 100 nm in diameter, nucleated 

on the Ti2O1–x layer and were in contact with the ABA as shown in Figure 5.4. The 

crystal structure of these particles was identified as that of Ti3Cu3O (cubic, Fd3m, space 

group 227) with a unit cell length of 11.2–11.3 Å. A selection of electron diffraction 

patterns from this phase is shown in Figure 5.7. A typical composition was 45.3Ti–

41.2Cu–1.4Al–12.1O at.%, which is consistent with Ti3Cu3O containing a small amount 

of aluminium as a solute. 
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Figure 5.8. Electron diffraction patterns from γ-TiO, which formed at a 

Cusil ABA
®

/sapphire interface heated to 845 °C for 1 min, with the zone axes a) [110], 

b) [130] and c) [100]. 

 

An increase in the temperature to 815 °C caused growth of Ti3Cu3O that was 

dominated by lateral growth to form a 700 nm thick continuous layer. At the same time, 

the Ti2O1–x layer broke down into separate particles. Small Ti2O1–x particles, about 5–

30 nm in diameter (assuming equiaxed grains), were on the sapphire and larger particles, 

about 50–100 nm in diameter, were in contact with the Ti3Cu3O layer. Occasionally, 

Ti2O1–x particles up to 500 nm wide were found within the Ti3Cu3O layer. Increasing the 

peak temperature to 845 °C produced an 860 nm thick Ti3Cu3O layer in contact with the 

ABA and a 50 nm thick γ-TiO layer on the sapphire; a selection of electron diffraction 

patterns from the γ-TiO (cubic, Fm3m, space group 225, a = 4.2 Å) is shown in 

Figure 5.8. Isolated Ti2O1–x particles were occasionally observed between the Ti3Cu3O 

and γ-TiO layers to leave a microstructure very similar to that observed by Stephens 

et al. (2003), when Cusil ABA
®

 was held at 845 °C for 6 min on sapphire. 

Stephens et al. (2003) identified the isolated particles as Ti2O and they were thought to 

have formed on cooling by a reaction between titanium in the ABA and γ-TiO. 

The composition of Ti3Cu3O, and the Ag-rich and Cu-rich phases in the ABA near the 

ABA/sapphire interface remained the same within experimental error when the bonding 

temperature was increased from 800 °C to 815 °C. Within a distance of ~1.5 µm from the 

ABA/sapphire interface, the Ag-rich phases contained ~15 at.% Cu and ~2 at.% Al, while 
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the Cu-rich phases contained less aluminium, ~0.5 at.%, and similar amounts of silver 

and titanium. The level of aluminium in Ti3Cu3O increased from ~1.5 at.% to 4 at.% with 

 an increase in the bonding temperature to 845 °C. At the same time, similar amounts of 

aluminium were also found in the Ag-rich phase of the ABA within a region of ~2 µm 

from the ABA/sapphire interface. The Ag-rich phase contained ~15 at.% Cu and ~4 at.% 

Al. The composition of the Cu-rich phase did not change significantly with this change in 

temperature. 

Similar microstructural developments were observed between Ticusil
®

 and sapphire. A 

collection of BSEIs of sapphire/Ticusil
®

/sapphire joints heated to a temperature between 

800 and 900 °C are shown in Figure 5.9. The interfacial structures formed after heating to 

800 and 815 °C were very similar. At these temperatures, a continuous Ti2O1–x layer 

which was about 150 nm thick formed on the sapphire. Isolated Ti3Cu3O particles, up to 

100 nm in diameter, were also found between this layer and the ABA. The majority of the 

titanium in Ticusil
®

 had not reached the interfaces, but remained in the ABA in the form 

of Cu4Ti3 (and also as titanium at the peak temperature of 800 °C). At a peak temperature 

of 845 °C, a continuous 1 µm thick Ti3Cu3O layer formed alongside a continuous 30 nm 

thick γ-TiO layer found on the sapphire. At a peak temperature of 900 °C, there was 

evidence of small amounts of Cu4Ti3 in the ABA as shown in Figure 5.9d. The Ti3Cu3O 

layer had grown thicker, up to ~1.6 µm, and the γ-TiO layer was ~100 nm at its widest. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

It has been shown that Cusil ABA
®

 and Ticusil
®

 in their molten state react with sapphire 

through the migration of titanium to the surface of the sapphire and subsequently 

dissolving significant amounts of oxygen. The titanium can dissolve oxygen atoms up to 

a concentration that is essentially equivalent to the formula Ti2O. This process can be 

described by equation 2.10 (Chapter 2 Section 2.2.3.1.2.2), where the aluminium that is 

liberated is dissolved in the ABA, particularly in the Ag-rich phase at a region close to 

the ABA/sapphire interface. No thermodynamic information on Ti2O could be found to 

assess the thermodynamic feasibility of this reaction. It is suspected that the formation of 
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Figure 5.9. BSEIs of sapphire/Ticusil
®

/sapphire cross-sections which were held for 1 min 

at a) 800 °C, b) 815 °C, c) 845 °C and d) 900 °C. A HAADF image is given in c) to show 

clearly the γ-TiO layer on the sapphire. 
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a solution of oxygen in titanium, and to a lesser degree a solution of aluminium in silver, 

are sufficient, thermodynamically, to drive this reaction. This idea is shared by Moorhead 

et al. (1987), who suggest that the formation of a solution of oxygen in titanium is 

sufficient by itself to cause the dissolution of Al2O3 at 1000 °C. 

Ti2O forms as a discontinuous layer by nucleation on the sapphire at random positions. 

Subsequent growth of the layer is then dominated by lateral growth until it becomes 

continuous along the sapphire. At this stage, Ti3Cu3O nucleates on the Ti2O layer by the 

reaction 

 Ti2O + Ti + 3 Cu              Ti3Cu3O (5.1) 

so that Ti2O is a transient phase during the evolution of the interfacial microstructure. 

Again, although there is an estimation of the free energy of formation of Ti3Cu3O in the 

work of Kelkar et al. (1994), no experimentally validated thermodynamic information on 

Ti3Cu3O could be found in the literature. 

In a re-examination of the Al2O3/Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 joint system as described in 

Chapter 4 and in a recent paper (Ali et al., 2015) it was suggested that the formation of   

γ-TiO on Al2O3 occurs by diffusion of titanium through the Ti3Cu3O layer by the 

schematic reaction of equation 4.3 (Chapter 4 Section 4.4.3), where the aluminium that is 

liberated can form a solid solution with the titanium oxide, Ti3Cu3O or ABA next to the 

Al2O3. This was deduced on the basis that a thinner γ-TiO layer formed as the thickness 

of the Ti3Cu3O layer increased. The observations of this work also support this idea. 

Joining sapphire with Cusil ABA
®

 at 845 °C formed an 860 nm thick Ti3Cu3O layer that 

was in contact with a 50 nm thick γ-TiO layer. At the same bonding temperature, using 

Ticusil
®

 as the ABA resulted in the formation of a thicker Ti3Cu3O layer, which was 

about 1 µm thick, and a slightly thinner γ-TiO layer, with a thickness of 30 nm. If γ-TiO 

forms from Ti2O1–x, for example by a phase transition or chemical 

decomposition/reaction process, it would be logical that a thicker γ-TiO layer would form 

in the joint made with Ticusil
®

. This is because a thicker Ti2O1–x layer would form 
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initially. However, no experimental evidence has been found to suggest γ-TiO forms 

from Ti2O1–x. 

A schematic mechanism for the evolution of the interfacial phases between a single 

crystal of Al2O3 and Cusil ABA
®

 and Ticusil
®

 based on these experimental observations 

is shown in Figure 5.10. An intermediate stage between the disappearance of the Ti2O1–x 

phase and the nucleation of γ-TiO on the Al2O3 has been given in Figure 5.10e to suggest 

that these events are unrelated. It should be noted that this intermediate stage, which 

shows the presence of Ti3Cu3O by itself on the Al2O3, has not been observed 

experimentally, and it may be that the γ-TiO particles nucleate while some Ti2O1–x 

particles are still present. The effect of holding the interface at the brazing temperature 

for extended periods of time on the interfacial microstructure is also summarised in 

Figure 5.10 by taking into account the observations made in an earlier study (Chapter 4 

and Ali et al., 2015). 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

R-plane orientated sapphire has been brazed to itself using the ABAs Ag–35.3Cu–

1.8Ti wt.% and Ag–26.7Cu–4.5Ti wt.% at temperatures between 750 and 900 °C for 

1 min. By using a short joining time at temperatures starting slightly below the solidus 

temperature of the ABAs, along with relatively fast heating and cooling rates, it was 

possible to study the evolution of the phases at the ABA/sapphire interface. The 

temperature was increased carefully to result in gradual and subtle changes at the 

interface. 

The key result from this work is that on melting of the ABAs, the titanium first reacts 

with the sapphire to dissolve a significant quantity of oxygen, producing a nanometre-size 

polycrystalline layer with a chemical composition of Ti2O1–x (x<<1). At the same time, 

the aluminium released by this initial reaction is dissolved in the ABA, in particular in the 

Ag-rich phase at regions close to the ABA/sapphire interface. The Ti2O1–x layer quickly 

breaks down to permit the growth of Ti3Cu3O particles that nucleate on this layer and in 

contact with the ABA. As a consequence of using relatively long joining times (which, in 
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Figure 5.10. a–f) Schematic mechanism for the evolution of the interfacial phases at a 

Ag–Cu–Ti/sapphire interface during brazing, g–h) along with the effect on the interfacial 

microstructure of holding at the peak temperature for extended periods of time. 

 

practice, means times longer than about 2 min) compared to that used in this work, the 

Ti2O1–x phase has not previously been observed as a continuous layer, but instead as 

isolated particles between layers of Ti3Cu3O and γ-TiO. Therefore, Ti2O1–x has not been 

previously considered to be a significant phase in the development of the Ti3Cu3O/γ-TiO 

layered structure typically observed on the Al2O3. 

Using a peak temperature of 845 °C or higher produced a nanometre-size γ-TiO layer 

on the sapphire along with a micrometre-size Ti3Cu3O layer in contact with the ABA, 

consistent with the typical interfacial structure seen in samples of polycrystalline alumina 

joined to itself. A new reaction mechanism has been provided based on the experimental 

observations, which describes the formation of a series of metastable phases at the 

liquidus temperature of the ABAs, such as Ti2O1–x and Ti3Cu3O, and their disappearance 

so that γ-TiO is left as the most significant interfacial phase for overlong joining times, 

such as 10 h at the liquidus temperature of the ABAs. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Evolution of the interfacial phases in 

Al2O3/Ag–Cu–Ti/Kovar® joints 
 

6.1 Introduction 

In the work reported here, a systematic investigation of the brazing of ≥95 wt.% Al2O3 to 

Kovar
®

 (Fe–29Ni–17Co wt.%) using Cusil ABA
®

 (Ag–35.25Cu–1.75Ti wt.%) has been 

undertaken to study the chemical reactions at the interfaces of the joints. The role of the 

silica-based secondary phases in the Al2O3 in bonding the Al2O3 to the ABA, and the 

extent to which they participate in the reactions at the ABA/Al2O3 interface, has been 

clarified. Another aspect of this work has been to determine effects of altering processing 

variables such as Tp and τ on the microstructure of the joints. This is particularly 

important for the phase(s) forming at the Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface, because it appears 

that the interfacial phase(s) can break down at high Tp or by extending τ at a specific Tp. 

As a consequence, the microstructural evolution of the joints as a function of Tp and τ is 

discussed in some detail. 

All of the joints have been prepared using Cusil ABA
®

 because it contains a relatively 

low quantity of Ti compared to other commercial Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs. It was 

anticipated that a limited quantity of Ti would make it easier to study the reaction 

processes occurring at the interfaces in the early stages of brazing. This particular Ag–

Cu–Ti-based ABA is also widely used for the brazing of Al2O3. 

 

6.2 Brazing process 

B95 95 wt.% Al2O3 and 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 were joined to Kovar
®

 (Fe–29Ni–17Co wt.%) 

using Cusil ABA
®

 (Ag–35.25Cu–1.75Ti wt.%); a description of these components is 

given in Chapter 3. No significant changes in the microstructure and the crystal structure 
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of Kovar
®

 were identified after brazing. Al2O3 in the form of 10 × 5 × 4 mm plates were 

brazed to 10 × 5 × 0.5 mm plates of Kovar
®

. 

Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints were prepared in an atmosphere of purified argon, as 

described in Chapter 4 Section 4.2. A heating rate of 10 °C min–1 was used. The cooling 

rate was ~20 °C min–1 between the Tp used and ~500 °C, after which it reduced 

significantly while leaving the joints to cool unassisted in the furnace to room 

temperature. A pressure of ~4 kPa was applied to all of the joints using a 20 g weight to 

improve contact across the components. 

The combinations of Tp and τ used to braze the two types of Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 are given 

in Table 6.1. Brazing of the B95 Al2O3 was carried out with Tp ranging from the liquidus 

temperature of Cusil ABA
®

 of 815 °C to 900 °C. For these brazing experiments τ varied 

between 0 and 45 min. The low quantity of secondary phase in 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 made it 

difficult to establish a bond between the Al2O3 and the ABA. Consequently, brazing of 

this ceramic was carried out to a lesser extent, as is apparent from Table 6.1, with Tp 

ranging from 815 °C to 875 °C and τ ranging from 0 to 45 min. 

 

 

Table 6.1. Tp and τ used to braze B95 and 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 using Cusil ABA
®

. 
 

 815 °C 845 °C 875 °C 900 °C 
0 min 95 wt.% – – – 
1 min 95 wt.% – – – 
2 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 wt.% 
6 min 95 wt.% – – – 

10 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 and 99.7 wt.% – – 
15 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 and 99.7 wt.% – 
30 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 wt.% – 
45 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 wt.% – 
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6.3 Results 

 
6.3.1 Brazing B95 95 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar

®
 

Subtle and progressive changes in the microstructure of joints between 95 wt.% Al2O3 

and Kovar
®

 were observed, particularly as a function of τ. Therefore, the microstructural 

developments at each Tp used are discussed separately as a function of τ. 

 

6.3.1.1 Brazing at 815 °C 

BSEIs of cross-sections of 95 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joints that were held at 815 °C for 0 to 

45 min are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Heating a joint to 815 °C and then maintaining 

this temperature for a nominal 1 s before cooling is not sufficient to bond the Cusil ABA
®

 

chemically to the Al2O3. When the ABA melts, the Kovar
®

 immediately reacts with it to 

form a continuous layer that is about 1.3 µm thick at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface, as 

shown in Figure 6.1a. EDS analysis of this layer indicated that it is Fe-rich with a typical 

mean composition of 42Fe–34Ti–11Co–9Ni–4Cu at.%. It was also apparent that there 

were significant variations in the relative amounts of the elements identified in this layer. 

The amount of titanium varied between 28 and 35 at.%, which are values that 

approximately describe the range of compositions for non-stoichiometric Fe2Ti at 

~815 °C according to various Fe–Ti phase diagrams (Dumitrescu and Hillert, 1998, 

Bo et al., 2012). A variation of up to ~10 at.% iron appeared together with variations in 

the amounts of nickel, cobalt or copper to provide a M':Ti ratio, where M' is 

Fe+Co+Ni+Cu of between 1.9 and 2.6. This variation in composition was not dependent 

on the distance away from the surface of the Kovar
®

 at which measurements were taken. 

It is apparent that a significant amount of iron in this layer is substituted by other 

transition metals such as nickel, cobalt and copper in such a way that a variation in the 

composition across this layer is complex. As a consequence, it was not possible to obtain 

experimental evidence for the diffusion of elements across this layer. 

This Fe-rich layer on the Kovar
®

 is comprised of crystals which have the same 

structure as  Fe2Ti  (hexagonal, P63/mmc, space group 194)  with  the  lattice  parameters 
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Figure 6.1. BSEIs of cross-sections of B95 Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints that were 

held at 815 °C for a) 0 min, b) 1 min, c) 10 min and d) 15 min. 
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Figure 6.2. BSEIs of cross-sections of B95 Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints that were 

held at 815 °C for a) 30 min and b) 45 min. 

 

a = 4.8 Å and c = 7.8 Å. A selection of indexed electron diffraction patterns from these 

crystals is shown in Figure 6.3. The diffraction patterns indicate that this layer forms by a 

chemical reaction between the Kovar
®

 and the ABA to produce a solid solution of nickel, 

cobalt or copper in Fe2Ti, by substitution of iron, rather than forming only by the 

diffusion of elements in the ABA into the Kovar
®

. The composition of this layer 
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Figure 6.3. a) TEM bright field image capturing a region of Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 interface 

in a joint which was held at 815 °C for 15 min, along with electron diffraction patterns 

from Fe2Ti with the zone axes b) [2110], c) [5410] and d) [1100]. 

 

measured by EDS is consistent with the current estimations of the solubility of Co, Ni 

and Cu in Fe2Ti at Tp. Between 800 and 900 °C, Fe2Ti can accommodate ~35 at.% Co 

and ~20 at.% Ni (Raghavan, 2003a, Duarte et al., 2010). The solubility of copper in Fe2Ti 

is significantly lower, approximately 3 at.% at 849 °C (Raghavan, 2002). Although an 

accurate descriptor of this layer could be (Fe+Co+Ni+Cu)2Ti, it is referred to as Fe2Ti in 

the text and figures for simplicity. 

Small particles, up to 100 nm in diameter, were identified in the Fe2Ti layer both at 

grain boundaries and within the Fe2Ti grains. A HAADF image of a ABA/Kovar
®

 

interface showing these particles as dark spots in the Fe2Ti layer, because they have a 

lower average atomic number than Fe2Ti, is given in Figure 6.4, along with the results of 

EDS area scans containing some of these particles. The EDS measurements indicate that 

these particles contain titanium. This is consistent with electron diffraction data which 

identify the crystal structure of these particles as that of α-Ti (hexagonal, P63/mmc, space  
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Figure 6.4. a) Annular dark-field image capturing a small area of the ABA/Kovar
®

 

interface formed in a B95 Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joint that was brazed for 2 min at 

845 °C, along with b–g) EDS maps showing the distribution of several elements in the 

interfacial phases; stacking faults in the Fe2Ti particles appear as striations. Electron 

diffraction patterns from α-Ti particles, located inside the Fe2Ti layer, with the zone axes 

h) [1213] and i) [2423] are shown schematically to identify the relevant reflections 

clearly. 

 

group 194) with the lattice parameters a = 2.9 Å and c = 4.8 Å; a selection of indexed 

electron diffraction patterns is also shown in Figure 6.4. 

There are three different phases in the form of individual particles that appear to 

nucleate on the Fe2Ti layer. One of these phases is typically observed as a number of very 

small particles forming a thin broken layer directly on the Fe2Ti layer (Figure 6.1a). This 
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phase has a lower average atomic number than Fe2Ti, and so it appears darker than the 

Fe2Ti layer in the BSEIs shown in Figure 6.1a. The composition of this phase was 

measured by EDS in the STEM typically as 46Ti–20Fe–16Ni–11Co–6Cu–1Al at.%. Its 

crystal structure was identified as that of FeTi (cubic, Pm3m, space group 221, 

a = 2.9 Å), which is isostructural with CoTi and also a high temperature form of NiTi 

(Murray, 1982, Okamoto, 2015). A selection of indexed electron diffraction patterns from 

this phase is shown in Figure 6.5. Extensive substitution of iron by other similar-sized 

transition metals such as nickel, cobalt or copper also occurs in this phase. This is 

because FeTi can accommodate a significant amount of copper at Tp, about 35 at.% at 

849 °C (Raghavan, 2002), and it forms continuous solid solutions with the isostructural 

compounds CoTi and NiTi between 800 and 900 °C (Raghavan, 2003a, Duarte et al., 

2010). This phase is referred to as FeTi rather than (Fe+Ni+Co+Cu)Ti in the text and 

figures for simplicity. 

The other two phases next to the Fe2Ti layer are in the form of particles with a 

diameter up to ~350 nm, being either in contact with the Fe2Ti layer or separated from 

this layer by very small distances (<5 µm). The majority of these particles are Ni-rich, 

with a typical composition of 48Ni–25Ti–11Cu–9Co–7Fe at.%. The crystal structure of 

this phase has been identified as that of Ni3Ti (hexagonal, P63/mmc, space group 194) 

with the lattice parameters a = 5.2 Å and c = 8.4 Å; a selection of indexed electron 

diffraction patterns from this phase is shown in Figure 6.6. Although a significant amount 

of nickel in Ni3Ti is substituted by other transition metals such as copper, cobalt and iron, 

this phase is referred to as Ni3Ti for simplicity. A very small proportion of the particles 

next to the Fe2Ti layer in joints which were brazed at 815 °C for a nominal 1 s and indeed 

at temperatures up to 845 °C for up to 15 min have a composition of 33Cu–31Ni–32Ti–

2Co–1Fe–1Al at.%. These particles were identified as the equiatomic CuNiTi phase 

(tetragonal, I4/mmm, space group 139) with the lattice parameters a = 3.1 Å and 

c = 8.0 Å; a selection of electron indexed diffraction patterns from this phase is shown in 

Figure 6.7. 

There are two significant differences in the interfacial structures of the joint after 

increasing τ to 1 min at a Tp of 815 °C. The first difference is mainly a result of lateral  
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Figure 6.5. Electron diffraction patterns from FeTi with the zone axes a) [111], b) [311] 

and c) [100]. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.6. a) TEM bright field image of a Ni3Ti particle in a joint which was held at 

815 °C for 15 min, along with electron diffraction patterns with the zone axes b) [2110] 

and c) [4223]. A schematic diagram of b) is given to indicate the positions of reflections 

appearing with very low intensity. Streaking in b) is a consequence of faulting on the 

{0001} planes. 
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Figure 6.7. Electron diffraction patterns from a CuNiTi particle found next to the Fe2Ti 

layer in a B95 Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joint, which was brazed for 2 min at 845 °C, 

with the zone axes a) [031], b) [331] and c) [111]. 

 

growth of the FeTi particles on the Fe2Ti layer to produce a continuous FeTi layer, which 

is about 330 nm thick. The second difference is the formation of a 650 nm thick, 

continuous and polycrystalline layer on the Al2O3 to bond the ABA chemically to the 

Al2O3. These microstructural developments at the ABA/Kovar
®

 and ABA/Al2O3 

interfaces can be seen clearly in the BSEIs shown in Figure 6.1b. 

The crystal structure of the particles on the Al2O3 has been identified as that of the 

diamond-cubic type structure of two M6X-type compounds in the Ti–Cu–O system, 

specifically Ti3Cu3O and Ti4Cu2O (cubic, Fd3m, space group 227), having a unit cell 

length that varies between 11.2 and 11.5 Å. A selection of electron diffraction patterns 

from these particles is shown in Figure 6.8. The composition of this phase was found to 

vary considerably across the layer on the Al2O3. However, no definitive correlation 

between its composition and the position at which EDS measurements were taken within 

the layer could be identified. The EDS measurements consistently indicated that the 
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Figure 6.8. Electron diffraction patterns from Ti3Cu3O with the zone axes a) [311], 

b) [100] and c) [110]. 

 

amount of titanium was approximately equal to the amount of other metals in this phase. 

For example, the compositions of 42Ti–28Cu–6Ni–5Fe–1Co–5Si–1Al–12O at.% and 

44Ti–15Cu–14Ni–10Fe–3Co–2Si–1Al–11O at.% have been measured. These 

measurements are consistent with the formation of only Ti3Cu3O on the Al2O3, rather 

than Ti4Cu2O. It is also apparent that some of the copper in the Ti3Cu3O has been 

substituted for other elements, being mainly iron and nickel. The presence of silicon in 

this layer is a very significant observation, because it indicates that the glassy secondary 

phase in the alumina has reacted with the ABA. The amount of silicon in this layer varied 

between ~1 and 5 at.%, with the highest value measured at a region close to SiO2 in the 

alumina. Based on these experimental results, it is concluded that the layer on the 

alumina is a solid solution of several elements such as silicon, aluminium, iron, nickel 

and cobalt in Ti3Cu3O. This phase is referred to as Ti3Cu3O for simplicity. 

A number of isolated particles, some being up to 200 nm in diameter, were found in 

the Ti3Cu3O layer at the grain boundaries, and also close to the Al2O3, as shown in 

Figure 6.9. The results of an EDS area scan containing one of these particles are also 

given in Figure 6.9. The particles contain titanium and oxygen; their chemical 

composition is measured as being 67Ti–26O–3Cu–2Fe–1Ni–1Si at.%. Electron 

diffraction patterns collected from these particles are consistent with a solution of oxygen 

in α-Ti (hexagonal, P63/mmc, space group 194), with the lattice parameters a = 2.95 Å 

and c = 4.85 Å, rather than a Ti–O compound. These particles were not observed in 
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Figure 6.9. a) Annular dark-field image capturing a small area of the ABA/Al2O3 

interface formed in a B95 Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joint that was brazed for 1 min at 

815 °C, along with b–g) EDS maps of a α-Ti particle located in the Ti3Cu3O reaction 

layer. Electron diffraction patterns from a γ-TiO particle, located between the Ti3Cu3O 

layer and the Al2O3, with the zone axes h) [100] and i) [110] are given. 

 

joints that were brazed for 2 min or longer at any Tp used. 

A small number of isolated particles were also observed between the Ti3Cu3O layer 

and the Al2O3, as shown in Figure 6.9. EDS analysis indicated that these particles also 

contained titanium and oxygen. Electron diffraction was used to identify the crystal 

structure of these particles as that of γ-TiO (cubic, Fm3m, space group 225, a = 4.3 Å); a 

selection of electron diffraction patterns is shown in Figure 6.9. γ-TiO particles were 

observed on the Al2O3 in joints made at a Tp of 815 °C only as a small number of isolated 

particles, between ~30 nm and ~150 nm wide. The Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 interface described 

here closely resembles the interfacial structures that form in Al2O3/Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 

joints at an early stage of brazing (Chapter 5 and Ali et al., 2016). 
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No further significant changes in the structures of the FeTi, Fe2Ti and Ti3Cu3O layers 

were identified until τ was increased to 10 min at a Tp of 815 °C. By contrast, some of the 

Ni3Ti particles had grown significantly by brazing for 6 min at 815 °C to form 

rectangular shaped particles, approximately 2 µm × 1 µm in size. After brazing for 

10 min at a Tp of 815 °C, a thin broken FeTi layer was typically observed alongside the 

Fe2Ti layer, as shown in Figure 6.1c. A small proportion of the same joint showed no 

evidence of FeTi on the Fe2Ti layer. The thicknesses of the FeTi and Fe2Ti layers as a 

function of τ for the different Tp used are shown graphically in Figure 6.10. At a Tp of 

815 °C, the thickness of the FeTi layer reduced from ~350 nm until it had disappeared as 

τ increased from 6 to 15 min. At the same time, the Fe2Ti layer had grown thicker from 

~1.3 to ~2.0 µm. A correlation between the growth of Fe2Ti and the disappearance of 

FeTi is also found in joints made at a Tp of 845 °C, in which the FeTi layer was observed 

alongside the Fe2Ti layer only at a brazing time of 2 min. A single continuous layer of 

Fe2Ti was observed on the Kovar
®

 consistently in a joint that was held at 815 °C for 

15 min, as shown in Figure 6.1d. Cracks from the Fe2Ti/Kovar
®

 interface going through 

the Fe2Ti layer to the Fe2Ti/ABA interface were occasionally observed in this joint 

(Figure 6.1d), and also other joints that were brazed for 15 min or longer at a higher Tp. 

The microstructure across the joint became irregular after increasing τ to 30 min at a 

Tp of 815 °C. Continuous reaction layers of Fe2Ti and Ti3Cu3O were typically seen on 

the Kovar
®

 and the Al2O3, respectively. However, at random positions along the joint the 

Fe2Ti layer had separated from the Kovar
®

 carrying Ni3Ti particles with it into the ABA, 

as shown in Figure 6.2a. The result is a complex chain of particles, comprised of Fe2Ti 

and Ni3Ti, in the ABA, which is consistent with reports in the literature (Klose et al., 

1997, Do Nascimento, 1999, Vianco et al., 2003, Wang et al., 2007) of the typical 

distribution of these phases in a joint. In the same area of the joint, a broken Ti3Cu3O 

layer is observed on the Al2O3. Separation of the Fe2Ti layer from the Kovar
®

 was also 

occasionally observed in a joint held for 45 min at a Tp of 815 °C. The Fe2Ti layer 

typically remained attached to the Kovar
®

 in this joint. At the ABA/Al2O3 interface in the  
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Figure 6.10. Thicknesses of the a) FeTi and b) Fe2Ti layers formed in B95 Al2O3/Cusil 

ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints which were brazed at a Tp between 815 and 900 °C for 0 to 45 min. 

 

same joint, Fe2Ti particles with the composition 45Fe–31Ti–12Co–11Ni–1Cu at.% were 

observed between the broken Ti3Cu3O layer and the ABA, as shown in Figure 6.2b. 

Those Fe2Ti particles appear to nucleate and grow at the ABA/Al2O3 interface, 

specifically on the Ti3Cu3O layer as it breaks down, rather than relocate to the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface from the Fe2Ti layer on the Kovar
®

. This has been confirmed by 
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brazing at a higher Tp deliberately to decompose the Ti3Cu3O phase completely and 

produce larger quantities of Fe2Ti particles at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. A detailed 

account of the decomposition of Ti3Cu3O in braze joints is given later in this section, and 

the process is discussed in Section 6.4.1.2. 

 

6.3.1.2 Brazing at 845 °C 

As expected, increasing Tp to 845 °C resulted in less subtle and more progressive changes 

in the microstructure of the joint as a function of τ. A collection of BSEIs of cross-

sections of 95 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joints that were held at 845 °C for 2 to 45 min is 

shown in Figure 6.11. Continuous reactions layers were observed on both the Kovar
®

 and 

the Al2O3 only in joints that were brazed at Tp for up to 10 min. Brazing for a short time 

of 2 min at 845 °C formed interfacial structures that were very similar to those formed in 

a joint using a Tp of 815 °C. A continuous Fe2Ti layer, ~1.45 µm in thickness, formed on 

the Kovar
®

, alongside a 900 nm thick FeTi layer. As τ increased to 10 min the FeTi layer 

disappeared to leave a 2.1 µm thick Fe2Ti layer on the Kovar
®

. The Ti3Cu3O layer on the 

Al2O3 became slightly thicker with this change in τ, increasing from ~650 nm to 

~750 nm. 

Joints that were brazed for 15 min or longer at a Tp of 845 °C contained overly 

developed ABA/Kovar
®

 and ABA/Al2O3 interfaces. In these joints, the Fe2Ti layer 

separated from the Kovar
®

 taking the Ni3Ti particles with it into the ABA, and/or the 

Ti3Cu3O layer on the Al2O3 broke down considerably. The Ti3Cu3O phase decomposed 

completely using a brazing cycle that peaked at 845 °C for 45 min to leave two 

phases, both being in the form of particles, at the ABA/Al2O3 interface, as shown in 

Figure 6.11d. Electron diffraction and TEM–EDS have been used to identify Fe2Ti 

particles (48Fe–30Ti–10Co–10Ni–2Cu at.%) alongside several nanometre-size γ-TiO 

particles (50Ti–48O–1Al–1Si at.%) at this overly developed ABA/Al2O3 interface. 
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Figure 6.11. BSEIs of cross-sections of B95 Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints that were 

held at 845 °C for a) 2 min, b) 10 min, c) 15 min and d) 45 min. 
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For a Tp ≤845 °C, the Ti3Cu3O layer became thicker as τ increased to 10 min, up to a 

maximum value of ~1 µm. Unfortunately, the data collected does not provide definitive 

results on the kinetics of reaction layer growth at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. The thickness 

of this layer reduces as τ increases further at either Tp. This is because the Ti3Cu3O phase 

is metastable at Tp, i.e. between 815 and 900 °C, and so the Ti3Cu3O layer breaks down 

using long brazing times. The rate of Ti3Cu3O decomposition is accelerated by using a 

higher Tp and the effect of the decomposition process is very noticeable by brazing for 

≥30 min at 815 °C, ≥15 min at 845 °C or ≥2 min at between 875 and 900 °C. 

 

6.3.1.3 Brazing at ≥875 °C 

A joint with a completely uniform microstructure has not been produced using a 

Tp ≥875 °C. Brazing for 2 min at either 875 °C or 900 °C resulted in a joint typically 

having continuous Fe2Ti and Ti3Cu3O layers on the Kovar
®

 and the Al2O3, respectively. 

There were also areas of this joint having a broken Ti3Cu3O layer and a Fe2Ti layer 

separated from the Kovar
®

. Brazing for 15 min or longer at 875 °C produced ABA/Al2O3 

interfaces having either a broken Ti3Cu3O layer with nanometre-size γ-TiO particles 

between the Ti3Cu3O and the Al2O3, or Fe2Ti particles on the Al2O3 alongside several 

smaller γ-TiO particles when the Ti3Cu3O phase decomposed completely. 

 

6.3.2 Brazing 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®
 

Brazing alumina ceramics containing very low levels of secondary phases to Kovar
®

 was 

particularly difficult. In all of the joints made using 99.7 wt.% Al2O3, there were some 

sections where the ABA and Al2O3 were in contact, but where there was no evidence for 

the formation of any new phases. Furthermore, no evidence was found of a chemical 

reaction between 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 and the ABA in any joint that was brazed for 2 min at 

a Tp ≤875 °C or up to 45 min at 815 °C. It would not have been worthwhile to increase Tp 

to encourage a reaction between the ABA and the Al2O3. This is because the Fe2Ti layer 
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on the Kovar
®

 had already peeled away into the ABA at several positions of a joint that 

was brazed at 875 °C for 2 min to produce an irregular microstructure. The first sign of a 

chemical reaction at the ABA/Al2O3 interface was found in a joint which was brazed for 

15 min at 845 °C. At a section of this joint, a 450 nm thick Ti3Cu3O layer, with the 

composition 45Ti–23Cu–9Ni–5Fe–2Co–2Al–1Si–13O at.%, formed on the Al2O3. The 

Ti3Cu3O layer was not continuous across the joint. The microstructure at the 

ABA/Kovar
®

 interface was also inconsistent across the joint, as a consequence of the 

Fe2Ti layer being separated from the Kovar
®

 at random positions. A collection of BSEIs 

capturing some of the interfacial structures produced in 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil 

ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints which were brazed at 845 °C for 2 to 45 min is shown in 

Figure 6.12. In this composite figure, sections of joints with interfacial phases developed 

at the ABA/Al2O3 interface are shown intentionally. 

Increasing τ further had an undesirable effect on the structure of the Ti3Cu3O layer on 

the Al2O3. This layer broke down to leave individual Fe2Ti particles between it and the 

ABA, along with nanometre-size γ-TiO particles on the alumina. 

These brazing experiments indicate that the glassy secondary phase in the 

95 wt.% Al2O3 helps to bond the ceramic chemically to the ABA at the lowest Tp used. 

Brazing 95 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 using Cusil ABA
®

 for short periods of time at 

temperatures near to the liquidus temperature of the ABA enables a continuous Ti3Cu3O 

layer to form, and be preserved, on the Al2O3, and also produces a uniform interfacial 

structure at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface. 
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Figure 6.12. BSEIs of cross-sections of 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints 

which were held at 845 °C for a) 2 min, b) 15 min, c) 30 min and d) 45 min, capturing 

specifically areas of joints having developed interfacial phases at the ABA/Al2O3 

interface. 
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6.4 Discussion 

 
6.4.1 Formation of the interfacial phases 

 
6.4.1.1 Cusil ABA

®
/Kovar

®
 interface 

Melting of the ABA facilitates the diffusion of titanium towards the Kovar
®

 and the 

Al2O3. The rates at which chemical reactions occur at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface are 

significantly higher than those at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. As a consequence, using a 

very short τ, <<1 min, only produces chemical bonds between the ABA and Kovar
®

. A 

number of binary compounds mainly form on the Kovar
®

 which have one element 

substituted extensively by several elements from the Kovar
®

 or ABA. Fe2Ti nucleates 

first on the Kovar
®

, presumably by the reaction 

 2 Fe + Ti             Fe2Ti (6.1) 

which has a ΔG of approximately –71 kJ mol
–1

 at 1100 K (based on the Gibbs free 

energies reported in the work of Barin, 1995). At this temperature, which is only slightly 

higher than the lowest Tp used, a reaction producing FeTi is thermodynamically less 

favourable, based on having a smaller negative ΔG of –32 kJ mol
–1

. The Fe2Ti particles 

subsequently grow to form a continuous layer on the Kovar
®

. This layer seems to hinder 

the diffusion of titanium to the Kovar
®

 significantly, because further growth of this layer 

normal to the Kovar
®

 appears to cease at a thickness of ~1.3 µm. 

In this investigation, the extent to which the compositions of the compounds identified 

at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface are affected by altering Tp or τ is not clear. This is partly 

because these compounds form as solid solutions containing considerable and highly 

variable quantities of elements from the ABA and the Kovar
®

. This apparently occurs by 

substitution of one of the elements in the compound by an element that is similar in size. 

A further complication is that some of these compounds, such as Fe2Ti and Ni3Ti, can 

evolve in non-stoichiometric forms (Bo et al., 2012, Okamoto, 2015). The homogeneity 
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of Fe2Ti ranges from ~67 to ~72 at.% Fe at 815 °C, and a number of assessments of the 

Fe–Ti system suggest this range becomes smaller as temperature decreases (Dumitrescu 

and Hillert, 1998, Bo et al., 2012). In this regard, the particles of α-Ti observed in the 

Fe2Ti layer could precipitate out of the Fe2Ti on cooling the joints from Tp. It is unlikely 

that these particles are remnants of the active element that has not reacted. This is 

because similar quantities of α-Ti particles were observed in all of the joints examined by 

TEM, and also in a 95 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint brazed at 845 °C for 100 min. 

Various compounds such as FeTi, Ni3Ti and, to a much lesser extent, CuNiTi 

subsequently nucleate on the Fe2Ti layer, possibly by the reactions 

 Fe + Ti             FeTi (6.2) 

 3 Ni + Ti             Ni3Ti (6.3) 

 Cu + Ni + Ti             CuNiTi (6.4) 

where ΔG for equation 6.3 occurring at 1100 K is approximately –115 kJ mol
–1

. At this 

temperature, the formation of other Ni–Ti compounds such as NiTi and Ni2Ti by a 

reaction between Ni and Ti are less thermodynamically favoured; ΔG values for the 

formation of Ni2Ti and NiTi are approximately –69 kJ mol
–1

 and –57 kJ mol
–1

, 

respectively. No thermodynamic information could be found on CuNiTi to assess 

whether reaction 4 is possible at the Tp used. If it is assumed that some extent of local 

equilibrium exists at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface so that phase diagrams can be used to 

explain the development of the interfacial structure, it can be inferred from the Fe–Ni–Ti 

isothermal section at 800 °C shown in Figure 6.13 that Fe2Ti can form on the Kovar
®

. 

The Kovar
®

 is considered simply as Fe-rich γ-(Fe,Ni) such as Fe–28 Ni at.%, which is 

separated from Fe2Ti by the two-phase region γ + Fe2Ti. After the formation of Fe2Ti, the 

simultaneous formation of FeTi and Ni3Ti is possible on the Fe2Ti under equilibrium 

conditions. 
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Figure 6.13. Fe–Ni–Ti isothermal section at 800 °C reproduced from Duarte et al, 2010. 

 

The FeTi particles grow primarily parallel to the Fe2Ti layer to form another 

continuous layer. This layer also appears to hinder the diffusion of titanium, now to the 

Fe2Ti/FeTi interface, because the FeTi layer does not continue to grow significantly after 

becoming continuous. At this point, chemical reactions begin at the ABA/Al2O3 

interface, which are discussed in Section 6.4.1.2. Elements from the Kovar
®

 continue to 

diffuse towards the ABA, although now being impeded by the Fe2Ti and FeTi layers. The 

Fe2Ti layer grows significantly thicker, up to ~2 µm, as the FeTi layer disappears. A 

possible explanation for this is a reaction at the Fe2Ti/FeTi interface between FeTi and 

the Fe diffusing from the Kovar
®

, as described by equation 6.5. 
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 Fe + FeTi             Fe2Ti (6.5) 

This reaction is thermodynamically possible at 1100 K, with a ΔG of approximately 

−39 kJ mol
–1

. The thicker Fe2Ti layer presents a larger diffusion barrier, and so this layer 

does not continue to grow after the FeTi has reacted. Diffusion of elements such as Fe, Ni 

and Ti through the Fe2Ti layer appears to cease at this point, because the Ni3Ti particles 

on this layer and the Ti3Cu3O particles on the Al2O3 do not grow further. The evolution of 

the interfacial phases in an Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joint is summarised by the 

schematic mechanism in Figure 6.14. 

 

6.4.1.2 Cusil ABA
®
/Al2O3 interface 

The chemical processes that occur between Cusil ABA
®

 and the Al2O3 in Al2O3–Kovar
®

 

brazed joints are initially very similar to those occurring in Al2O3–Al2O3 joints made with 

the same ABA. As a consequence, the microstructures at the ABA/Al2O3 interfaces in 

both joints are very similar at the early stages of brazing. The chemical processes 

responsible for joining Al2O3 to itself have been outlined in Chapter 5 and in a recent 

paper (Ali et al., 2016). Each process is summarised here together with some subtle 

differences as a consequence of replacing one Al2O3 component by Kovar
®

. 

After the ABA melts, and also sometime after chemical reactions begin at the Kovar
®

 

surface, some titanium reacts with the Al2O3. This reaction occurs primarily with the 

secondary phases in the Al2O3 such as SiO2. The resultant products are Ti2O, silicon 

(from SiO2) and, to a much lesser extent, aluminium (from Al2O3). The majority of the 

silicon and aluminium is dissolved into the molten ABA, and presumably the Ti2O 

remains in contact with the Al2O3. Particles of Ti2O were identified as a transient phase in 

this work, only being observed in a 95 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint brazed for 1 min at 

815 °C (Figure 6.9). A thin continuous Ti2O layer probably develops on the Al2O3, which 

subsequently reacts (within 1 min) to form a continuous Ti3Cu3O layer on the Al2O3. This  
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Figure 6.14. Schematic mechanism for the evolution of the interfacial phases in a 

B95 Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joint; the Al2O3 contains silicon and calcium oxides as 

secondary phases. Dashed arrows are used to indicate the diffusion of chemical elements 

and solid arrows are used to label phases. There are two different shades of grey for Fe2Ti 

in h) and i) to differentiate between Fe2Ti nucleating at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface (darker 

grey) and the formation of Fe2Ti from the breakdown of Ti3Cu3O at the ABA/Al2O3 

interface (lighter grey); further details are given in Section 6.4.1. 
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reaction can be described by the schematic equation 

 Ti2O + Ti + M''             Ti3M''3O (6.6) 

where M'' is a mixture of several elements, comprised mainly of copper, but also nickel, 

iron, silicon and aluminium. In a number of previous studies (Wang et al., 2007, Schilm 

et al., 2016), various quantities of elements from the Kovar
®

, particularly nickel and iron, 

were identified in the reaction layer on the Al2O3. This is because Ti3Cu3O forms on the 

Al2O3, rather than a titanium oxide, after the transient Ti2O comprising oxygen dissolved 

in α-Ti and it can accommodate various elements such as nickel and iron by a substitution 

mechanism. 

Individual γ-TiO particles were observed between the Ti3Cu3O layer and the Al2O3 

rather than a continuous γ-TiO layer. This is a consequence of titanium reacting with the 

Kovar
®

 first, and so reducing the quantity of titanium in the ABA, which subsequently 

reacts at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. The assessments of the Al2O3/Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 

configuration reported in Chapters 4 and 5 provide empirical evidence to suggest γ-TiO 

forms after the Ti3Cu3O layer, by a reaction between Al2O3 and titanium diffusing 

through the Ti3Cu3O layer. Based on this evidence, a similar reaction might also occur 

with the secondary phase in the Al2O3, and so γ-TiO formation could be represented by 

the schematic equations 

 x Ti + !! Al2O3             TixO + !! Al (6.7) 

 x Ti + !! SiO2             TixO + !! Si (6.8) 

where x ≈ 1, and the Al and Si can form solid solutions with the titanium oxide, Ti3Cu3O 

or ABA next to the Al2O3. Estimations of ΔG for equations 6.7 and 6.8 occurring at 

1100 K are approximately 6 kJ mol
–1

 and –82 kJ mol
–1

, respectively, on the basis of 

oxidation-reduction reactions alone using crystalline oxides to produce the stoichiometric 

compound TiO. These estimations suggest that the formation of γ-TiO in this work might 
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Table 6.2. Gibbs free energies of formation at 1100 K for TiO and various Si–Ti 

compounds from Barin, 1995 (data for SiTi3 and Si4Ti5 is unavailable). 
 

Reaction ΔG/ kJ mol
–1

 Ti 

 
–437 

 –129 

 –127 

 
–118 

 

occur by equation 6.8 rather than 6.7. However, such a simple assessment of these 

equations does not take into account the free energies of solution of aluminium or silicon 

in the oxides at the ABA/Al2O3 interface or the molten ABA. Since the estimation of ΔG 

for equation 6.7 is a small positive value, it could therefore be that equation 6.7 is 

thermodynamically possible at Tp. No evidence was found of various Si–Ti compounds 

such as SiTi, Si2Ti and Si3Ti5 at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. These Si–Ti compounds are 

thermodynamically less likely to form at around Tp than TiO; the Gibbs free energies of 

formation at 1100 K for TiO and these Si–Ti compounds are given in Table 6.2 on a per 

mole Ti basis for comparison purposes. 

One of the main causes of inhomogeneity in the microstructure of a joint is the 

breakdown of the Ti3Cu3O layer on the Al2O3. Ti3Cu3O is metastable at Tp and eventually 

breaks down to produce more γ-TiO particles and new Fe2Ti particles at the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface. The iron in these Fe2Ti particles was originally a solute in 

Ti3Cu3O. Increasing the quantity of Ti in the ABA as an approach to lengthen the time 

taken before significant decomposition of the Ti3Cu3O layer occurs is discussed in 

Section 6.4.2. In the same section, general conditions of Tp and τ to produce Al2O3/Cusil 

ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints with well-developed uniform microstructures are given. 

 

 

Ti + !! O2      TiO 

Si + Ti    SiTi 

2 Si + Ti      Si2Ti 

!
! Si + Ti     !! Si3Ti5 
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6.4.2 Morphological features of the interfacial phases and joint strength 

It was expected that the thickness of the Ti3Cu3O layer would be limited as a 

consequence of the chemical reactions between the Kovar
®

 and ABA consuming some of 

the titanium. The maximum thickness of this layer was ~850 nm. This is considerably 

lower than the maximum thickness of the Ti3Cu3O layers formed in a Al2O3–Al2O3 joint 

made using the same ABA and ceramic used in this work, which was ~1.5 µm after 

brazing for 2 min at 875 °C (Chapter 4 and Ali et al., 2015). This difference in thickness 

is significant because the Ti3Cu3O phase is not stable at Tp and as a consequence it breaks 

down to form other phases at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. The temperature at which the 

chemical decomposition of Ti3Cu3O begins should not be affected by its thickness, but a 

thinner Ti3Cu3O layer would break down faster. This could adversely affect the 

performance of a joint, particularly if it must be airtight. In the 95 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 

joint, the Ti3Cu3O layer broke down completely so that there was no evidence of it at the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface after ~45 min at 845 °C. Only partial decomposition of the Ti3Cu3O 

layers in a Al2O3–Al2O3 joint made using the same ABA and ceramic occurred after 

brazing between 845 and 875 °C for the same length of time (Chapter 4 and Ali et al., 

2015). 

It has been shown that continuous Ti3Cu3O layers prevail in Al2O3/Ag–Cu–Ti/Al2O3 

joints for longer periods of time at the liquidus temperature of the Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABA 

by essentially increasing the quantity of the active element (Chapter 4 and Ali et al., 

2015). This was achieved by changing the ABA from Cusil ABA
®

 to Ticusil
®

. As a 

consequence, thicker Ti3Cu3O layers formed, and this ultimately lengthened the time 

taken to break the Ti3Cu3O down into a noticeably broken layer by several minutes. Such 

a modification to the Al2O3/Ag–Cu–Ti/Kovar
®

 joint could help to produce a thicker 

Ti3Cu3O layer, and so preserve it as a continuous layer for longer periods of time at Tp. 

However, this would also have the undesirable effect of increasing the quantity of the 

brittle phases formed at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface. 

Another cause of inhomogeneity in the microstructure of a joint is the separation of the 
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Fe2Ti layer from the Kovar
®

, which typically coincides with the breakdown of the 

Ti3Cu3O layer on the Al2O3. This occurs after the Fe2Ti layer develops fully into a 2 µm 

thick layer, together with the development of cracks in this layer. Very little evidence of 

deformation of Fe2Ti was observed by TEM, suggesting this phase does not help to any 

significant extent to dissipate any thermally-induced residual stresses in the joint. 

Breakdown of the Ti3Cu3O layer on the Al2O3, together with fracture and separation of 

the Fe2Ti layer, can be avoided by brazing joints at temperatures close to the liquidus 

temperature of the ABA for short periods of time. For this particular joint, this can be 

achieved using a Tp between 820 and 830 °C and τ between 2 and 8 min. These 

conditions should also produce uniform microstructures at both interfaces. In practice, the 

size of the joint will also influence the precise brazing conditions used. This is because 

any temperature gradients across the joint should be minimised to achieve a uniform 

microstructure, and this is harder to achieve as the joint becomes larger. 

Braze joints of this type will experience tensile stresses in their application, either by 

an applied load and/or by any residual stresses. Tensile strengths were measured by 

Dr. Phillip Mallinson of AWE plc, UK, at ambient temperature of 95 wt.% Al2O3–

Kovar
®

–95 wt.% Al2O3 joints, with Cusil ABA
®

 positioned between the Kovar
®

 and 

Al2O3. This particular configuration was used to follow the ASTM F19 standard method 

for testing the tensile strength of ceramic–metal and ceramic–ceramic brazed bonds 

(ASTM International, 2005). Therefore, the Al2O3 components were in the form of 

ASTM F19 tensile buttons as described by ASTM International, 2005, and in Chapter 3 

Section 3.2.1, and so much larger joints were made compared to those used to study the 

interfacial reaction processes in these joints. As a consequence, significant temperature 

gradients developed across some of the larger joints. SEM of the joints performed in 

Cambridge showed that the interfacial microstructures were far more developed at the 

edges of these joints, up to ~300 µm into a joint rather than up to ~8 µm for the smaller-

sized joints. Three joints were tested for each brazing condition used. These were a Tp of 

814 °C with τ equal to 2 or 15 min, a Tp of 828 °C with τ equal to 15 and 45 min, and a Tp 

of 844 °C with τ equal to 2, 15 and 45 min. The highest maximum tensile strengths were 

only modest, of the order of 60 ± 15 MPa, for a joint held at 844 °C for 2 min. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

The interfaces of several Al2O3/Cusil ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints have been assessed using a 

range of electron microscopy-based techniques to determine the identity of the interfacial 

phases, the chemical processes leading to their evolution and the influence of various 

brazing parameters, such as Tp and τ, on their structure. 

When the ABA melts, the Kovar
®

 first reacts with it to produce quickly a continuous 

Fe2Ti layer on the Kovar
®

. Various compounds subsequently nucleate on this layer such 

as FeTi and Ni3Ti. The FeTi develops into a continuous layer on the Fe2Ti, with larger 

Ni3Ti adjacent to it. This layer eventually breaks down to enable the Fe2Ti layer to grow 

further. This development coincides with the formation of cracks across the Fe2Ti layer. 

Brazing for long periods of time causes the Fe2Ti layer to separate from the Kovar
®

 and 

migrate into the ABA, taking the Ni3Ti particles with it. 

The formation and growth of the interfacial phase at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface 

consumes a significant proportion of the titanium in the ABA before reactions at the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface begin. As a consequence, a thinner reaction layer develops on the 

Al2O3. This layer has been identified as a solid solution of elements from the Kovar
®

 

such as iron and nickel in Ti3Cu3O. The formation of Ti3Cu3O is facilitated greatly by the 

glassy secondary phases in the Al2O3 such as SiO2. To a lesser extent, individual γ-TiO 

nanoparticles were identified on the Al2O3. Therefore, the addition of Kovar
®

 next to the 

ABA does not change the intrinsic chemical reactions occurring at the ABA/Al2O3 

interface. However, the extent to which the Ti3Cu3O layer grows is limited by the 

presence of the Kovar
®

. Since Ti3Cu3O is metastable at Tp, it consequently breaks down 

faster, producing more γ-TiO and new Fe2Ti particles at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. 

Brazing with an ABA containing larger amounts of titanium should produce a thicker 

Ti3Cu3O layer and this might help to prolong its breakdown into a noticeably broken 

layer. However, as has already been noted, this would also have the undesirable effect of 

increasing the quantity of the brittle phases formed at the ABA/ Kovar
®

 interface. 
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Brazing of Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 with Cusil ABA
®

 has been performed successfully in 

terms of microstructural development using a ceramic component containing ~5 wt.% 

secondary phase such as SiO2. The secondary phase helps to bond the ceramic chemically 

to the ABA. Joints with uniform microstructures containing continuous reaction layers at 

both interfaces were only produced by brazing for short periods of time using a Tp close 

to the liquidus temperature of the ABA. For this particular joint, the formation of overly 

developed interfaces with a broken Ti3Cu3O layer, or fracture of the Fe2Ti layer and 

separation of this layer from the Kovar
®

 has been avoided by using a Tp between 820 and 

830 °C and τ between 2 and 8 min. 
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Chapter 7 
 

Active metal brazing of alumina to Kovar® 

using Copper ABA® 
 

7.1 Introduction 

A number of additional brazing experiments were performed to investigate whether the 

high melting temperature ABA Copper ABA
®

, Cu–3.0Si–2.3Ti–2.0Al wt.%, can be used 

to bond >95 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 chemically and, if so, to determine suitable values for 

Tp and τ. This particular ABA was selected to increase the operating temperature of the 

joint beyond the capabilities of Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs, which are not recommend for 

use above ~600 °C (Lee et al., 1999). There are a number of other commercially available 

high temperature ABAs such as Gold ABA
®

 (Au–3.0Ni–0.6Ti wt.%), Nioro
®

-ABA (Au–

15.5Ni–0.75Mo–1.75V wt.%) and Gold-ABA-V
®

 (Au–0.75Ni–1.75V wt.%). However, 

the high gold content in these ABAs makes them very expensive and more suited to 

specialist high temperature applications. 

Copper ABA
®

 melts between 958 and 1024 °C, and so a relatively high temperature is 

required to produce a bond with this ABA. This ABA is more ductile than Cusil ABA
®

, 

which may help to accommodate thermally-induced stresses that develop in a joint; 

elongations for sheets of Copper ABA
®

 and Cusil ABA
®

 with equivalent dimensions are 

reported as 42% and 20%, respectively (Morgan Advanced Materials
®

 plc, 2016). 

Literature on the brazing of various ceramics using Copper ABA
®

 is available, such as 

Si3Ni4 brazed to itself with and without various metallic spacers (Singh et al., 2012 and 

2011, Fernandez et al., 2016), Y2O3-stabilised-ZrO2 brazed to a stainless steel 

(Singh et al., 2008) and SiC-fibre-bonded-ceramics (SA-Tyrannohex
™

) brazed to 
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themselves (Asthana et al., 2013). No literature for the brazing of Al2O3 using this ABA 

has been found. 

In this investigation, the interfacial phases forming in 

≥95 wt.% Al2O3/Copper ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints using various conditions of Tp and τ of 

wide ranges have been identified. The effects of altering the conditions of Tp and τ on the 

microstructure of the joint are discussed in some detail. The role of silica-based 

secondary phases in the alumina on the brazing process is also considered.
 

 

7.2 Brazing process 

A95 95 wt.% Al2O3 and 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 were joined to Kovar
®

 (Fe–29Ni–17Co wt.%) 

using Copper ABA
®

 (Cu–3.0Si–2.3Ti–2.0Al wt.%); a description of these components is 

given in Chapter 3. Al2O3 in the form of 10 × 5 × 4 mm plates were brazed to 

10 × 5 × 0.5 mm plates of Kovar
®

. 

Al2O3/Copper ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints were prepared in an atmosphere of purified argon, 

as described in Chapter 4 Section 4.2. A heating rate of 10 °C min–1 was used. The 

cooling rate was ~15 °C min–1 between the Tp used and ~500 °C, after which it reduced 

significantly during a furnace cool to room temperature. A pressure of ~4 kPa was 

applied to all of the joints using a 20 g weight to improve contact across the components. 

The combinations of Tp and τ used to braze the two types of Al2O3 are given in 

Table 7.1. Brazing of 95 wt.% Al2O3 was carried out with Tp ranging from the liquidus 

temperature of the ABA of 1025 °C up to 1100 °C. For these brazing experiments τ 

varied between 0 and 45 min. The low quantity of secondary phase in 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 

made it difficult to establish a bond between the Al2O3 and the ABA. Consequently, 

brazing of this ceramic was carried out to a lesser extent, as is apparent from Table 7.1, 

with τ ranging from 0 to 45 min at a Tp of 1025 °C. 
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Table 2. Tp and τ used to braze A95 and 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 using Copper ABA
®

. 

*Joints made with A95 using these conditions and all joints made with 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 

were mounted in clear resin before cutting out cross-sections to avoid detaching the 

Al2O3 from the ABA. 

 1025 °C 1050 °C 1075 °C 1100 °C 
0 min 95 wt.% – – – 
2 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% 95 wt.% *95 wt.% *95 wt.% 
15 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% *95 wt.% *95 wt.% – 
30 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% *95 wt.% *95 wt.% – 
45 min 95 and 99.7 wt.% *95 wt.% *95 wt.% – 

 

7.3 Results 

 
7.3.1 Brazing 95 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar

®
 

The microstructure of the joints made with 95 wt.% Al2O3 was strongly affected by the Tp 

used, particularly the state of the ABA/Al2O3 interface. Therefore, the microstructures 

produced at each Tp used are discussed separately and as a function of τ. 

 
7.3.1.1 Brazing at 1025 °C 

BSEIs of cross-sections of 95 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joints that were held at 1025 °C for 0 

to 45 min are shown in Figure 7.1. Brazing at this temperature for a nominal 1 s before 

cooling was sufficient to melt the ABA completely and to bond chemically the ABA to 

both the Al2O3 and Kovar
®

. Typically, one phase was observed at the ABA/Al2O3 

interface in the form of a 1.7 µm thick broken layer with a composition of 37Si–61Ti–

2Cu at.%. The crystal structure of the particles in this layer was identified by electron 

diffraction as that of Si3Ti5 (hexagonal, P63/mcm, space group 193) with the lattice 

parameters a = 7.8 Å and c = 5.4 Å; a selection of indexed electron diffraction patterns is 

shown in Figure 7.2. The silica in the Al2O3 appears to react with the titanium in the ABA 

to form Si3Ti5, which consequently bonds the Al2O3 component chemically to the ABA. 

Although there is silicon in the molten ABA, evidence such as that in Figure 7.1 shows 
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Figure 7.1. BSEIs of cross-sections of A95 Al2O3/Copper ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints that were 

held at 1025 °C for a) 0 min, b) 2 min, c) 15 min, d) 30 min and e) 45 min. 
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Figure 7.2. a) TEM bright field image of Si3Ti5 particles at the ABA/Al2O3 interface in an 

A95 Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint that was held at 1025 °C for 0 min, along with electron 

diffraction patterns from Si3Ti5 with the zone axes b) [2110], c) [4223] and d) [2113]. 

 

clearly that Si3Ti5 is only found at the ABA/Al2O3 interface with – it is not found within 

the ABA away from the ABA/Al2O3 interface. Hence, while the silicon in the ABA is 

able to participate in the formation of Si3Ti5, the clear evidence is that the interface with 

the alumina acts as a favourable nucleation site for Si3Ti5, because otherwise Si3Ti5 

would be seen elsewhere in the joint rather than just at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. 

Particles with a composition of 22Cu–7Ni–3Fe–1Co–34Si–33Ti at.% were occasionally 

observed between the Si3Ti5 layer and the ABA, specifically at regions where the ABA 

was directly in contact with a large quantity of silica in the Al2O3, as shown in Figure 7.3. 

The crystal structure of these particles was identified by electron diffraction as that of 

CuSiTi (orthorhombic, Pnma, space group 62) with the lattice parameters a = 6.4 Å, 

b = 3.9 Å and c = 7.4 Å; a selection of indexed electron diffraction patterns is shown in 

Figure 7.4. It is apparent that the copper in the CuSiTi is partially substituted by the 

chemical elements of the Kovar®, particularly nickel and iron. 
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Figure 7.3. BSEIs of an A95 Al2O3/Copper ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joint that was held at 1025 °C 

for a nominal 1 s before cooling which concentrate on a part of the joint where CuSiTi 

has formed next to a large quantity of silica in the Al2O3. 

 

 
Figure 7.4. Electron diffraction patterns from CuSiTi found at the ABA/Al2O3 interface 

in an A95 Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint that was held at 1025 °C for 0 min, with the zone axes 

a) [021], b) [011] and c) [001]. 

 

In the same joint, four layers were observed near the Kovar
®

 at all bonding times. One 

of these layers is in contact with the Kovar
®

, while the other three layers are 

separated from this layer by ~2 µm and are in the ABA. The layer on the Kovar
®
 is 

comprised of large particles which extend across the entire width of this layer,  ~4.5 µm, 
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Figure 7.5. a) TEM bright field image of a Fe3Si layer at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface in an 

A95 Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint that was held at 1025 °C for 0 min, along with electron 

diffraction patterns from Fe3Si with the zone axes a) [010], b) [011] and c) [111]. 

 

and are longer than 10 µm parallel to the Kovar
®

. Their composition was measured by 

EDS typically as 57Fe–15Si–12Ni–9Co–4Al–3Cu at.%. This measurement did not vary 

significantly normal to the Kovar
®

. The crystal structure of these particles was identified 

by electron diffraction as that of Fe3Si (cubic, Fm3m, space group 225) with the lattice 

parameter a = 5.9 Å; a selection of indexed electron diffraction patterns is shown in 

Figure 7.5. The EDS data suggests that these Fe3Si particles can accommodate various 

elements in a solid solution, particularly nickel and cobalt. According to the Fe–Ni–Si 

phase diagram (Raghavan, 2003b), Fe3Si can accommodate significant amounts of nickel 

at ~Tp, approximately 26 at.% Ni at 1100 °C. 

Furthermore, at all bonding times, a layer up to ~2 µm thick with a composition of 

23Ni–14Fe–14Co–6Cu–23Si–20Ti at.% is separated from the Fe3Si layer by a distance of 

~2 µm. It appears that this layer formed on the Fe3Si layer and subsequently broke away 

into the ABA, because there are some particles with the same composition on the  Fe3Si  
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Figure 7.6. a) TEM bright field image of a Ni16Si7Ti6 layer found near the ABA/Kovar
®

 

interface in an A95 Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint that was held at 1025 °C for 0 min, with electron 

diffraction patterns from Ni16Si7Ti6 with the zone axes a) [111], b) [112] and c) [001]. 

 

layer. A selection of electron diffraction patterns from the particles in this layer is shown 

in Figure 7.6. These patterns are consistent with the crystal structure of Ni16Si7Ti6 (cubic, 

Fm3m, space group 225) with a unit cell length of a = 11.8 Å. The composition of this 

layer is also consistent with Ni16Si7Ti6 if it assumed that some of the nickel is substituted 

by elements of a similar size such as iron, cobalt and copper, and so this phase is referred 

to as Ni16Si7Ti6. 

There is a thin layer adjacent to the Ni16Si7Ti6 layer that varies in thickness between 

~50 and ~600 nm. The composition of this layer was measured by EDS in the STEM as 

32Fe–29Ti–17Si–11Ni–9Co–2Cu at.%. The particles in this layer have the same crystal 

structure as Fe2Ti (hexagonal, P63/mmc, space group 194) with the lattice parameters 

a = 5.2 Å and c = 8.8 Å. A selection of indexed electron diffraction patterns from these 

particles is shown in Figure 7.7. The EDS data suggests the iron in Fe2Ti is substituted by 

several elements, particularly silicon. An estimate for the maximum solubility of silicon 

in Fe2Ti is estimated at ~26 at.% Si between 800 and 1150 °C (Raghavan, 2009). 
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Figure 7.7. Electron diffraction patterns from Fe2Ti found near the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface 

in an A95 Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint that was held at 1025 °C for 0 min, with the zone axes 

a) [0001], b) [1126] and c) [1123]. 

 

 

Figure 7.8. a) TEM bright field images of a CuSiTi particle found near the ABA/Kovar
®

 

interface in an A95 Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joint that was held at 1025 °C for 0 min; some of the 

dislocations in this particle are pinned to Cu inclusions. Electron diffraction patterns from 

CuSiTi are shown with the zone axes b) [010], c) [120] and d) [110]. 
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At all bonding times, there is another layer with the composition 14Cu–10Fe–9Ni–

2Co–33Si–32Ti at.% adjacent to the Fe2Ti layer. This layer is comprised of particles 

which have the same crystal structure as CuSiTi (orthorhombic, Pnma, space group 62) 

with the lattice parameters a = 6.4 Å, b = 4.0 Å and c = 7.3 Å; a selection of indexed 

electron diffraction patterns is shown in Figure 7.8. Some of the particles in this layer 

have broken away into the ABA, and so appear as individual CuSiTi particles alongside 

the CuSiTi layer. The extent of the substitution of copper by nickel and iron is much 

higher in these CuSiTi particles compared to the CuSiTi observed at the ABA/Al2O3 

interface. 

Increasing τ to 2 min produced larger Si3Ti5 particles on the Al2O3, but collectively 

they still formed a broken layer up to ~2.5 µm wide. The Al2O3 surface was almost 

completely covered by a layer of Si3Ti5 between 2 and 3 µm thick after brazing for 

15 min. The columnar-like shape of some of the Si3Ti5 particles resulted in a large 

variation in the thickness of this layer. Increasing τ to 30 min caused the Si3Ti5 layer to 

break down, reducing its average thickness to 1.8 µm. Significant breakdown of the 

Si3Ti5 layer occurred after brazing for 45 min, resulting in the Si3Ti5 particles separating 

from each other and also the Al2O3. 

The thickness of the Fe3Si layer on the Kovar
®

 increases parabolically with time for 

joints brazed for 2–45 min at a Tp of 1025 °C, as shown graphically in Figure 7.9. 

Additional joints were brazed for 2 min between 1025 and 1100 °C to estimate the 

activation energy for growth of this layer. However, this was not possible because of two 

reasons. Firstly, some of the ABA flowed out of a number of joints prepared at 1075 and 

1100 °C, which included those brazed for 2 min at these temperatures. Secondly, the 

Fe3Si layer breaks up slightly at a Tp between 1075–1100 °C to leave small Fe3Si 

particles in the ABA between the Fe3Si layer and the Ni16Si7Ti6 layer. As a consequence, 

the mean thickness of this layer appears to decrease as Tp increases. 

At a Tp between 1050 and 1075 °C, the mean thickness of the Fe3Si layer initially 

increases as a function of τ, and then it reaches a maximum value before reducing. The 

reduction in the mean thicknesses is mainly caused by the breakdown of the Fe3Si  layer  
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Figure 7.9. Thicknesses of the Fe3Si layers formed in 95 wt.% 

Al2O3/Copper ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints as a function of τ
!
! for the different Tp used. 

 

into particles that go into the ABA, which is amplified by increasing Tp. No significant 

changes in the composition of the Fe3Si layer as a function of Tp and τ were identified, 

and so this breakdown process does not appear to be a consequence of any change in the 

composition of this layer. 

The layered structure of Ni16Si7Ti6, Fe2Ti and CuSiTi near the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface 

was continuous only in the joint heated to 1025 °C for 2 min. These phases were typically  

 observed in the form of a broken layered structure or a collection of individual particles 

in joints prepared at higher Tp or by using longer τ. The Fe2Ti phase was not always 

observed in all of the joints brazed at 1025 °C. Instead Ni16Si7Ti6 was observed alongside 

CuSiTi. In other cases, the Fe2Ti was difficult to identify from the BSEIs taken because it 

has a similar average atomic number compared to Ni16Si7Ti6 and it is present in small 

amounts between the Ni16Si7Ti6 and CuSiTi. Small fluctuations in the compositions of 

Ni16Si7Ti6 and Fe2Ti as a function of Tp and τ were measured, but no conclusive trends 

were identified. The variations in these compositions could be a result of Ni16Si7Ti6 and 
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Fe2Ti having a small homogeneity range at temperatures close to the Tp used. EDS 

measurements indicate that the amount of copper in CuSiTi that is substituted by iron, 

nickel and cobalt increases as a function of τ at a given Tp. The copper in CuSiTi is 

almost completely substituted using a Tp of 1075 °C and τ of 2 min, to give a typical 

composition of 3Cu–13Fe–12Ni–8Co–32Si–32Ti at.%. The quantities of iron, nickel and 

cobalt in the ABA varied within the limits of 1–3 at.%, but no conclusive trends could be 

identified as a function of τ at any Tp. However, the quantities of aluminium and silicon 

in the ABA significantly decreased at a Tp of 1075 °C. Before brazing, the quantities of 

aluminium and silicon were measured both at a level of 4 at.%. After brazing at 1075 °C, 

the quantity of aluminium was typically measured at 2.5 at.% and the amount of silicon 

reduced to a low level, the value of which could not be measured with confidence. These 

reductions in the amount of aluminium and silicon in the ABA occurred with a significant 

microstructural change involving the formation of a new phase (Ni16Si7Ti6) at the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface; a detailed account of this change is given later in Section 7.3.1.3. 

The amount of silicon reduces to a lower amount than aluminium, which is likely to be a 

consequence of silicon participating directly in the formation of phases at both the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface and ABA/Kovar
®

 interface, while aluminium acts a solute in these 

phases. 

 

7.3.1.2 Brazing at 1050 °C 

Increasing Tp to 1050 °C produced significant microstructural developments, particularly 

at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. Breakdown of the Si3Ti5 layer on the Al2O3 occurred much 

faster and to a further extent compared to brazing at a Tp of 1025 °C. BSEIs of cross-

sections of 95 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joints that were held at 1050 °C for 2 to 45 min are 

shown in Figure 7.10. Brazing for 2 min produced a continuous Si3Ti5 layer up to ~2 µm 

thick on the Al2O3, occasionally with a number of CuSiTi particles with a typical 

composition of 12Cu–11Ni–10Fe–2Co–32Si–33Ti at.% alongside the Si3Ti5 layer. 

Increasing τ to 15 min broke down the Si3Ti5 layer significantly and produced a variation 

in the microstructure at the ABA/Al2O3 interface.  No Si3Ti5 was observed at some points 
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Figure 7.10. BSEIs of cross-sections of A95 Al2O3/Copper ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints that 

were held at 1050 °C for a) 2 min, b) 15 min, c) 30 min and d) 45 min. 
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along this interface. When Si3Ti5 was observed, it was either in the form of a 450 nm 

thick broken layer or as individual particles similar in width. CuSiTi particles were also 

observed at the ABA/Al2O3 interface, but not consistently across the interface. No 

evidence of Si3Ti5 was found after increasing τ further. Instead, individual CuSiTi 

particles were occasionally observed along the ABA/Al2O3 interface. 

 

7.3.1.3 Brazing at 1075 °C 

BSEIs of cross-sections of 95 wt.% Al2O3–Kovar
®

 joints that were held at 1075 °C for 2 

to 45 min are shown in Figure 7.11. In a joint brazed for 2 min, the Ni16Si7Ti6, Fe2Ti and 

CuSiTi phases were typically observed closer to the centre of the ABA. The quantity of 

CuSiTi reduced to produce more Fe2Ti, with the remaining CuSiTi typically positioned 

within the newly formed Fe2Ti. Ni16Si7Ti6 was consistently observed between the Fe2Ti 

and the ABA, and so Ni16Si7Ti6 completely surrounded the Fe2Ti phase. In the same joint, 

large single particles with a typical composition of 23Ni–18Fe–12Co–5Cu–22Si–

20Ti at.% were observed on the Al2O3. The crystal structure of these particles was 

identified by electron diffraction as that of Ni16Si7Ti6 (cubic, Fm3m, space group 225) 

with the lattice parameter a = 11.7 Å. The EDS measurements are consistent with a solid 

solution of iron, cobalt, copper and aluminium in Ni16Si7Ti6. 

Brazing for 15 min produced a 600 nm thick Ni16Si7Ti6 layer on the Al2O3, which was 

almost continuous across the entire length of the ABA/Al2O3 interface. Several individual 

Ni16Si7Ti6 particles were also observed in the ABA alongside this Ni16Si7Ti6 layer. No 

evidence of CuSiTi was found at the ABA/Al2O3 interface in any joint brazed at 1075 °C. 

At this point, the Fe3Si layer on the Kovar
®

 was partly broken, and so particles of Fe3Si 

were found scattered throughout the ABA. The extent to which the Fe3Si layer broke 

down varied across the joint, but a continuous Fe3Si layer of at least 1.0 µm in width was 

typically observed on the Kovar
®

. In a joint brazed for 30 min, the Fe3Si on the Kovar
®

 

was in the form of a very thin layer between ~50 nm  and  ~400 nm. The Ni16Si7Ti6 layer  
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Figure 7.11. BSEIs of cross-sections of 95 wt.% Al2O3/Copper ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joints that 

were held at 1075 °C for a) 2 min, b) 15 min, c) 30 min and d) 45 min. 
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Figure 7.12. BSEIs of a cross-section of a 99.7 wt.% Al2O3/Copper ABA
®

/Kovar
®

 joint 

that was held at 1025 °C for 15 min. 

 

on the Al2O3 became thicker by extending τ to 30 min, ranging from 0.5 to 2 µm. This 

layer was also partly broken, leaving several Ni16Si7Ti6 particles alongside the Ni16Si7Ti6 

layer. A 3 µm thick Ni16Si7Ti6 layer developed on the Al2O3 in a joint brazed for 45 min. 

In the same joint, the Fe3Si layer on the Kovar
®

 was typically in the form of a very thin 

layer. At some parts of this joint the ABA separated from the Kovar
®

 to leave voids at the 

ABA/Kovar
®

 interface. 

 

7.3.2 Brazing 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®
 

The ABA did not bond chemically to 99.7 wt.% Al2O3 using a Tp of 1025 °C and τ 

ranging from 2 to 45 min; a BSEI of a cross-section of a joint that was brazed for 15 min 

is shown in Figure 7.12. This failure to bond is because a very low level of silica-based 

secondary phase is present in the Al2O3. Notwithstanding the silicon present in the molten 
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ABA, the lack of a ready supply of silicon from the alumina has prevented the formation 

of a clearly identifiable Si3Ti5 layer at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. Close inspection of the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface shows that any interfacial reaction product is insignificant in 

comparison with that found on the 95 wt.% Al2O3. As a consequence of the absence of a 

chemical reaction at the ABA/Al2O3 interface, some of the ABA flowed out of these 

joints. 

 

7.4 Discussion 

Joints containing a near-continuous 1.5–2.5 µm thick Si3Ti5layer on the Al2O3 and a 

continuous Fe3Si layer on the Kovar
®

 did not break apart on handling and could be 

prepared easily for microscopy. These joints were made with 95 wt.% Al2O3 and were 

held at 1025 °C for 0–45 min or at 1050 °C for 2 min. In a recent study (Ali et al., 2015 

and Chapter 4), both alumina ceramics used in this work were brazed to themselves using 

a Ag–Cu–Ti-based alloy also containing a relatively small quantity of titanium, 

~1.8 wt.%. This alloy began to melt at ~780 °C and then it reacted with each alumina to 

form Ti3Cu3O as the main interfacial phase. This oxide was found to be unstable at the 

brazing temperatures used, between 815 and 875 °C, and so it broke down, to different 

extents, with time at these temperatures, with the rate of this process accelerated greatly 

by increasing the brazing temperature. Ti3Cu3O was not observed in the joints made 

using Copper ABA
®

 probably because it is highly unstable at temperatures equal to or 

greater than the liquidus temperature of Copper ABA
®

 (i.e. the lowest brazing 

temperature that can be used for this ABA). 

Despite the silcon in the molten ABA, it is apparent from a comparison of Figures 7.1 

and 7.12 that SiO2 present in the grain boundaries of the Al2O3 is the dominant 

contributor to the formation of Si3Ti5 at the interface with 95 wt.% Al2O3. This formation 

of Si3Ti5 on the 95 wt.% Al2O3 can be described by the schematic equation 

 !
! Ti + SiO2              

!
! Si3Ti5 + 2 O (7.1) 
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indicating that titanium diffuses to the alumina when the ABA melts to react with the 

SiO2 in the alumina. Although Si3Ti5 can accommodate up to ~10 at.% O at 1100 °C 

(Goldstein, 1995), no appreciable amount of oxygen was identified in this phase. It is 

likely that the oxygen liberated by this reaction is dissolved into the ABA. Other Si–Ti 

compounds such as SiTi and Si2Ti were not identified at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. These 

Si–Ti compounds are thermodynamically less likely to form than Si3Ti5 at temperatures 

between 1025 and 1050 °C; the Gibbs free energies of formation per mole Si at 1300 K 

for SiTi, Si2Ti and Si3Ti5 are –129, –63 and –196 kJ mol
–1

, respectively (Barin, 1995). 

Si3Ti5 is not stable at 1025 and 1050 °C, and so it broke down chemically over time at 

these bonding temperatures. This decomposition of Si3Ti5 occurred after 15 min at 

1025 °C and after 2 min at 1050 °C. 

The formation of CuSiTi particles at the ABA/Al2O3 interface near large pockets of 

SiO2 in the Al2O3 was very noticeable at 1050 °C. A possible explanation for the 

formation of CuSiTi is described by the schematic reaction 

 Ti + Cu + SiO2              CuSiTi + 2 O (7.2) 

where the oxygen liberated is likely to be dissolved into the ABA because no appreciable 

amount of this element was identified in the CuSiTi. No CuSiTi was observed at the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface using a Tp ≥1075 °C. Furthermore, only very small amounts of 

CuSiTi, which appear to develop originally at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface and then 

migrated into the ABA, were observed in a joint brazed at 1075 °C for 2 min. This phase 

disappeared at longer bonding times to produce more Fe2Ti in the ABA and enabled a 

Ni16Si7Ti6 layer to form on the Al2O3. 

It is apparent that some of the chemical elements of the CuSiTi found in the ABA, 

which includes significant quantities of nickel and iron that are present by substitution of 

some of the copper, diffuse to the ABA/Al2O3 interface after the CuSiTi decomposes. 

These chemical elements subsequently react with the ceramic component to form 

Ni16Si7Ti6 on the Al2O3. It was not surprising that no evidence of plastic deformation of 
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Ni16Si7Ti6 was observed in the TEM, such as dislocations, because this silicide has a 

highly ordered crystal structure with a large unit cell, as described by Mateo et al., 1997. 

By the time a continuous Ni16Si7Ti6 layer formed on the Al2O3, the Fe3Si layer on the 

Kovar
®

 had broken down significantly. As a consequence, all of the joints brazed using a 

Tp of 1075 °C broke on handling. 

At the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface, the Fe3Si layer on the Kovar
®

 forms very quickly and 

its thickness increases parabolically with time between 2 and 45 min at 1025 °C. The 

work of Mehrer et al., 1997, and Gude and Mehrer, 1997, shows that iron diffuses much 

faster than silicon through Fe3Si, and so a Fe3Si growth front may develop at the 

Fe3Si/ABA interface. The Ni16Si7Ti6 in the ABA appears to form on the Fe3Si layer and 

then break away into the ABA. The chemical reactions leading to the formation of 

Ni16Si7Ti6, Fe2Ti and CuSiTi in the ABA are not clear. 

Relatively few microstructural developments occurred at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface, 

compared to the ABA/Al2O3 interface, as a function of τ between 1025 and 1050 °C. The 

most significant change at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface was the breakdown of the Fe3Si 

layer at 1075 °C with bonding times ≥15 min, which eventually resulted in separation of 

the ABA from the Kovar
®

. This microstructural development further compounds the 

problems of brazing at high temperatures, which include leakage of the ABA and the 

formation of a non-continuous brittle silicide at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. 

The adhesion of the ABA to both the Al2O3 and Kovar
®

 depends on the formation of 

continuous, or near-continuous, Si3Ti5 and Fe3Si interfacial layers. The most appropriate 

brazing conditions to preserve a near-continuous Si3Ti5 layer on the Al2O3 and a 

continuous Fe3Si layer on the Kovar
®

 were found to be τ ≤15 min at a Tp of 1025 °C or 

≤2 min at 1050 °C. Other conditions produced very weak bonds as a consequence of the 

Si3Ti5 and Fe3Si layers breaking down. Further complications of brazing at a higher Tp 

include leakage of the ABA out of the joint and the formation of a new brittle silicide, 

Ni16Si7Ti6, at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. Based on the microstructural observations made, 

the ranges of suitable values for Tp and τ to bond Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 using Copper ABA
®
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are quite limited, as mentioned above. It is anticipated that using this ABA to prepare 

large joints would not be feasible. This is because these joints need to be held at the Tp 

used for several minutes to minimise any temperature gradients across the joint. 

Modifying the composition of Copper ABA
®

 by increasing the Ti content might 

improve the chemical interaction between the ABA and Al2O3 by forming a thicker and 

continuous Si3Ti5 layer (assuming that the liquidus temperature of the modified ABA is 

not raised to a temperature at which Si3Ti5 is very unstable). This could possibly increase 

the maximum value of τ that can be used at the liquidus temperature of the modified 

ABA, because it would take longer for the thicker Si3Ti5 layer to break down. However, 

larger quantities of brittle phases at the ABA/Kovar
®

 would also form because of the 

strong chemical interaction between the Kovar
®

 and the Ti in the ABA. 

After an investigation of the use of zirconium as an active element to braze 94 wt.% 

Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 using 69Ag–92Cu–2Zr wt.%, Stephens et al. (2000) reported that only a 

minor amount of zirconium was consumed first in the chemical reactions between this 

ABA and the Kovar
®

. As a consequence, the majority of the zirconium in the ABA was 

available to react with the Al2O3 to form a ZrO2 layer; images of the ABA/Kovar
®

 

interfaces or ABA/Al2O3 interfaces of the joints are not provided in report of 

Stephens et al. (2000). A tentative conclusion from the work of Stephens et al. (2000) is 

that zirconium is less reactive compared to titanium at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface. If 

zirconium is indeed relatively less reactive with Kovar
®

, it might also be worthwhile to 

investigate other Zr-containing ABAs that can be used at high temperatures in service 

than more commonly used Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs. 

 

7.5 Conclusions 

The ability to bond Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 chemically using Copper ABA
®

 has been assessed. 

The interfacial phases forming over a wide range of conditions have been identified and 

the effects of altering various brazing parameters, such Tp and τ, on the resultant 

microstructure have been determined. 
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It was necessary to have a small amount of silica as a secondary phase in the Al2O3 to 

bond the Al2O3 component to the ABA chemically. This occurred in joints made at a Tp 

between 1025 and 1050 °C by a reaction between titanium in the ABA and the silica to 

produce a layer of Si3Ti5 at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. These joints also contained a layer 

of Fe3Si on the Kovar
®

, along with Ni16Si7Ti6, Fe2Ti, and CuSiTi in the ABA, near the 

ABA/Kovar
®

 interface, either in the form of a layered structure or a collection of 

individual particles. The Si3Ti5 layer broke down between 1025 and 1050 °C as a 

function of τ. In order to preserve a near continuous Si3Ti5 layer on the Al2O3, and also a 

continuous Fe3Si layer on the Kovar
®

, brazing conditions of τ ≤15 min at a Tp of 1025 °C 

or ≤2 min at 1050 °C were suitable. All joints prepared at a Tp ≥1050 °C with τ >2 min 

broke apart on handling. This is because the Si3Ti5 layer on the Al2O3 broke down almost 

completely, to be replaced eventually by the brittle silicide Ni16Si7Ti6 at 1075 °C, and the 

Fe3Si layer on the Kovar
®

 also broke down. 

The ABA/Al2O3 interface is very sensitive to changes to the brazing cycle, particularly 

the Tp used. The degree of adhesion of the ABA to the Al2O3 depends on the formation of 

a Si3Ti5 interfacial layer, which requires some siliceous phase to be present at the surface 

of the Al2O3. If very high purity Al2O3 has to be used with Copper ABA
®

, the bonding 

surface of the Al2O3 should be modified to introduce a siliceous phase, so that the ABA 

bonds to the Al2O3 chemically. However, it has been shown that even using Al2O3 

containing silica as a secondary phase, it is not straightforward to join the Al2O3 to 

Kovar® using this ABA. 
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Chapter 8 
 

Conclusions and suggestions for further work 
 

8.1 Conclusions 

This work has been undertaken primarily to clarify the fundamental chemical processes 

leading to the formation of braze joints between alumina and Kovar
®

 using Ag–Cu–Ti-

based ABAs. Tp and τ were altered methodically also to determine if it is possible to 

control the microstructure of the joints and, if so, the extent to which this can be 

achieved. Particular attention was given to the evolution of the phases at the 

ABA/alumina interface at Tp because it appears from the literature that these interfacial 

phases can break down at high Tp or by extending τ, and, as a consequence, produce 

joints that are not hermetic. 

Initially, a comprehensive evaluation of a number of alumina/Ag–Cu–Ti/alumina 

joints, prepared using two commonly used Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs, Ag–35.3Cu–

1.8Ti wt.% and Ag–26.7Cu–4.5Ti wt.%, and three different alumina ceramics of 

>95 wt.% Al2O3 was performed to identify conclusively the interfacial products. This 

joint configuration was chosen first to eliminate metal dissolution from the Kovar
®

 into 

the ABA and any consequential chemical interactions that could interfere with the 

interactions between the ABA and the alumina. A typical interfacial structure of a 

nanometre-thick polycrystalline γ-TiO layer on the alumina along with a micrometre-

thick polycrystalline Ti3Cu3O layer next to the ABA was observed, with Ti3Cu3O as the 

main product of the reactions between the ABAs and the alumina. Considerable evolution 

of the interfacial structure at Tp prepared with Ag–35.3Cu–1.8Ti wt.% was observed. 

This was mainly a consequence of the relative stability at Tp of Ti3Cu3O compared to     

γ-TiO. For joints brazed for times shorter than 30 min at Tp, the Ti3Cu3O layer separated 

from the γ-TiO layer and then divided, but the interfacial structure remained 

approximately uniform across the joints. Extended joining times produced interfacial 

structures that varied considerably over short distances across the joints as a consequence 
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of significant decomposition of the Ti3Cu3O and growth of γ-TiO particles at random 

positions across the interfaces. In the same investigation, it was found that elements such 

as silicon and calcium from the secondary phases in alumina can form solid solutions 

with the interfacial phases. As a result, silicon and calcium do not have a significant 

effect on the overall interfacial structure. Silicon was mainly identified in Ti3Cu3O and 

calcium in γ-TiO. 

Based on the experimental observations of this initial investigation, it was 

hypothesised that the Ti3Cu3O forms before γ-TiO at the liquidus temperature of the 

ABA. This was verified in later experiments, which involved brazing single crystals of 

Al2O3 to themselves using both Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs previously used and a short 

brazing time of about 1 min with relatively fast heating and cooling rates. These 

components were heated first to temperatures slightly below the solidus temperatures of 

the ABAs, and then the brazing temperature was increased carefully to temperatures 

equal to or exceeding their liquidus temperatures to cause gradual and subtle changes at 

the ABA/Al2O3 interface. Instead of a direct chemical reaction between the ABAs and 

Al2O3 to form Ti3Cu3O, it was found that on melting of the ABAs, the titanium in the 

ABAs first reacts with the Al2O3 to produce a nanometre-thick polycrystalline Ti2O1–x 

(x<<1) layer. At the same time, the aluminium released by this initial reaction was 

dissolved in the ABAs, in particular in the Ag-rich phase at regions close to the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface. The Ti2O1–x layer quickly broke down to permit the growth of 

Ti3Cu3O particles that nucleated on this layer and in contact with the ABA. A nanometre-

thick γ-TiO layer on the sapphire was found to form last, alongside a micrometre-thick 

Ti3Cu3O layer in contact with the ABA, consistent with the typical interfacial structure 

seen in samples of polycrystalline alumina joined to itself. A new reaction mechanism 

has been proposed (in Chapter 5) based on the experimental observations, which 

describes the formation of a series of metastable phases at the liquidus temperature of the 

ABAs, such as Ti2O1–x and Ti3Cu3O, and their disappearance so that γ-TiO is left as the 

most significant interfacial phase for overlong joining times. 
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As anticipated after a review of the literature, the presence of Kovar
®

 next to a Ag–

Cu–Ti-based ABA with a relatively low quantity of titanium did not change the intrinsic 

chemical processes occurring at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. A number of Al2O3/Ag–Cu–

Ti/Kovar
®

 joints were prepared with Ag–35.3Cu–1.8Ti wt.% rather than Ag–26.7Cu–

4.5Ti wt.%, because it was anticipated that an ABA with a relatively low quantity of 

titanium would make it easier to study the reaction process occurring at the interfaces in 

the early stages of brazing. As a consequence of the chemical reactions between the 

Kovar
®

 and ABA, a thinner Ti3Cu3O layer developed on the Al2O3. It was found that 

significant quantities of elements from the Kovar
®

 such as iron and nickel were dissolved 

in the Ti3Cu3O, which provides an explanation for the observation of these elements at 

the ABA/Al2O3 interface. The formation of Ti3Cu3O was facilitated greatly by the glassy 

secondary phases in the Al2O3 such as SiO2. To a lesser extent, individual γ-TiO 

nanoparticles were identified on the Al2O3. The Ti3Cu3O also broke down in these joints 

because it was metastable at Tp. However, this occurred at a faster rate as a consequence 

of thinner Ti3Cu3O layers forming on the Al2O3. The products of this process were more 

γ-TiO and new Fe2Ti particles at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. Brazing with an ABA 

containing larger amounts of titanium and/or using alumina containing larger amounts of 

glassy SiO2 to produce a thicker Ti3Cu3O layer has been suggested to prolong its 

breakdown at Tp into a noticeably broken layer. 

The microstructural developments at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface as a consequence of 

altering Tp and τ was also discussed in detail, with particular attention given to the 

chemical processes responsible for the formation of the interfacial phases. A 

comprehensive bonding mechanism based on the experimental evidence was proposed. In 

addition, general conditions regarding the selection of Tp, τ and the purity of the Al2O3 

have been recommended based on the microstructural observations made. Briefly, the 

formation of an Fe2Ti layer on the Kovar
®

 and its growth, along with adjacent Ni3Ti 

particles in the ABA, dominate the microstructural developments at the ABA/Kovar
®

 

interface. Joints with uniform microstructures containing continuous reaction layers 

indicative of good chemical bonding at each interface were only produced using alumina 
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containing ~5 wt.% secondary phase such as SiO2 and by brazing for short periods of 

time using a Tp very close to the ABA liquidus temperature. For the particular joint 

dimensions used, the formation of overly developed interfaces with a broken Ti3Cu3O 

layer, or fracture of the Fe2Ti layer and separation of this layer from the Kovar
®

 was 

avoided by using a Tp between 820 and 830 °C and τ between 2 and 8 min. 

A number of additional brazing experiments were performed to investigate whether 

the high melting temperature Copper ABA
®

, Cu–3.0Si–2.3Ti–2.0Al wt.%, could be used 

to join >95 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®

, and, if so, to determine suitable values for Tp and τ. 

The application of this particular ABA is an economical approach to increase the 

operating temperature of the joint beyond the capabilities of Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABAs, 

because it does not contain metals such as silver and gold. Even though this ABA 

contains an amount of Ti that may be expected to bond the ABA to the Al2O3 chemically, 

it has been shown that this ABA is not suitable to braze high purity Al2O3 lacking silica. 

This is because the degree of adhesion at the ABA/Al2O3 interface mainly depends on the 

formation of a Si3Ti5 interfacial layer by a reaction between the Ti in the braze alloy and 

the siliceous phases in the Al2O3, rather than the Al2O3. Only joints made with 95 wt.% 

Al2O3 containing a near-continuous Si3Ti5 layer on the Al2O3 and a continuous Fe3Si 

layer on the Kovar® could be prepared easily for microscopy without breaking apart. 

These joints were prepared using the brazing conditions of τ ≤15 min at a Tp of 1025 °C 

or ≤2 min at 1050 °C. Other conditions used produced joints of low strength which broke 

apart on handling, because the Si3Ti5 and Fe3Si layers broke down and a brittle silicide, 

Ni16Si7Ti6, formed on the Al2O3 at 1075 °C. This investigation demonstrates that forming 

joints using this ABA is not straightforward, partly because the ranges of suitable values 

for Tp and τ are quite limited. 
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8.2 Suggestions for further work 

It would clearly be worthwhile to evaluate the strength and hermiticity of Al2O3/Ag–Cu–

Ti/Kovar
®

 joints so that the optimum microstructure of the joints can be determined. An 

investigation of joints made with Ticusil
®

 rather than Cusil ABA
®

 might be particularly 

worthwhile because it is anticipated that a thicker Ti3Cu3O layer would form at the 

ABA/Al2O3 interface, and as a consequence it would not decompose to a broken layer as 

fast at Tp. This is also expected to widen the ranges for suitable values of Tp and τ in 

terms of the microstructural developments at the ABA/Al2O3 interface. In this case, the 

microstructure at the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface has to be monitored carefully because an 

increase in the amount of Ti in the ABA would also form larger quantities of brittle 

phases at this interface. 

A variable that should be considered to maximize the joint strength is the thickness of 

the Ag–Cu–Ti-based ABA. This is because the quantity of ductile material such as silver 

and copper in the ABA will change, in addition to the quantity of titanium available to 

react with the substrates. 

Stephens et al. (2000) have investigated the use of zirconium as an active element to 

braze 94 wt.% Al2O3 to Kovar
®

 using the composition 69Ag–92Cu–2Zr wt.%. Joining 

occurred after heating to 950 °C for 5–10 min. These conditions produced joints with 

average tensile strengths of about 60 ± 15 MPa. Hermetic joints, which were identified as 

having a leak rate below 10–10 Pa m3 s–1, were consistently and repeatedly prepared only 

using a short brazing time of 5 min. In these joints, a continuous layer of ZrO2, rather 

than a broken layer, was observed on the alumina. A value for the thickness of the ZrO2 

layer or an image of this layer was not reported, and so the thickness of this layer is not 

clear. It was reported that only a minor amount of zirconium was consumed first in the 

reactions between the ABA and Kovar
®

. As a consequence, the majority of the zirconium 

in the ABA was available to react with the alumina. Unfortunately images of the 

ABA/Kovar
®

 interfaces in these joints are not provided. A tentative conclusion from the 

work of Stephens et al. (2000) is that zirconium is less reactive compared to titanium at 

the ABA/Kovar
®

 interface. If zirconium is indeed relatively less reactive with Kovar
®

, it 
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might be worthwhile to investigate the Ag–Cu–Zr-based system further or other Zr-

containing ABAs to determine if it is possible to form a continuous micrometre-sized 

ZrO2 layer on alumina without forming an overly developed ABA/Kovar
®

 interface. An 

interesting observation from the work of Stephens et al. (2000) is that a continuous ZrO2 

layer was required to form hermetic joints and this was achieved only by using a short 

brazing time of 5 min. All of the joints prepared using a brazing time of 10 min were not 

hermetic. This change in the hermiticity performance could be a result of a change in the 

structure of the ZrO2 layer caused by increasing the brazing time. Therefore, brazing 

experiments using the Ag–Cu–Zr-based system probably should be performed focussing 

particularly on using short brazing times of <10 min. 

The identification of low melting point chemical compounds of titanium or zirconium 

which could be made into a powder is rather interesting for the brazing of not only 

alumina but also other ceramics. It might be possible to use these powders to metallise 

the ceramic at a relatively low temperature before wetting the metallised surface with a 

standard non-reactive braze alloy. This could produce a more economical approach of 

brazing ceramics compared to using ABAs, because non-reactive braze alloys are 

significantly cheaper than ABAs. 

Modifying the composition of Copper ABA
®

 with the addition of more titanium or 

using alumina containing more glassy SiO2 at its bonding surfaces might improve the 

chemical interaction between the ABA and Al2O3 by forming a thicker and continuous 

Si3Ti5 layer. This could possibly increase the maximum value of τ that can be used at the 

liquidus temperature of the modified ABA, because breakdown of the thicker Si3Ti5 layer 

would take longer. The former approach is expected to produce larger quantities of brittle 

phases at the ABA/Kovar
®

 because of the strong chemical interaction between the 

Kovar
®

 and the titanium in the ABA. 
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